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And in a stage play all the people know right wei, that he that 

playeth the sowdayne is percase a sowter . Yet if one should can 

so Iyttle good, to shewe out of seasonne what acquaintance he 

hath with him, and calle him by his owne name whyle he standeth 

in his magestie, one of his tormentors might hap to breake his 

head, and worthy for marring of the play. And so they said that 

these matters bee Kynges games , as it were stage playes, and for 

the most part plaied vpon .scafoldes. In which pore men be but ye 

lokers on. And the; yt wise be, wil medle no farther. For they 

that sometyme step vp and playe wt them, when they cannot play 

their partes, they disorder the play & do themself no good. 

The History of King Richard The Third (unfinished), Sir Thomas 
More 
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ENGELANDTS MEMORIAEL 

Tragicum Theatrum Actorum 

Similar (not identical) 

unsigned portraits of 

Laud Charles I Fairfax 

Holland Hamilton Capel 

Cromwell 
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Finding the way full of People 

Who had placed themselves upon the Theatre 

To behold the Tragedy 

He desired he might have Room 
~ 0 ~ 

'g ;: 2... Speech came froilH.lfhls'ffibffih 
~ 'g S. Historiography of open fields 
'< ro (") aI!JOJd Ul DUnT pawhS s:: CJ)- • :nM . 

g- 0' Mend the Printem faults 
8': ~ The place name and field name 
o ro 
~ -< as thou doest them espy 
~ Centuries of compulsion and forced holding 
e-: For the Author lies in Gaol 
(") e. sa!'l!JotpnV JUA\ I!"!J atp IIV 

and knows not why 
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England's Black Tribunal: Containing The Comple.se Tryal of 
King CHARLES the First, by the pretended High ~'flrt of Justice 
in Westminister-Hall, begun Jan. 20, 1648. <.l~ether with His 
Majesty's Speech on the Scaffold, erected eM: Whitehall-Gate on 
Tuesday Jan. 30, 1648. \,:>~ ... <. His writings 
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o.so .~'; Dr. Juxon. There is but one Stage more, this Stage is turbulel: ..... IJ ~ 
~ ~wS' 
~. '", 

and troublesome, it is a short one; but you may consider, it will ~ rrr<:-

~ soon carry you a very great Way: It will carry you from Earth to <" 

'% 
Hea ven , and there you shall find a great deal of cordial Joy and ~ 
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Comfort. 

King. I go from a corruptible to an incorruptible Crown, where no 

Disturbance can be, no Disturbance in the World. 
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Must lie outside the house 
Side of space I must cross 

To write against the Ghost 
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A First didn ' t write it 

Anguish of the heart 
Smart of the cure 

Strip furlong field 

Feet on someone else 's wheat 

Easy market access 

On-going struggle 
abandoned lands 

Lost power of expression 
Last power of expression 

The Battle of Corioli 

Obsessive images of Coriolanus 

The Author and Finisher 
The Author of the Fact 

of Gold of Thorn of Glory 
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Tell you my author 

I knew his hand 

The book was his 

The cloathing Hands 

I am a seeker 

of water-marks 

in the Antiquity 

The Sovereign stile 

in another stile 

Left scattered in disguise 
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No men 

as expected 

ever will be 

Saviors 

Curtain the background 

in the cropping cycle 

within the bounds 
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This word R emember 

The army and their 

abettors 

after the murder 

of the King 

Forever our Solomon 

Sent forth into 

a Christian world 

He is speaking 

to the army 
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Great Caesar 's g host 

Through history 

this is t he counter-plot 

and turns our swords in 

The First Revolution 

The Foundation of hearsay 

Horrifying drift errancy 

A form and nearby form 
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THE DIFFICULTIES INTERVIEW 

Your work , Susan, seems e s pecially important to me in t h a t it involves t he 
intersection of seve ral different traditions -- in ways, I think , that b ear 
indelibly on the prese nt. flow doe s tradition figure in t he mak ing of your 

ar t? 

I am not sure what inte rse ctions and traditions you me an. 
Oft en I think I am an interloper and an imposter. 
Something Nietzsche wrote I cop ied out because it both helps and haunts 

me . "People still hold the view that what is handed down to us by tradition 
is what in reality lies behind us -- while it in fact comes towards us because 
we are its captives and are destined to it ." 

Because I am a woman I am fated to r ead his beautiful observation as 
double-ta lk of extraordinary wisdom and rejection. Us and we are disruptions. 
These two small words refuse to be absorbed into proper rank in the linear 
sequ ence of his sentence. Every sentence has its end. Every day is broken 
by evening. A harrowing reflection is cast on meaning b y gaps in grammar, 
aporias of historic language . 

~vho? 

let the light into the dark ? began 
t he many movements of the passion? 

vle st 

from east men push . 
The islands are blessed 

(cursed) that swim b e low the sun. 

Robert Duncan wrote these lines in "A Poem Beginning with a Line By 
Pindar ." It's a wonderful poem. In t he age of the Bomb the sun often seems 
to have gone down. Now, in Man's nether language of Translation , what is 
the destiny of untranslated Being? Does midnightly light divide or delineate 
what we commonly exc lude? 

How did you ge t here , Hel e n, 
do you know , 
blown by the wind, t he snow? 

come here, come near: 
are you a phantom 
will you disappear? 

asks Hilda Doolittle Aldington in Helen in Egypt. Let me remember let me 
remember the poem s ings . Sounds are a refuge and a bridge . There is the 
law on the otherside. Do I possess the right of usufruct in the great sloven 
Tradition if I am without basic trust? 
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Helen in Egypt became H. D.' s destiny . 
to Jacob Burkhardt, "The unpleasant thing , 
fundamentally I am every name in history ." 

Nietzsche in his madne ss wrote 
which offends my modesty, is that 

I hope that I am working in an eccentric twentieth century American 
tradition that embraces among others Duncan, Olson , Williams, Stevens , H.D., 
and Hart Crane. Seven poets move in puzzling way s t h rough t he ruins of our 
violent patriarchal history -- what has been handed down to us -- echoes of 
memory and myth. Six men and one woman . 

"Oh Helena , tangled in thought ," 
if it takes a name to make something visible, it makes dangerous sense to see 
that the woman' s name has been reduced, with her approval, to i nitials o 

Well, let me ask you then a question you have asked in My Emily Dickinson: 
" What i s the communal vision of poetry i f you are curved , odd, indefinite, 
irre gular, feminine? " 

That q uestion was in response to a quotation I used from Aquinas and it 
should be quoted in fu ll to make it clear . 

" Pythagoras said that all things \-lere divisible into two genera , good 
a nd evil ; in the genus of good things he classified all p e rfect things such 
as light, males, repose , and so forth, whereas in the genus of evil he classed 
darkness , females and so forth." In reaction to U~at, I wrote "Promethean 
aspiration: To be a Pythagorean and a woman." Then I asked the question about 
a communal vision of poetry . 

" Oh! the metempsychosis! Oh ! Pythagoras , that in bright Greece , two 
thousand years ago, did die , so good, so wise , so mild; I sailed with thee 
along the Peruvian coast last voy age--and , foolish as I am, I taught thee , a 
gre en and simI' le boy , how to splice a rope!" Melville wrote this in Mob!) 
Di ck. I have it pinned on the wall over my desk for luck. I can ' t get over 
it . In a certain sense , for me, Melville is Pythagoras . I know this same 
good , calm, wise, tender and ubiquitous Pythagoras, associated women with evil 
and darkness. It's a given of Melvi lle studies that he preferred men and 
almost never wrote women into his books. But for most of his adolescent and 
adult life, women surrounded and supported him . I-lis mother lived with him for 
many years. His sister Augusta and his \-life Elizabeth laboriously re-copied 
all those handwritten pages and prepared fair copies for the printers . They 
we re scriveners. Like Bartelby . Unpaid scriveners. Both his sons died young , 
and a lot of discussion is given over to them by biographers and critics o He 
had two daughte rs . Very little attention is paid to them. There i s still a 
lot of thinking to be done about the role of the feminine in Melvi lle ' s life 
and writing . I think about it a lot. Because there is room in his work for 
everyone and every thing. If his were just a masculine World View I wouldn't 
b e so fascinated by it and feel so close to it. But as to those sentences 
about Py thagoras, friendship, sharing and loneliness -- I feel the pull of 
Melville' s mythical ideal while acknowledging my otherness. 

When I call a book Pythagore an Silence, the title , for me , is implicitly 
ambiguous. In the whole wideness of the Literary Constitution of the West 
I have s e ldom felt supported by a silence of Fathers . 
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When Melville wrote Pierre, or the Ambiguities, he d~dicated his "rural 
bowl of milk" to a mountain. The strange transgressive language of the text 
c l a shes with the heraldic stiffness of the dedication to "his Imperial Purple 
Majesty (royal-born; Porphyrogenitus) .• Greylock's Most Excellent Majesty ." 
Af t e r the sneering critical and commercial rejection of his seventh novel he 
mus t have felt that he was , in the extremist sense of the word, a stranger. 
He d e dicated Israel Potter , His Fifty Years of Exile; to "His Highness the 
Bunker- Hil l Monument ," another heraldic pile of granite . The dedication also 
s a y s that Israel's narrative "like the crutch-marks of the cripple at the 
Beautiful Gate ," is a "blurred record now out of print." 

Herman Melville's literary ambition was vaulting and Promethean. His 
writing , after Omoo , is increasingly curved, odd, indefinite, irregular 
(feminine? ). 

"At sunrise on a first of April, there appeared, suddenly as Manco 
Cap ac at the lake Titicaca, a man in cream-colors, at the water-side in the 
c ity of St. Louis .... His cheek was fair, his chin downy, his hair flaxen, 
hi. s hCl_t a fur one, with a long fleecy nap ..• He was unaccompanied by friends. 
From the shrugged shoulders, titters, whispers , wonderings of the crowd, it 
was plain that he was, in the extremist sense of the word, a stranger." 

This first nameless avatar of the Confidence Man possibly comes from the 
East. Like Pythagoras he dresses in white and remains apart. Like Billy 
Budd,and the green and simple incarnation of Pythagoras, he is young and 
strangel y sexless. A mixed person . Absolutely indefinite. Other. 

The first American edition of The Confidence Man, His Masquerade; had no 
dedication. Later editions have added one from a note in the author 's hand
writing -- "to the victims of the auto da fe." But who can be sure it was 
the author's intention to use it? Who can be sure of anything in this dis
s ection of national positivism? Written just before the Civil War, The Con
fidence Man may be an affirmation in nihilism, or a bitter satire, or a fur
ious letter to Hawthorne, just gaming, or The Origin of American Tragic 
Drama . On the Fidele I never know who is who or where I am. The Metaphysics 
of Indian Hating chapter humps hugely off center. Carved out of history, 
bleak as a stone Fury, is Moredock an Indian hater or an American writer? 

As a contradiction or a logical conclusion the author's community pun
ished their member by ignoring his book. Dr. Oliver ~'lendell Holmes, a 
neighbor , was called in by the family to check Melville's sanity. 

Poets in the United States, women and men, suffer and have always 
suffered , when and if they challenge ordinary channels of communication. This 
is less so in the visual arts. The cultural bourgeoisie generally tolerates 
and even venerates dis-order and re-valuation in painting and sculpture. 
I can't explain it. I know it has something to do with the power of language. 
Poetry is language stripped to its untranslatability. ~~elville is a poet in 
that final shattering sense. Real poetry is dangerous. As if a person were 
author of herself. I seem to have wandered away to the monument of Melville 
when you asked me about women and the community of Poetry. But how do you 
come back inside the circle when you have written Moby Dick? When Emily 
Dickinson wrote her three " Master" letters to "a recipient unknown," who did 
she address them to? Was there a real person to send them to? And what about 
the se variations from what Thomas Johnson calls "one of her most chaotic 
worksheet drafts"? 
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Deputed to adore-
£BR€eR€eti 
The bB€ to be adored 

Doom 

Created to adore 

The Affluence evolved-
conferred-
bestowed-
involved- -

(J 1386) 

I would hardly call the se assemblages and detours "chaotic . " Here 
are complex questions about control and controlling. They point to one 
another -and to the link between author and creation. 
Wittgenstein said of Tractatus; (and I don't find his editors calling his 
notebooks "chaotic") "By ',V-ork consists of t\-10 parts: the one presented 
here plus all I have not written." Maybe pythagoras was simply saying the 
same thing differently. Maybe women who are poets are familiar with a 
hidden Self who riddles the four corne rs of that nothing need. All we have 
not said . Wonder stalks the still unspecified "and so forth" of Aquinas . 

what is your communal vision of poetry? 

The communal vision of poetry is one poem in another we haven ' t seen or 
thought. There are breaks in world-histori~al r e ason ~here forms of wildness 
brought up by memory become d e sire and multlply. I thlnk a dream of poets is 
that some day all people wi l l be free from laws of value. Individualism wil l 

no longer be an issue . 
An open horizon . Withdrawal of my proper name from social Order no 

clear line . Territorialism is our exile. . " 
"Faith!" shouted Goodman Brown, in a voice of agony and desperatlon; ana 

the echoes of the forest mocked him , crying 'Faith! Faith! ' as if bewi~dered 
wretches were seeking her all through the wilderness. " 'Faith ', a Purltan 
wife is locked in a cry by Hawthorne. His name is the name of a tree . 

' we are the shapes of Faith caught together in the s e ering nature of 
indefinite power . We never return home. 

" The lyric poet , " yOll have written in Hy Emily Dickinson, "r eads a past that. 
is a huge imagination of one form." And in your "Statement. for the ~ew po~t~cs 
Colloquium (Vancouver, 1985)" : "In my poetry, time and a~a~n , quest~ons OL 

assigning the cause of history dictate the sound of what ~s thought . Con
cern for the materials of history pervades your oeuvre. Could you try to 
speak to your senses of historical and present (i . e., lyrical) form tvith 
reference to the composition of an actual work -- say, "Federalist 10" ? 

My poems always seem to be concerned with history. 
thought my original intentions were that's where they go. 

No matter what I 
The past is pre-

s e nt when I write. 
Recently I spent several 

If there is a Spirit of Place 

months at Lake George whe re I wrote Thorow . 
that Sp irit had me in thrall. Day after day 
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I watche d the lake and how weather and light changed i-t:. I think I was 
t r y ing to p aint a landscap e in that p oem but my vision of the lake was not 
so muc h in s p ace as in time . I was very much a\vare of the commercialization 
and ne ar ruin at the e dge of the water, in the town itself, all around -
bu t I f e lt outside of time or in an earlier time and that was what I had to 
ae t o n pape r. For some r e ason this beautiful body of water has attracted 
~iol ence and greed ever since the Europ eans first saw it . I thought I could 
fee l it when it was pure, e nchante d , nameless . There never was such a pure 
p l a c e . In all nature there is violence . Still it mus t have been wonderful 
at first sight. Uninterrupted nature usually is a dream enjoyed by the 
spoile rs and looters -- my ancestors. Its a first dream of wildness that 
most of us ne e d in order to breathe ; and y et to inhabit a wilderness is to 
destroy it. An eternal contradiction. Olson ' s wonderful sentence "I take 
SPACE to be the central fact to man born in America . " I am a woman born in 
America . I can't take central facts for granted. But then Olson really 
doesn't either . 

Sometimes I think my p oetry is only a search by an investigator for the 
point where the crime began. What is the unforgivable crime? Will I ever 
c ap ture it in words? 

I can ' t get a way from New England. It ' s in my heart and practice . 
The older I get the more Calvinist I grow. Inspite of all the p e ttiness and 
dour formalism of the Puritans, as we have learned to think of them, and it 
is all certainly there , and more -- I am at home with them. 

Hidden under the rigid exterior of a Cotton Mather , under the anger of 
Mary Rowlandson , under the austerity of Jonathan Edwards, is an idea of 
grace as part of an infinite mystery in us but beyond us. What we try to do 
i n life is a calling . Carp entry, teaching , mothering , farming , writing , 
i s never an end in itself but is in the service of something out of the world 
-- God or the Word, a sup reme Fiction. This central mystery - - this huge 
Imagination of one form is both a lyric thing and a great "secresie , " on an 
unbeaten way; the only unbe aten way left . A poet tries to sound every part. 

Sound is part of the my stery. But sounds are only the echoes of a 
p lace of first love. The Puritans or Calvinists knew that what we see is as 
nothing to the unseen. I know that if something in a word , or in a line in 
a poem or in any piece of writing doesn't sound true then I must change it . 
I am part of one Imagination and the justice of Its ways may seem arbitrary 
but I have to follow Its voice. Sound is a key to the untranslatable hidden 
cause. It is the cause . Othello said that . " Othello is uneasy , but then 
Othellos always are, they hold such mighty stakes. " wrote Dickinson. In the 
s ame letter she added " The brow is that of De ity -- the eye s, those of the 
lost , but the power lies in the throat - - pleading , sovereign , savage -- the 
panther and the dove !" 

But this doesn't explain Federalist 10 . I had been working on that 
series for a long interrupte d time . I couldn ' t find a way to link the 
separate parts . Somehow I got on to the early historical writing of Charles 
A. Beard. In about 1906 he wrote the conclusions to An Economic Int erpreta
tion of the Constitution of the United States. I think he s p ent the rest of 
a long career smooting over this outburst: 

The first firm ste ps toward the formation of the Constitution were 
taken by a small and active group of men immediately interested through 
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the ir p e r s onal possessions in the outcome of t heir labors. 

The c onstitution was e sse ntially an e conomic document based upon the 
concept t hat fundame ntal pri vate ri ghts of property are anterior to govern
me nt and beyond t h e r each of popular majoriti e s. 

The Constitution was not cre at e d by "the whole peopl e " as the jurists 
have said; n either vias it cre ated h y "the state s" as Southern nullifiers 
long conte nded; but it was t he work of a consolidate d group whose intere sts 
knew no state boundaries and we re truly traditional in t heir scope. 

He writes a lot about "Federalist 10." James Madison wrote it and it's the 
s ection about controlling factions in a Rep ublic. A great de al of learned 
discussion has gone on since about "Federalist 10," but the idea of women as 
a faction neve r seems to occur to any o f these s c holars. Women were just too 
far out of the pi c ture to be considered a faction when our Constitution was 
written. ,I mean Native American women, African-American women, Anglo-American 
wome n, Irlsh women, German women; all women in North America at that time. 
The silence and s eparation, the voicel e ssness of such otherness. I can't 
get over it. 

Quite b y chance, the way Me lville claims to have found Israel Potter's 
Narrati v e , I fou nd Th e <Tourna1 of Esther Edward s Burr as I was browsing in 
a bookstore. It has recently been edited by Carol Karlsen and Laurie Crum
packer, and published by Yale University Press in 1984. I didn't have to 
rescue the Journal written between 1754 and 1757, from ragpickers, because 
the editors had already r e scued it from the catacombs of the Beineke Rare 
Book and Manuscript Library -- a ragpicking establishment of sorts. The 
editors say that they were members of women's history study group s in Hew 
Haven and Boston. I am thankful for such groups and grateful to these 
particular women. 

Esther Edwards Burr was Jonathan Edward's daughter and Aaron Burr's 
mother. She was also the great granddaughter of Solomon Stoddard and Es
ther liJareham Mather. Her husband was a minister and the President of the 
College of New J ersey later called Princeton. Aaron Burr senior had first 
see n Esther when she was fourteen. Six years later, shortly after her 
fath e r had been ousted from his Northampton pastorate, and the family had 
moved to Stockbridge, he came to visit. Their courtship lasted five days. 
Two weeks later she left her family and moved to New Jersey. The Journal 
consists of letters she wrote to a much loved friend, Sarah Prince, the 
daughter o f a minister in Boston. 

She had a short life. She was deeply religious inspite of herself. 
She suffered from migraine headaches, various illnesses and fright. She 
was afraid of accidents, Indians, the French Wars, entertaining, separa
tion, etc., etc. Her husband was often away. Ivhen he was at home the 
house was full of students, their families, members of her family, and 
other visitors. She took in boarders. College students met regularly 
there. She was afraid (with good reason) of dying in childbirth. When 
she did give birth to her s e cond child, Aaron, her husband was away and 
she had no family with her. "In what Language shall I addres s you?" She 
writes to Sarah Prince, "Or what [strain?] can equal that of my Fide1ias? 
Sure you are more your self or anybody e lse!" And Sarah i s quickly estab-
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lished as o f c e ntral importance in h e r life . Sh e talked to Sarah almos t 
dai l y i n l e tters that might take weeks to r e ach h e r . Sarah wrote poetry. 
The two wome n r e ad Pamela and Claris s a. The y calle d e ach othe r Buri s s a 
and Fide lia . " We nt to h e ar a preparritory sermon to our sacriment. Th e 
Text was Sanctify your s e lve s to day , for to morrow the Lord will do Wonder s , 
a good p ractical discourse a s Mr Braine rds sermons all are , but I want 
[was not] in a good frame to hear it ." She wa s n e v e r at Peace. She spe nt 
a good de al of time b e rating hers elf . Yet s he knew s h e had what in those 
days was a good life . Her editors t e ll us she b e lieve d in the Puritan ethic 
of h a rd work . I ' m not s ure that she did. Her hus band di e d in 1757 . When 
Esther Edwards Burr d i ed a year later s he was twenty-six . 

J u s t after h e r hu s band's d e ath J onathan Edwards wrote the s e comforting 
words t o hi s daughte r . ' Tis according to the Course of Things in this World, 
that a fte r the world smil e s , some gre at affliction s oon come s. God has now 
given you early and seasonable warning, not at all to depe nd on worldly 
prosperity . The refore I would advi se , if it ple ase s God to r estore , you, 
to lot upon no Happiness here ." 

Sh e i s the l ink b e twe en Jonathan Edwards and Aaron Burr. Great Men in 
the h istory books but about a s opp o s ite per s onalities a s one could imagine . 
Yet s h e links them . until now her life has been a blank in his torical con
sciou s ness . You will hardly find her me ntione d in Biographies of these two 
men . Wome n mus t rectify what Irigaray call s "this aporia of di s course ." 
We hav e to try to unders tand how a nd why hi s torical domination has put mothers , 
wiv es , and daughte r s in a po s ition of infe riority. We go back through the 
masculine imaginary , Irigaray also s ays , to discover a beginning and a future 
for our own imaginations. It ' s a v e r y e xc i t ing time to b e a woman wr iting. 
I don't think Es the r jus t dies and that ' s that . I don ' t think Indian culture s 
that a r e s upposed to have b e en annihilate d r e ally are extinct. Es the r is in 
many of us, particularly if we are Ne w Englanders . She i s a buried part o f 
Emi l y Dickinson ' s consciousness . He r cosmic une a s iness i s also Dickinson's. 
She i s e v e rywhe r e in Fe d e x'a1ist 10 . 

In contrast but equally compelling was an ane cdo te I r a n acros s from 
the Hi s tory , Manne rs , and Customs of th e Indian Nations Who Once Inhabite d 
Pennsy1 vania , b y the Moravian Missionary John He cY.:e\<le lde r. He i s the man who 
gave James Fe nimore Coope r mos t of the informati on about De l a wa r e c u s toms h e 
used in the Le atherstocking Novel s . Thi s was a s hort p iece about a name l e s s 
Indian woman who had taken her son and separate d from h e r p e ople. She lived 
as a h e rmit on a little island . She b e came a l e g e ndary figure to the De laware . 
They s howed Heckewelde r trace s of the fi e lds she had ~lanted. I couldn ' t 
forget h e r . Why did s he voluntarily separate herself from h e r people? What 
happ e ne d to her? What b e came of her son? 

Es the r Edwards Burr and an anonymous De laware woman are members of that 
s ile nt faction - - the f eminine. They we r e and somewhe r e the y s till are . 
Trace s are here . Outside the c e ntral disciplin e s of Economy, Anthropology, 
a nd Historiography is a gap in causal s eque nce . A knowing e xcluded from 
k nowing . Sounds of the se wome n thinking found Fe d e ralist 10 whe n I ne eded 
them. 

I ' v e been reading James Clifford ' s book The Pre dicament of Culture : 
Twenti e th- Century Ethnography , Lite rature , and Art . I have n ' t finished it 
but alre ady it s eems to apply to so much I f e el about poetry . The kind of 
work I write and othe r writing that inte r es ts me . Ethnography wre stles with 
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authorial control. Because the ethnographic writer hopes to portray what 
natives think. To portray thoughts of a culture do you suppress individual 
dialogue under a control ling discourse, or do you depend entire ly on direct 
quotations? Clifford cites Dickens as a novelist who l e t s other voices speak 
through and establish their own control on the s tory . This is what abso
lutely fascinates me about Melvil l e in Moby Dick and above a ll in Th e Con
fidence Man. I think that a poet is like an ethnographer. You open your 
mind and textual space to many voices, to an interplay and contradiction and 
complexity of voices . These voices are marks and sound s and they form a 
polyphony that forms lines and often a bolishes lines . This i s not to deny 
that quotations are staged by the q uoter. Ethnographic data has generally 
been gathered by men from men telling their vision s . So this is a comp li
cated issue for women who sense si l enced factions waiting t o be part of any 
expression . 

Clifford s a ys , " the writing of ethnography [i s ] an unruly, multi s ubj ective 
activity ." So is the writing of poetry . And t he r eading of poetry i s beyond 
the control of any authority . The publishing industry i s controlled by money 
and money establishes fa l se authority. That' s why s mall p r esses in this 
country are s o crucial . 

It ' s not hard to imagine Barry Manilow singing " I am language • •• I 
write the poems !" But in a much darker mood you have written in " Speeches 
at the Barriers " in Defe nestration of Prague: 

For we are language Lost 

in language 

We have found the e nemy and it is us a s we are in language? 

I could never have written the poems in Defenestration of Prague with
out the experience of reading Spenser ' s Fairie Queene . I was fascinated by 
t h e poem and read everything I could find about Spenser himself, which isn ' t 
very much . So Edmund Spenser by a long and crooked rou t e l e d me to the actual 
Defenestration in Prague, May 16 , 1618. There were other d e f ene strations 
there , but that ' s the one my title refers to. Anyway that ' s another story . 
This i s an attempt to answer your question about e n emies and language . 

Spenser wa s secretary to the l ord- d eputy of Ire land and in 1580 accom
panied Lord Edward Grey to Ire land to aid in the suppression of Desmond ' s 
rebellion . He was an invader , an adve nturer , and a Protestant zealont whose 
View of the State of Ireland , was s o hars h even the El i zabethan government 
balked at carrying out his r e commendation s . To solve the Irish problem , h e 
recommended that they send 1 0 , 000 foot soldiers and 1, 000 horse soldiers , 
disperse them in garrisons , and give the rebels twenty days to s urrender . 
If they refused they were to b e hunte d " like wild beasts in winter when the 
covert i s thin. " If the hunt was successful t here would be l ess work to do 
in summer , becau se famine would comple te the work of the sword and the p l ace 
would b e clear for p l antation by Engl ish col oni sts inc l uding himse l f . This 
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plan was later used by Spenser ' s associates against Native Ame ricans in the 
colonies o f North America. It was Sir Walter Raleigh who enco uraged Spenser 
to write The Fairie Queene . It was Sir Walte r Raleigh who colonized Virginia. 

"But vertues seat is deepe within the mynd,/ And not in o utward s hows , 
but inward thoughts defynd " (VI , P7). In Spens e r ' s Allegory symbolic things 
become real a nd reality melts into sound o utsensing d i s tance . This poem of 
the Mind is a pastoral free place. In Book II , Canto VIII , t h e author who is 
alsO an invader a sks : " And is there care in heauen? And is t h ere love? " 

How oft do they , their sil uer bowers leaue , 
To come to succour us , that s uccour vlant? 
How oft do they with golden pineons , cleaue 
The flitting skyes, like fly ing Pursuiuant, 
Against foule feends to aide us millitant? 
They for us f ight , they watch and duly ward, 
And their bright Squadrons round about uS plan t, 
And all for loue , and nothing for r eward : 

o why should heavenly God to men haue such regard? 

There is the book and here is the writer and his biograph y. We have the 
same problem with Ezra Pound and Heidegger. I don't know the answer. Blanchot 
says "Whoever writes is exi l ed from writing, which is the coun try -- his own 
where he is not a prophet ." If History is a record of s urvivo rs , Poetry 
shelters other voices. Spenser tells Raleigh that his book i s a " continued 
Allegory , or dark conceit. " The p urpose of the poem is to portray King Arthur , 
before he was king, when he was a knight perfect ed in the twelve moral virtues o 
"An Historiographer discouseth of affayres orderly as they were donne, account
ing well the times as the actions, b ut a Poet thrusteth into the middest , even 
when it most concerneth him . •• " Bu t Arthur is a shadow-fig ure. Spenser ' s 
poem creates its own meaning. The I-in-time re-discovers and reactivates 
primeval feminine mysteries, over them he has no power . In Th e Fairie Queene 
Ireland may be the u ncodi fiable spirit of Poetry . It's the women he portrays 
I remember. First Una, but l ater on and far more compell ingl y , Britomar t , 
Belphoebe , Amoret, and Florimell. These fictive beings lead me beyond the 
personal to a place where Love , like Nature's self , is always just out of 
reach. The l ater Cantos explore the alterity and multiplicity of primeval 
Beauty. Florimel l "long followed but not found ," may once hav e been Helen. 
Britomart has her vision in Isis Church. Women represent the unforseeable 
Other, always free, changi ng but unchanging -- the center arou nd which Poetry 
gravitates . The last word in the last Canto , the "unperfite" second Canto 
of Mutabiliti e under the Legende of Constancie, is " sight". 

You could think about that forever. 

vfuere do words c ome from where do they go? The real his t or i ca l distance 
is a violence. The Fairie Queen e ' s creator is one of the conquerors. But 
often Spenser appeals to an image o f female power , and so d id Queen Elizabeth,to 
a generous mothering life force that t ranscends p lace and colonization. The 
poem is dedicated to another Poet-invader . "To the Right noble , and Valorous, 
Sir Walter Raleigh , knight." Raleigh brings poetry to Ame rica when he names 
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Virginia. These poets write about Chasti tie and Holinesse , God and Justice. 
They are writing during the reign of Eizabeth . Raleigh was beheaded during 
the reign of James I. What is the connection between allegory , iconoclasm , 
colonization, punning, and an idea of the feminine? Duchamp explores such 
questions in "Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even . " Raleigh is end
lessly fascinating. I love his poems . " My boddy in the walls captived/ feels 
not the wounds of spightful envy . / but my thralde minde , of liberty deprived, 
/ fast fettered in her auntient memory • • . I" he probably wrote in prison. 
We are all captived by auntient memory. ~he struggles of dead wills do speak 
through survivors? How can we approach the dead ones deep in time ' s silence? 

But I can ' t write sensibly about Spenser or Ral eigh. I am always 
swinging from one opinion to another. I think that recently Stephen Green
blatt has written brilliantly about them. 

William Carlos Williams begins his short essay on Raleigh for In the 
American Grain ; " Of the pursuit of beauty and the husk that remains , per
versions and mistakes , while the true form escapes in the wind , sing 0 Muse; 
of Raleigh, beloved by majesty, plunging his lust into the body of a new 
world - - and the deaths, misfortunes , counter coups, which swelled back to 
certify that ardor with defeat . Sing !" Why is land always said to be femi 
nine? Why is wilderness called "Virgin". I still have no idea . The answer 
must be deep in the structure of Language. And the mystery of that structure 
is a secret of poetry unsett l ed by history . Poets try to keep Love safe from 
the enemy. Love , like Florimell, is always fleeing . Poets search through 
the world for a stranger . Each quest is a discovery and f l ight . Melvi l le 
calls Fl orimell "Truth" in "Hawthorne and His Mosses. " Hawthorne calls her 
"Faith" in "Young Goodman Brown. " In Wi lliams ' Paterson she i s "Beautiful 
Thing." What do women who are poets try to free or to capture in order to 
keep Love safe? Is she, he, It, Dickinson's "Master" ? What are we all 
after? 

I think Williams is right in his essay on Poe , when he says that Ameri
cans have had to invent original terms. The local tradition forces our hands. 
Williams writes "Had he [Poe] lived in a world where love thr ove , his poems 
might have grown differently . But living where he did, surrounded as he was 
by that world of unreality, a formless "population" -- drifing and feeding 
a huge terror possessed him . . • Disarmed in his poetry the p l ace itself 
comes through. This is the lTew World. It is this that it does , as if --" 

Edmund Spenser lived earlier . Ireland was the New World and the place , 
specifically Kilcolmin, in the north of the county of Cork, eventually 
possessed him. 

Language is a wild interiority . I am lost in the refuge of its dar k 
life. 

Poets are always beginning again . They sail away to a place they hope 
they can name . Linguistic nature is always foreign . Grammar bales the 
darkness open. Only a few strike home . They remember and acknowledge each 
other. Robert Creeley's For Love , Poems 1950-1960 , begins with a poem called 
"Hart Crane" for Slater Brown ; 

• • • And ~ it was ! entered the broken world 

Hart Crane . 

Hart 
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What sense of limit do you bring to your poetry? 

I hope my sense of limit is never fixed. All roads lead to rooms 
is an old Irish saying. An aphorism and a pun. In Western Literary 
Tradition all roads seem to lead to Rome. A poet is a foreigner in her 
own language . I don't want to stay inside. 
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JANET RUTH FALON 

SPEAKING WITH SUSAN HOHE 

Q: If I were reading your work and not knowing who the writer was , do you 
think that I would know that a woman had wri tten it? 

HOWE : I would hope you wouldn ' t , but some of my work I think you p robably 
would, like The Liberties , simply because of its involvement with Stella 
and Cordelia. But The Defcnes tration of Prague and pythagorean Silence , 
I would hope , in ways , not. 

Q: Why? 

HOWE : There's a time of poetry that has nothing to do with chronological 
time , and a mystery about poetry that transcends gender . Obvious l y I have 
a different voice from Wallace Stevens , and he is a poet \.;ho means every
thing to me. I am unable to speat with as sure a voice. I can ' t be direct 
the way he can even if his direction is often indirection and for that 
reason timeless. "Begin, ephebe , by perceiving the idea/Of this invention, 
this invented world , /The inconceivable idea of the sun . / " An ephebe , the 
Poet , is a man . So "Notes Towards a Supreme Fiction" starts with that 
given . Stevens has the assurance of centuries behind him. An i dea of the 
sun , inconceivable as it may seem , is an idea of the father of figures. 
Master of metaphor folded in God- fire. I often think when I am overwhelme d 
by Stevens' achievement as a poet that my own work is doomed to be hesitant 
-- breathy -- but then I can find many p l aces where his source or his voice 
divides from itself. "Metaphor as Degeneration" or the two short poems 
called "Our Stars Come from Ireland" would b e good examples of such hesi
tation. In "Auroras of Autumn ," one of my favorite poems e v e r , I think he 
is indebted to Virginia Woolf's To the Light house . Sometime I would like 
to write a close reading of that poem . Stevens was very fond of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins ' poe try -- he writes of 'the force of sound in connection 
with it. I also love Hopkins, and I ' m not sur e if one came to his poetry 
and it was anonymous , you would be able to say a man wrote it . I'm speaking 
of sound here , not sense . But I am very conflicted over this subject of a 
feminine or a masculine voice . I hope poetry that is Poetry contains both 
voices . 

Q: When you were doing art, was the gender issue more or less of a con
sideration ? 

HOllE : I think it was less of a consideration , part l y because it simply 
wasn ' t being considered. Let ' s see , Kate Millet's book Sexual Politics 
had a big effect on me . I remember readi ng it up in Ithaca, New York. 
At the time I had a three-year-old son , Mark , and Becky , my daughter , was 
nine. I was a painter but didn ' t have a gallery . We had left New York 
City to go up there for a year where David was the artist-in- residence at 
Cornell for a year . He had the job, he had a big studio , (I made do with 
a room in the house we rented), I took care of the children, worried end
lessly about their various schoo l s , etc . Yet I was very ambitious. I 
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felt cut off from my friends who were other women working in New York . 
I was angry . And there wa s a rage in Millet ' s book that galvanized me . 
I saw that if I didn ' t apply all my energy to my work , to how I said what 
I wanted to say , I had no one to blame but myself . I began to think in 
terms of saying , not seeing . I had been putting words into my paintings 
for years , but I was thinking a lot about Duchamp at the time , and Carl 
Andre's word drawings , and John Cage , and gradually words began to take 
over my painting completely . I came to words th~ough other visual artists , 
but their work was waiting, and had been from the beginning . I just took 
years of moving around the edges of what was present for words to pene
trate my sight. 

How much does this have to do with gender? I don ' t know . I was 
born in 193 7. I was a teenager in the 1950 ' s . This was not a good time 
for the intel l ectual ambitions of young women . Women my daughter ' s age 
(25 ), and others in their thirties now, have been able to start from a 
position that women like Mille t made available to them . They will not 
read Hemingway and Lawrence in the same way I did , thank goodness . I 
hope they still read them, but not in the same unquestioning way . 

Q: Do you have any idea about why you became an artist rather than a poet? 
Do you have any sense that maybe , when you were growing , it was more accept
table to become one or the other? 

HOWE : I was always going to be an artist though the art form changed . 
There was the sense , I s uppose from my father, that because I was f eminine , 
anything would do except law o r history . Those disciplines were for me n. 
Civi l rights activist h e was , liberal he wa s , yet he was adamantly opposed 
to women being admitted to the Harvard Law School. He thought standards 
would plunge immediately if they were . The poor man had three daughters 
and no sons . My mother wanted me to be an actress and she put a lot of 
time into this . Instead of college I went to Ireland to apprentice at the 
Gate Theatre in Dublin . That meant that I helped build sets and acted in 
small parts . My first part was in a Restoration Comedy called " The Jealous 
Wif e . " I p l ayed the maid , Toi l et . Over there " toilet" meant getting 
dressed . To me , an American , Toilet meant toilet . I r emember how funny it 
seemed when I wrote home to tell my parents I had been cast as "Toilet ." 
My father was a Puritan of the old school. The next part I got was in a 
p l ay by the now forgotten Sheridan Le Fanu . I was a young girl who is 
kil l ed by a vamp ire in Act I , Scene 1 . This was not the glory I had 
i magined . 

Whe n I made the choice not to go to college I was the only girl in my 
graduation c l ass at B.aver Country Day School who didn ' t . It was a rebell
ious act in terms of the school but I wasn ' t rebelling against my parents . 
Nevertheless for a person of my background -- genteel child , Boston family 
college was part of the package . Afte r such a gesture , it never occured 
to me that I could change my mind . In those days the idea of a year off 
wasn't e ven an i dea . So when I fai l ed in the theatre -- which I did , two 
years later , back in New York -- I believed I had made an irrevocable mi s 
take . I was nine t een and I was sure I had thrown my life away. The only 
place I thought might accept me was an art school . I had done lots of 
drawing and some paintings and was able t o put together a portfolio and the 
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Boston Museum School l et me in. I think anyone could get in the r e at that 
time . So I fell i nto painting in a rather desperate way . Again it was n't 
law or history, so it was all right with my father o But the Museum School , 
the students there, really changed me . And my painting had an effect on my 
writing so in the long run it was the right path to take. And it did lead 
me out of Boston. 

Q: Your mother was a worki ng artist when you were growing up? 

HOlvE: Sh e was working between the years I was six and t en , and then after 
that she was always involved in some theatrical production or another, but 
it was not a regular job as it had been during the war year s . Later she 
wrote two novels and dramatized Finnegan's Wake. 

Before she came to the States she had been a young and rising p lay
write in Dublin, and an actress there. When she was 29 she came to Boston 
to visit relatives, and s h e met my father. They wer e married in about three 
months . Then my father, who was a lawyer at the time, was made the Dean of 
the Buff alo University law school and they moved there. When the war 
broke out my father enlisted and was away in Europe for four years . My 
mother , Fanny and I moved to Cambridge because I think there was an unde r
standing that my father would come back to teach at Harvard . In Cambridge 
my mother got a job teaching drama at Radcliffe College. She worked v e r y 
hard at it. She directed many plays so she was gone a good part of each 
day and of course nearly every night. Fanny and I had a series of baby 
sitters . ~-:hen I was six and Fanny three the schedul e was that I walked h e r 
to nursery school every morning and then continued on to fir s t grade in a 
bigger school, myself. We were p r etty young to be on our own as much as 
we were. After the war a theatre was organized in Cambridge called the 
Brattle . My mother quickly became a part of that . I t was a wonderful 
group of peop l e from allover and the whole thing was great fun. Then 
there was the Poet ' s Theatre . So s h e was always somehow involved in 
theatre but she never l eft Cambridge to act or d irect , and she was first 
the wife of a professor . I am sure she was constantly scandalizing the 
Harvard community. Women were to be seen and hot heard in those days in 
Cambridge. My mo ther loves to be heard. 

Q: Were you encouraged to think about a career? 

HOWE : Not a career like a doctor, lawyer, historian or philosopher . I 
was given a genteel education . The understanding was that I might dabble 
a bit at something but then I would marry a gentleman with money . Not too 
much money , but money . At the same time these messages were being conveyed , 
my mother was convinced that I should be an actress. From the time I was 
ten or so she concentrated a lot of effort on that project . And we were 
very c lose because of our shared pass ion for the theatre. I wanted what s h e 
wanted . I think when I gave it up I broke her heart though she was gallant 
enough not to say it . 

Q: You were working when you got married the first time? 

HOWE: My first husband, Harvey Quaytman , was a s tude nt with me at the 
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Boston r1useum School. He was a year ahead of me. I would say we were 
both prize-winning students there . He did a fifth year of postgraduate 
work and won a travelling fellowship. We had Rebecca right away so all 
three of us went to London for a year on absolutely nothing o We had onl y 
the fellowship money which was a little for one , let alone three. Harvey 
had a studio there , and we lived in the basement f l at of a cousin of mine. 
I stayed in the basement flat and took care of Becky. Then we came back 
to Cambridge and I got a job teaching art in a girls' school and supported 
Harvey while he got a studio and painted. I painted in a small room in 
the house we l ived in. I painted on days off and weekends when Becky was 
napping or something. I never questioned this arrangement. But I can ' t 
put it all down to idiocy . I believed then and I do still that if you 
have children you owe them time . I had been a frightfully homesick childo 
When my father went away for five years it wounded me, and with my mother 
away at work I was frightened a l l the time. I wanted my children to be 
sure of their mother. I can ' t bear that little childr en should be aband
oned and it can easily happen. Nothing seems worth that to me. 

Q: Do concerns of abandonment , loneliness and isolation figure into your 
work? 

HOWE: Oh , yes . 

Q: When you are writing , are you conscious of your 'core issues ' ? 

HOWE: NO , but they come on you. They come on you . At least when I write , 
words or phrases come to me. I don't go to them or start with a plan. I 
start with scraps and pieces and something comes. I never know. I never 
sit down intentionally to say something. It comes to me . But as I work 
more on a poem a meaning is established and then I must continue until 
I feel it's done or undone . To an almost alarming extent - - a l arming for 
me -- sound creates meaning. Sound is t he core . If a line doesn ' t sound 
right, and I do always have single line s or single words in mind, if a 
line doesn ' t have some sort of rhythm to it, if my ear tells me it ' s wrong, 
I have to get rid of it, or change it, and a new me aning may come then. 

Q: What are the five major concerns or issues that present themselves to 
you on a regular basis in your work? 

HOWE: I don ' t know that there are only five, b~cause I don't like to think 
that anything is limited. But I always seem to somehow get myself embroiled 
in ideas of history in my work . And then I am surprised at often a sense 
of violence intrudes itself , and I am alway s worried about what " time " it 
is or is not . Existential issues, you might say, but I come at these issues 
without any real background in organized thinking. I am always discovering 
something , then followi ng that lead to something else, with always the sense 
that there are endless things I don ' t know that I should. For a long time 
I thought that this lack of a basic e ducation put me at a disadvantage , but 
now I think that maybe it ' s provided me with a certain innocence, and en
thusiasm that hasn ' t been killed. I've been able to follow each path on 
my own and had I gone to college and majored in something then I would have 
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had to write papers on people or issues I wasn't interested in. 
a slow, lonely way to go. It places you on the other side, you 
It's a weird melange of things you pull on, but you're free. 

This is 
stumble. 

Q: Given this freedom of expression, do you have a set schedule? Do you 
sit down at your desk every day from, say , 9 to 12, and say, 'okay , now, 
I'm ready', or do you wait for inspiration? 

HOWE: I work all the time. I like to work in the morning particularly. 
But if I'm not writing at my desk or working at my job, I am in the library 
or walking and thinking about work. At night I give up, fall down in front 
of the t elevision and watch anything. I spend a great deal of time in li
braries. One thing David's job has given me is the run of a great library. 
Families of Yale employees are given a green card and may go into the stacks . 
Of course you know your card is different, that you are only being tolerated 
as a gesture on the part of the authorities, but so what? You can get past 
the guard. I don't know what I would do if I didn't have the run of Ster
ling Library. I would be a catastrophe. I work out of libraries. 

Q: Do you do your poetry writing in libraries? 

HOWE: No, but I take out book after book. Some books you can't take out, 
so then I read them there. When David retires in a couple of years this 
library business will become a real problem for me. Our town library is 
in no way adequate because I love going up into the stacks and stumbling 
on forgotten books; often they have the most interesting things for my 
writing. 

Q: Do you have a goal for what you're trying to do in your work? 

HOWE: No. 

Q: Why do you do what you do? 

HOWE: Because I have to. 

Q: What would happen if you didn't? 

HOWE: Well, by now I wouldn't wouldn't . I have to write. I would organ
ize my life accordingly. Conceivably I could lose access to Sterling 
Library but by now I have a lot of books of my own. I would just read them 
more carefully . Maybe it would be good for me. I'm interested now in 
writing essays . And maybe for a while I would stop poetry to work on those. 
For me, they are a kind of poetry. I have the same problem with meaning 
and sound when I write them that I do when I write a poemo I don't like 
separating t .hings into categories. As to stopping writing, all I can think 
about is that I haven't got enough time to do what I wish I could do, and 
I don't yet know what that is . 

Q: Do you want people to know your work? 
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HOWE: I did when I started. Sure I did. In fact, the desire for recog
nition is what screwed me up in the first place. I wanted to be in the 
theatre and to me that meant getting the best parts. I didn't become an 
actress for the right reasons to say the very least. That's why I wasn't 
any good and very soon fell by the wayside. Then I wanted my paintings 
to be shown. When I gave up painting I started at square one and I was 
thirty-three . I was older and wiser and although of course I sent out 
some poems most of them were rejected and I soon stopped thinking about 
writing in terms of acceptance. But it would be dishonest to claim that 
audience doesn't matter at all. These days poets have almost no audience 
but if you have even six people who really look at your work that's a help. 
Now I have a couple of books in print; they are hard to find, but they are 
in print. They exist. ~1at if I had no book? I wonder. All the years 
I spent thinking about Dickinson taught me a lesson about effacement and 
inscription. Working on that book meant really facing the fact of her 
extraordinary lack of concern for the opinion of others. Her conscience 
was her judge and it was a fierce judge. I think she felt her readers 
were Keats and Shakespeare, among others. She wrote and thoughtr in a 
structure of ideas. Gerard Manley Hopkins hardly published in his lifetime. 
I wonder if his language would have reached the lyric pitch it reached -
itself for itself -- had he been writing for a specific audience. What 
drove him was not a desire for worldly recognition. In fact, there may 
be a danger in having an audience. It's hard not to want to keep pleasing 
these enthusiasts. Will you feel forced to please them in some subtle 
sense? The issue is force, however subtle. What is the extent to which 
an audience pulls an artist? It's very mysterious. 

Q: Do you think you, as a woman, and other women writers might be more 
susceptible to this pleasing thing? 

HOWE: No. An audience is Everyperson. We are all human, all too human. 
Everyone wants to be loved. Most artists trust that their life's work 
will be re-discovered. Dickinson carefully saved her poems. Hopkins 
mailed his writing to Robert Bridges. Nietzsche said, "In applause there 
is always a kind of noise." 

Q: How did you discover Dickinson? 

HOWE: It would be hard not to discover Dickinson. She is part of the New 
England landscape. I have loved many writers who are women: Jane Austen I 
still read over and over again, George Eliot, and all the Brontes (especially 
Emily) , Willa Cather, Eudora vlelty -- but I cared about Emily Dickinson and 
Virginia Woolf. How they both make words sing! To the Lighthouse, and 
The Waves, even Between the Acts, are poems. Certainly they are not just 
novels. When I was growing up these two women were accepted into the male 
pantheon but they had to pay the price of otherness. Virginia Woolf, as 
we all well know, ended by drowning herself. Emily Dickinson did not go 
mad but she had to make severe choices. She had to become very "odd" in 
order to be left alone to write. Now for Holderlin, Nietzsche, even Artaud, 
madness is part of the story -- horrible, yes, but there are so many other 
men who wrote and never lost their sanity. They are rare exceptions. And 
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as exceptions, their letters, poems, all traces from the abyss of mad
ness, are recorded, studied, interpreted by scholars and critics. When 
Woolf went mad she was shut away and force-fed until she returned to her 
senses. She was shut up. She was forbidden to write. 

I remember the days I was in Ithaca. I was a young mother, alone so 
much, and I read with horror that Virginia Woolf heard birds talking to her 
in Greek because she overworked. This was a real and metaphorical punish
ment for hubris. I remember being afraid that if I worked too hard with 
words I might start hearing voices. I had this lesson of these two writers 
whose language was exemplary but whose mastery told the other story that 
a woman could go too far. When you reach that point where no concessions 
in art are possible , you face true power, alone. But if you have young 
children you will make all sorts of concessions. Writing still seems more 
threatening to me than painting because it becomes so self-absorbing. I 
saw my desire as a threat to my children. Honestly, I nearly did go mad 
in Ithaca. I think I kept myself in one piece because I had to for Becky 
and Mark . But I started writing. I made that break. Those two women 
were still in there but fear fell away. I wanted to bring from words what 
they were able to bring. I had to accept that because I was also a mother 
it might take more time. But necessity is the mother of invention. I 
probably sound self-indulgent and arrogant. This all really touches on 
the nature of the sacred . vfuat is accessible to us? Words are like swords. 
"s" makes word a sword. When you slice into past and future, what abrupt 
violence may open under you? The stories of Pandora and Psyche must have 
been told before the Flood. 

Well, we returned to New York and then a job came up for David at Yale 
so we moved to Connecticut. We had to move where the jobs were. Becky 
went to countless schools before she was eleven. We finally settled in 
Guilford. Then my aunt who I dearly loved got ill very suddenly. She died 
within two months from a rare disease with a name so long I c an't pro
nounce it. I think her blood produced too much iron and the iron poisoned 
her system. Rather like a Hawthorne story. During the last month of her 
life the Sewell biography of Emily Dickinson was published. I think it ' s 
still the best biography of the poet. It was badly needed at the time. 
If it seems overcautious now, caution was needed. Such a myth had been 
built up. Aunt Helen was very excite d by it and she had a copy when I 
visited her. I used to read it to her each visit. We only got to the 
third chapter, the one about Edwa~d Dickinson. She kept asking me to mark 
passages with her pen, so that she could read them later. We both knew 
well there wasn't going to be a later, but our awful New England reticence 
stopped us from saying the word "death." Here was my aunt dying in her 
apartment in New York, high up, some of the windows looked out over Central 
Park, and she was telling me about herself, and the cost of a Bostonian 
upbringing,through the medium of Sewell's Dickinson biography. In my mind 
it became a tremendously important thing. After she died her husband sent 
me the two-volume edi tion as a remembrance, I think. He enclosed a note 
warning me not to put pen-lines in books because it lowered their value. 
So much for book collecting. 

My father was already dead and I think I tried to keep them both alive 
in my heart by writing about Dickinson and also about New England. I felt 
they had showed me the way in. I didn't want to forget them. I needed to 
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explain those nervous, shy, guilt-ridden, good people to myself. 
Also I wanted a different kind of book to be written about this woman. 

I think that a disservice has been done to Dickinson scholarship by much 
writing about her, even writ ing that is "feminist . " So many books continue 
to treat her as a " case. " So many studies by women are built on earlier 
studies by men, misreadings of her writing that should have been disqualified 
long ago. I wanted to show that poetry of the sort Dickinson wrote doesn't 
just pop out of a disturbed mind. It is achieved through tremendous intell
ectual daring, energy , clarity of vision and a lot of other things. Not the 
least of which is courage to go to the brink. At that brink love mav save 
you and bring you joy. Love of language. I was very interested in her 
reading. I could see what she had r ead everywhere in her work. I think 
Sewell is very poor on this. It's silly to just stick to the books she 
owned or the books in her father's library. This is unrealistic. But 
better work is being done on this subject among others, largely due to a 
second wave of scholars, most of them women. 

Q: Do you sense that even to this day, women writers are supposed to be 
off the beam whereas male writers are supposed to be simply eccentric? 

HOWE : This interview is certainly centered on women! There is a new bio
graphy of Wallace Stevens I have read recently that I think is just as 
offensive. It's basically a Freudian interpretation. He is approached as 
a diseased person . A man who is deprived and even depraved when it comes 
to relationships. I loathe that word "re lationships." Uo, it's not only 
women who ge t dealt with in this manner. I think in our culture poets are 
expected to be eccentric and a little off. They are our Fools. There is 
no money in poetry, after all. But then again -- I do think that Gertrude 
Stein , Emily Dickinson and even Virginia Woolf have been rendered 
caricatures in a way men are not . Gertrude Stein is the fat lesbian al
ways with thin , plain, Alice in tow. Alice is the little wife-woman who 
cooks pot-brownies and keeps Gertrude in line. Emily Dickinson is the fey 
spinster alway s dressed in white. She -flits about in shadow, falls in love 
with a minister, and keeps to her room. She also cooks. There is her 
recipe for brownies written like a poem . But her brownies are tasteless 
and hard (the guide says when you visi t her house). She lowers trinkets on 
bits of string from her bedroom window where childr en catch them. Then 
there is Virginia Woolf. You can buy a sweatshirt now with a cartoon of 
her across the breast . Her hair is flying wildly and her eyes staring. 

In fact these women were and are great innovators. We haven't yet 
caught up to them. I can't conceive of twentieth century writing without 
them. I am surprised that the French feminists never seem to mention them o 
They have lots to say about Lacan, Bataille, Joyce and Celine, but there is 
an odd silence when it comes to these three women who were revolutionary, 
stil l are revolutionary, to say the v e ry least. 

Q: lvould you want to be known for having done breakthrough poetry , or 
breakthrough writing? 

HOWE: No, well, I don't know. I would want my writing to keep living. 
I hope my writing explores issues of power and control and order. Break
through , I don't know. Because I don't know that anything can be broken 
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through. Is there any thing left to bre ak? 

Q: Is being subversive in your writing like you as a person? Is that an 
issue for you? 

HOWE: If you look at my life I'm \vell-behave d . I'm not an alcoholic or a 
drug addict. I don't smoke. I live in a fairly neat house. I don't break 
traffic rules, but I have never been to a university. I have no degrees . 
No qualifications. I'm a marginal person who couldn't get a job except for 
the one I have, punching a cash r egister, selling books. Eccentric low
paid jobs. So I have been outside the power structure. I know what it is 
to stand on your feet all day and serve people for a minimum wage. But 
then this isn't quite fair b e cause my husband is in the power structure . 
His part-time job teaching sculpture at Yale helps to support us. It pays 
our medical insurance. I was very anxious for my children to have good 
educations, and they did. We have been able to send t h em to college. I 
was determined that they would not end up as unqualifie d as I am. I was 
lucky. I had some choice. 

Q: Is it by choice that you've r emained outside existing institutions? 

HOWE: When you reach 49 you have to look back and say that there was free 
choice in there somewhere. I me an I can blame it on the fact that I had a 
poor education at the beginning, but I made my own decisions . If I had 
been born into abject poverty , or with some physical or mental disability , 
that would be one thing; but given my background or whatever, the gifts 
I was offered in life, I must have chosen what I got. 

Q: Would you consider yourself a professional success at this point? 

HOWE: No, I would not consider myself a professional success. What is a 
"professional poet"? I don't like the sound of it. What I would consider 
a success is if I wrote something that I thought, between my conscience and 
me, or God and me, or simply poetry and me, was true. ~las my true voice. 
Once I have written something it' s hard to look back on it but sometimes 
I like to imagine it again. I feel at peace with P~thaqorean Silence, it 
was a gift across space to my father. And I fe e l go m} about The Defenes 
tUition of Prag ue . Happy to have been a b le to write it. I am c autious 
about the Dickinso n book but a gain glad for it. That was the hardest . 
It's my tribute and nothing is more difficult for a Yankee to do than to 
express love. I am happy those three books exist. So if success is happi
ness I am happy for those three books. 

Q: Are there any topics that you would not write about, not for lack of 
interest, but for fear, or something along those lines, that you could 
not quite do it? 

HOWE: Well , I don't think I'd not do anything for fear ••• 

Q: Is there any censor in your p rocess that says, "Susan, that is one 
topic you should not broach?" 
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HOWE: No, no. I would never write a novel because I don't have any de
s ire to, in no way. I know tDat I will never, ever write a novel, or a 
s hort story, so I know that. But that ' s not because I'm afraid to broach 
s ome thing, it's just that I have no interest in it, and that's not the 
wa y my mind moves, so I would never do that. 

Q: When you were a child, what did you think you would be when you grew 
up ? 

HOWE: An actress, as I have said. From the time I could read I think I 
wan t ed to be one. When I was six my mother directed a children's pro
du c tion of A Midsummer Night's Dreazn. I was Titania. A six-year-~ld 
Titania. I had no idea what I was saying but I loved the sound of the 
lines. Penelope Parkman, who played Oberon , pronounced it O'Brien and 
e v e r yone laughed at her. She was probably seven . Her mispronounciation 
became a family joke. I was careful never to make such mistakes. Then 
wh e n I was a little older I used to get the leads in productions at school. 
Later, when the Brattle, or still later, the Poets Theatre needed a child . . ' 
boy or glrl , It was usually me. When I was a teenager I apprenticed at 
various theatres . I was sure that ' s what I would do in life. 

Q: Do you think this early experience on the stage and in a family where 
acting was acceptable helped you as a painter and then as a writer, 
because people were expressing themselves and being public? 

HOWE: I wish I could get away from the subject of my career changes be
cause it's very painful to me . But they all played a part. Always being 
around the theatre gave me a special sensitivity for the spoken word, I 
guess . When I was a painter I was interested in performance art and 
artists like Duchamp. I wasn' t that interested in painting as colors on 
a flat surface. I think in some strange sense I have always been making 
stage sets . 

Q: Did you ever think you 'd be a musician? 

HOWE: No, thank goodness. 

Q: Is the Irish part of your being a really big p art of you? 

HOWE : Yes , a big part . It has had a profound effect on my poetry in 
qui t e specific ways . Especially on my earlier work. I've soent a lot of 
my life i n Ireland. One of the problems I have always had h~s been the 
pull between countries. A civi l war in the soul . I can ' t express how 
much I adored Ireland , especially when I was young. But at the same time 
at that very moment of loving it I felt an outsider and knew there was 
no way I could ever really be l et in. If you can ' t decide where your 
allegiance lies you feel permanently out. I had to feel at home somewhere 
and I thi'nk that was another reason it was so urgent for me to write the 
Dickinson book. In fact , I haven ' t been to Ire land now in five years. 
Maybe The Li'berti es was my goodbye to Dublin. I'm always sure about that 
book, that an Irish person would find it laughable. My children have the 
same love for Ireland as I do. Whenever they have any extra money that's 
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where they go. It's in our blood, there is no doubt about that. 

Q: How does your present husband support you in your work? 

HOWE: His name is David von Schlegell and he is a sculptor. "Support" 
and "professionalism" are both double-edged words. David's sculpture, the 
way he builds it, the way it looks, has been a support to me because his 
eye has helped mine. His minimalist sensibility and the pure simplicity 
of some of his pieces influenced my writing, I'm sure, in a subliminal 
way. He is seventeen years older than I am and that has meant that we 
weren't two young egos fighting each other. Yes, I followed him from 
place to place because he was the one who could ge't the jobs. Yes, he is 
from a generation where the wife does the cooking and cleaning and takes 
care of the children. Now I am beginning to get jobs and be on the move. 
David has always given me intellectual freedom. He never nagged me about 
money. When I changed from ~ainting to poetry he went along with me and 
said he was proud of what I was writing. So David has created a space for 
me in which I feel protected and at peace as much as I am able. Even if 
we have lived the risky existence of two artists, something in him has 
made me feel safe. 

Q: What, if any, is the greatest impediment to your doing what you want 
to accomplish as a writer? 

HOWE: Quite simply, money. If you are working at a full-time or even 
part-time job of the menial sort I have had, your energy just gets used 
up. To say nothing of your time. Wallace Stevens and William Carlos 
Williams had jobs that took all their time and they did an incredible 
amount of writing. But then they had wives who just did everything else 
for them. So I think you must have health and a certain amout of finan
cial security. I have seen women, friends of mine, just suffer terribly 
when they have hit hard times through divorces. The husbands vanish or 
come on occasion,when they feel like it,to see the children and suddenly 
these women are left nearly penniless. It's awful. Just a tragic thing. 
vfuen you put yourself outside as I have done by having no marketable skills , 
no qualifications for anything but a service job and you are middle-aged, 
well if anything goes wrong like health, why you have had it. And that 
could easily happen. Nothing is sure and as you get older you get more 
tired and more frightened. It's this American system. Within a couple 
of months you can be destitute. We all know it. There is nothing in this 
soci~ty that helps you then. There's nothing to pick you up. 

Q: The fact that you are living a risk-taking kind of existence, insecure, 
does that play into the creative process for you? Is it part of your 
psychic makeup that allows you to write? 

HOWE: There is risk in writing and risk in living and the two are quite 
different. Stein was rich and could enjoy risk-taking in writing. Look at 
Dickinson. She had no risk at all when it came to money. But she did 
extremely risky writing. But if we are talking about writing and I would 
rather talk about that, I do believe you can't have your cake and eat it, 
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too. You can 't do writing that is a challenge to authority and have the 
authorities welcome you into their ranks. If you want to be free, if you 
really want to be free to go on, to be really, truly free, you must accept 
risk -- in fact, you will go to meet it. You have to take the problems 
that go along with being "difficult" and in this culture there are a lot 
of problems. 

Q: How do you feel about the fact that feminists have embraced you? 

HOWE: They haven't embraced me. 

Q: Why is that? 

HOWE: They don't know about me. If you are not doing hardcore political 
writing , and you are not in the confessional school embraced by so many 
women's studies programs or departments in universities you are not. What 
encouragement I have had of my poetry has come from other experimental 
writers. I don't like that word "experimental ," but I can't think of an
other right now. But women did publish me first. !1aureen Owen published 
a very eccentric manuscript I sent her for Telephone Books. Some people 
actual ly read it and Lyn Hejinian must have been one, because she wrote me 
warm and generous letters about my writing and published a book of mine 
when she was just beginning Tuumba. I think she and Maureen gave me the 
push forward I needed. But they are both writers who have not been parti
cularly embraced by feminists. 

Q: \~ould you prefer to be kept away from "isms"? 

HOWE : Yes. 

Q: If you had 10 words to write on your tombstone, what would you write? 

HOWE : I guess just my name, and dates, I can't think of anything. Maybe 
a line from one of my poems or something , but I'm not sure what it would 
be yet because I haven't stopped writing. 

Q: It sounds like your mother's work was the dominant factor in the house? 

HOWE : Oh, no, that wasn't the case at all. It's just that my father has 
been dead for twenty years and my mother is still alive and she is a very 
powerful p resence indeed . But I don't think that my two sisters and I 
will ever get used to the shock of our father's sudden death. My youngest 
sister, Helen, was only seventeen at the time. We have all seen life diff
erently ever since. It's terribly sad when someone just vanishes one night. 
A sadness that is never completely assuaged. When we were growing up he 
was the breadwinner. And he knew that. He tired himself out. His biography 
of Justice Holmes hung over us all like l ead . We didn't pay enough attention 
to the work he did but we knew he was working terribly hard over something 
a Life of someone none of us particularly liked, we should have paid more 
attention because he was working himself quietly to death. At least Fanny 
and Hele n can look back and know they gave him enjoyment. I was the oldest 
and after he camp. home from the war he didn' ·t like me much. I was difficult. 
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I don't blame him . 
I was fascinated by his office at the Law School. Part of the law 

school library had an opaque glass floor. There was a hush and a musty 
smell about the p lace and you walked across glass. After crossing the 
glass, and passing lecture rooms like theatres, you came to his office 
and it was just a wild disorder of books. At home he was fussy about order , 
but in his office books had taken over. You woul d look in and just see 
books , books , books , books, and then you would see my thin littl e father 
in the middle. All these years later my room is the same. Books and d is
order. The other thing about our house was my father ' s Study . We all 
used it and hardly ever went into the living room. The Study was lined 
with books . My mother is a voracious reader , too. On one wall were 
shelves with all the Irish books and on two other walls were shelves with 
the American ones and the classics and dictionaries . My f ather ' s books and 
books written by his family were on that side and my mother ' s books were on 
the Irish side . I r emember that the Irish books represented fr eedom and 
magic . The others represented authority and reality. I u sed to spend 
hours in there. My parents were out a lot and the books stood in for them . 
They seemed warm. I used to come into t he study not to read them so much 
as to be soothed by their presence as if they were my parents and one was 
Irish, half was Irish, S0 it was strange. 

Q: Your father was American? 

HOWE: He certainly was. After the war was ove r he never once went back to 
Europe . He never went with u s to Ire land. He hardly ever left Cambridge . 

Q: I ' m sens i ng that you 've come to some kind of r esolution about your Irish
American split, and the Emily Dickinson has per haps brought an end to that 
branch o f concern a nd you're at the beginning of new work. Is t hat true f or 
your work , that the re's something you have to work out , you get to a con
clusion and you're done and you move on? 

HOWE : Yes . 

Q: Do you sense what the next branch is? 

HOWE: I'm working on a new series of poems . A lot of my writing I did in 
Ireland or did here , thinking of Ireland , and it's a s p lit . It ' s not only 
that I break words and phrases , b ut the works are split. Right now I ' m 
writing work I would consider American . Defenestration is Irish . Secret 
History is American . Most people don ' t think of their writing in such a 
weird way , but it' s what I do. 

Q: Is there a sadness in the loss of this conf l ict now that it ' s finally 
resolved? 

HOrlE: I don ' t think conflicts are ever dissolved . You just learn to 
abide them. 

Q: Be ing so attuned to sound , when you're walking down the street,going to 
the supermarket, going to the dry cleaner, whatever, are you hearing sound? 
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Do you hear the way people speak? 

HOWE: Yes . I 'm sensitive to noise, too. I say I like sound but really 
I like silence. Of course I know there is no silence but there are noises 
and noises. 

Having an Irish mother and an American father , I have a special feel
ing for the English language . Each spoke it differently and well. They 
loved to read aloud and so do I. My Uncle Quincy was a well-known news
caster during World War II and after; his Yankee voice on the radio was 
something I will never forget. And the great old actress Sarah Algood 
was a friend of my mother's. She spoke the heart of Irish. We all listened 
to voices and that was something quite special, I think. But then you go to 
Ireland ! Cork peopl e speak completely differently from Mayo people, then 
there is Dubl in, and the North, and everyone does imitations of everyone 
else. On top of this my mother and most of her friends are and were Anglo
Irish and that's different again. Naturally Ireland produced Joyce and 
Finnegan I s ~vake. That's something else, too, because there are so many 
scholar l y tomes written about the Wake and my mother just reads it and 
knows it because she thinks like that. 

Q: It's almost like there ' s a language, but it's 
together by the fact that it's the same language. 
writing, which is "fragmented," and yet there's a 
together . 

fragmented , and yet kept 
Which brings me to your 

whole , drawing it all 

HOWE : I suppose that's true. rlhen I was in the theatre there not only 
did you have the Gate , which was Anglo-Irish generally , but before that 
there was the Abbey. To be an actor at the Abbey you have to be able to 
speak Gaelici I don ' t know if this still holds true. The Gate, when I was 
there, was run by the most extraordinary character called Lord Longford. 
They did Shaw over and over. So even an Anglo-Irish Dubliner would have 
to put on an English accent to do Shaw, though Shaw himself was Irish. 
The same with Oscar Wilde. When I was seventeen this whole thing just 
fascinated me. What those actors could do with their voices and what 
they loved to do! It's as if words were the only thing that was real and 
they could be changed constantly and that was the reali ty. Everything 
that could be said was true just by saying. This had a dark side but all 
I could think of then was laughter. I laughed so much that year I was 
there. I was enthralled, happy, and at the same time not really Irish. 
I knew there was no way I could be so clever, I knew I was a foreigner. 
I COUldn ' t change my voice . 

Q: Does it bother you when people say your writing is fragmented? 

HOWE: No . 

Q: Does it bother you when people say your work is inaccessible? 

HOv.7E; Well, I hear it so often sometimes it gets to me. But I think it ' s 
accessible to whoever really want's access to ito I have heard plenty of 
people say that Wallace Steven's late poetry is inaccessible and it 's not 
to me. If work is really inaccessible then it will vanish. But I have no 
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control over that . 

Q: What would bother you more than anything else if someone said it 
about your work? 

HmvE: The one thing that would bother me would be if it were called 
elitist or precious. I would be hurt by that. I have been hurt by that . 

Q: Who would be your ideal reader? 

HOWE: I am my ideal reader. This may sound elitist but it's not. 

Q: If you had to paint your writing, if you had one canvas on which to 
paint your writing , what might it look like? 

HOWE: Blank . It wou l d be blank. Jt would be a white canvas. White. 

--December 3 , 1986 
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STE PH EN RA TCLIFFE 

IDEA'S HIRROR 

Words for Susan Howe are what count when the pulse that fills the 
body fails. Her world is distant , a coherent rational system save that 
it would be discovered in the space articulation makes for it, on the page, 
between lines same and not the same, tracing history ' s revenge. Something 
here speaks Peru quickly as shifting turns toward the sun gossamer (abyss) 
kinsmen trespass. One looks back to one ' s place in the rooted escaping 
concl usion F Amherst millstones/Sleep rounded with a little of something 
taken in focus turned backward , up a notch to an aperture fixed at ASA 
400 even the woman in the dark would read : this no mere feminine 
theoreticians of the modern claiming themes of silence and speech , but 
rational and supernatural calls to power at the center of the room. 

Hhat thi s writing adds to and up to depends on memory, the poet idea ' s 
mirror , a transcriber of the real known to be moving across the screen of 
vision, not only voice but sight sound taste smell touches in the brain 
emblematical of the girl on the porch dressed in black who is flying back
ward into her fantasy of what was and is the imagined life . A pencil 
might hold 'Farewell ' left in a sentence were it not otherwise humanistic, 
the discipline violently Antecedent t e rror stretched to a whisper organ
icism hears twitching its paw on the table . Not that someone raised in a 
strict e vangelical household could for a moment not think , not notice the 
scant juncture each precept leads perception to fill an instant ahe ad of 
such time story sees to be told beyond any book thus written, this writing 
hierarchies suggest will take its place in a discourse sentiment takes to 
the field, feeling that whenever the candle burns another can be found 
asking the light , mock light? 

That will be silence we that were vlood, active in work to make sense 
a hunter ' s gun, seriousness from what she thought was a panther, was a 
note the tune played once , wasn ' t forgotten exactly equivalent to how a 
syntax forced the relation of part to p'art , part to whole Posit gaze when 
measure could say be the re in the rhythm of words forward step shot 
Immanence force and back sideup upside turning attention essentially 
anonymous , not an author to display self at any cost , prize , hers if one 
were to choose Master, Hope programs the circle the arrows back against, 
hand drawn figure jamming wanton meteor ensign streaming through the gal
axy behind our eyes to make sure what we think thinks itself too. 

As Susan Howe speaks the language grasps its subject/ stumbling 
phenomenology what we find when the gun, loaded, goes off. Hers in the 
silence the space between words and lines announces whenever I lay down 
and conceive , the sound (h e r cry// silences// whole// vocabularies// of 
names// for things . Say we do live in the finite world of Boston, say, 
that place good as any ticked perfectly to those our predecessors calle d 
theirs, these words making way into the immediate feeling of understanding. 
Sometimes as usual adjective preceding the noun , deaf evening hears the 
cement contract in the joints of words, mother heaved higher to see her 
one child the one of many who cross the porch into the dark, the infinite 
miscalculation of history not merely what criticism can hope to call its 
own but more , the ghost of the one -- beneath the hill - -I whose service 
-- we take to heart aiming the gun linked time and again to looking to 
where the patterns meet. rhymed order carries it through the sound the 
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words meet blowing Edgar's mad song. We keep up pretext of her text, 
knowing as much as fast as she alouds. 

The connections meet as soon as letters across the expanse between 
words collide. Collage isn't only part, the whole of it bound by what 
root casket tangled scrawl makes us perceive as we read the message these 
words encode, breaking silence. What is left after that contact More 
than language can express stands for all she knows the reader knows o To 
meet her there at the point of sense into empty// Thread gone will be of 
a suffiency beyond simple perusal of type set in a book in Windsor, say, 
Vermont shrinking back to dark. If the universe is physical to us, as 
indeed we only must guess it, then this is a body as time in the center 
of a room/ doubt is spun only every day in taking the next step after 
the last, lost. 

Silence as a theme arcs across the gap sound leaves, moving away. 
sense gathers moss the longer it goes untended, he whose foot would tread 
the measure a gate suggests limited to access in so far as orthography 
cha~ges to faint slaughter story so. The surface scission is deceptive, 
as lt was for talis(wo)mans Dickinson and Stein, who meet each other 
along paths of the Self one finds here tense/ as an outsider. (Re) Arrange
ment of the past(time) is not in her view idle play but a pleasure whose 
end means the present won't go without notice o Out of America's text free 
past, sounds spelled Kain-tuck-kee are an Indian place. So she names the 
heroes Boone, Finley, Cooper, Mather, Edwards, Webster, Thoreau o Later 
and elsewhere othes called Beach, Weaver, Zukofsky near the end of Bottom: 
on Shakespeare. 

If they be two, they are two so 
As stiffe twin compasses are two, 

how A lyric poet hunts after some still unmutilated musical wild of the 
~ind's world. Because it isn't as if we won't get it if she doesn't give 
lt up, or over, through the notes the words note, but that if one can say 
exactly the version she herself maintains along lines extending toward the 
horizon, from beyond which the front whose clouds now pass over us has 
approached. Later the time of sleep memory dreams will turn upon itself, 
and find in this direction its own way, the one awake guarding the Distance. 

Once the frontier, now words map a way into what we only thought we 
knew , discovering territory bounded by Ridges of sand rising on one 
another// Mathematics of Continua like the cup of hot milk she takes be
fore bed as ritual , Rhythm and Pedestal// Room of dim o Whoever comes to 
the door may knock, ring, stamp her presence altogether certain -- under 
the old misappelation -- that what can be said will now be. As if once 
the tree among others falls no one who isn't there hears a thing cry a 
cause/ (no lie). Spacing themselves the words interpret flame. She 
writes belief as if what the potential a reader will find there matters . ' 
counts ltself chosen to stay. Those referred to articulate the history 
that even now presides, making present know the way it came to be herein 
state. alone, in her clearing of Becoming, Howe proves what has been 
contemporaneous to what is, given what follows springs from roots as 
milk runs in the breast of each mother close enough to hear the sound 
forms. 
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And so we take the book ·to heart, Out among haphazard children// 
sunny investigations of Permanence marking a trial whose judge and 
witness constitute the mind so engaged it sees itself in the other, hear 
what calls Time comprehended in Thought as lines in columns of words 
becoming a figure moving in color, fainting the fragments poetry would 
keep the world whole by. Her conviction stuns an audience unused to 
knowing how serious turns of thinking might go, yet nearly all delight 
inhabits here. We come from this changed, having taken in that which 
invites the interpenetration of fixed frames of sense heretofore known 
if at all as one's face of blank force, the name you carry after the tape 
stops. Setting forward then into the field, where coveys nestle and 
settle// Meditation of a world's vast Memory proves the aim as much as 
any can be to take, this writing test indeed of the rock words can build 
upon and have, pitched across history, inventing the world skiff feather 

glide house. 

Italicized passages come from Susan Howe's Articulation of Sound Forms 
In Time (Awede, 1987), My Emily Dickinson (North Atlantic Books, 1985), 
and pythagorean Silence (Montemora, 1982). 
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JANET RODNEY 

LANGUAGE AND SUSAN 

Susan is concerned with the passionate act of writing, with Language. 
A voice that is voices portrays a mind's movement. Tone and mood of the 
dark side of American, specifically Amer.ican, History. Subversion. Ident
ity and memory of place. Language is the medium through which Her revela
tion of the nature of meaning/s evolve/s o Her ways of generating meaning 
require a change in reading habits. I can no longer expect to be told some
thing. I have to discover i t , that something, in the telling. I have to 
work my way through a system of relationships between words , push back their 
branches in order to discover their interpenetration, then allow them to 
bend again toward each other, or to swing away. As I look at each word 
anew, I think , these are the parts, now what is the greater whole? -- A 
living text with a life of its own, ever transfoITJing in the mind of each 
reader. This is my resnonse as Reade r to Susan. OUR text as it evolves 
through a series of readings of her work. 

Her pass ion is a mirroring. 
another soul, another author/s o 
the act of writing. Suffering. 

Her soul reflecting/being r e flected by 
Complete union -- and sep aration -- from 
Abandon/ment. Sacrifice. Like Emily 

Dickinson, Susan "requires each reader to leap from a place of certain 
signification, to a new situation, undiscovered and sovereign. She carries 
intelligence of the past into future of our thought by reverence and revolt. " 
(HED85) The boundaries between author and author are down . This is true 
of all of the authors who come to life, transformed in Susan's work: 

You are of me & I of you 
I cannot tell 
Where you leave off and I begin (TH20) 

Where you leave off as author and I begin as reader/author. Shedding 
identity. Shedding ego in order to discover the Original Self. Shedding 
her poet ' s skin in order to become the Poet. Shedding ordinary assumptions, 
about reality to reveal/conceal Reality , its fle e ting, mutable, Impermanence . 
Often , Her/My/Your Emily Dickinson becomes persona to whom are addressed 
my riad s tatements about Susan and writing. "She knows Originality is the 
discovery of how to shed identity before the magic mirror of Antiquity 's 
sovereign power ." (HEDl05) Influence subsumed to conText. Flows in. 
Transforming, transformed . Flows out. Because the old codes are dead, 
wittl due process. Recognition, Gratitude , Reverence, New ~ife. The greatest 
Tribute . 

This attention to the pas t shows up multidimensionally. It is the 
poet's connection with the large r context . "The lyric poet reads a past 
that is a huge imagination of one form." (HEDl06) Indeed. Robert Duncan 
said, "As poet I am only an instance and instrument of the Poet that I 
imagine -- that is, Who is real , and Whose work is immortal Poetry , is 
Reality ." 

Behind history , out there (in there) lies the forest . Its time is 
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always present . It is a world withou t control , without known authority . 
Each reader/writer must find her/his own way . Each poem , past or present , 
is a new discovery with each reading/writing . It is a iourney back beyond 
CuI tunc . 

Mind itseLf or life 

quickc r than thoughc 

sl ipping back to primordial 
Wc go through the word Forest (Tllll) 

On the way , there is contact with , r ecognition of, a culture that had/has 
its e xi stence there . Sounds of strife , clash of arms. A way of life 
trampl ed and the n, many y~ars late r, conquest in reverse : the intrusion of 
Indian Present into the historical past of the poem, into the present of 
each reading , pa lpable rctrihution . Not patronizing -- " Th e li terature of 
Sav ag i s m/und e r a spell of savagism" -- (TIIlI) but a Presence , " In bodies 
of bushes stray voices/Stray voices withou t hodies / Stray sense and 
sentences " (I-IEL54) . Somehow to set it riC)ht , rectify the "Infinite mis 
calculation of history ," "Names passed over in si l ence/ Names that remain 
unknown. " Eve n now. 

Text itself is history, is people . Palpahle . Pulling text from text . 
PuJ ling past into future. Haking it Present. " I live as if Centuries are 
nothing " (WK27) Past and present fuse and give depth to the present. The 
Presence of lIistory . Coming from her choice of text , "language formed from 
old l eC)e nds , precursor poems , archaic words , industrial and li terary d e 
tritu s ." (MED70 ) For Emily Dickinson , Susan says , the past, "that sov
ereign source must bre ak poetic s tructure open for futur e absorption of 
words and d e finition." (MEDI16 ). 

The poe m and its making are always set s quare ly in the world. Not 
seek ing a way out of , or beyond . Their engagement therein . Dialectic 
betwee n Old Wor l d and New . 

r:rea t me n of the Nf'W World 
walk on water after winte r 

Evergreens scr een the earth 

Th e y are dcnying the nark 
aFter dark will e v er ga the r 

Ins ide the Janguagc of names 
they stretch o u t their ilrms 

Tlcrc i s blank reason 

Realm of thought ruin of things 

What hi e rarc hy of furious intention 
lies here in rllins 

(IIEL50) 
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!1ary Rowlandson i s s till a b l end of old and ne w world . "The tric k of h e r 
text is the mix ." (MRl 20) For Mary Rowland s on , " Ea c h Remove i s a f o r ced 
mar c h a way from wes t e rn r a tionali s m d eep and d eeper into Limitle ssne s s 
whe r e all illus ion of volition, all ind ividual ide nti ty may b e trans forme d ••• " 
(!1Rl1 6 ) And h e r dis c ove ries need b e di s gui sed , s ubve rte d by a running 
c ounte r p o i n t of biblical allus ion. Limitles sness , illus ion of volition , 
i ndividual i dent ity transforming, are t h e unk nown fores t . The y ar e also the 
t e x t o f t he f u t ur e . Wome n who r epr esent mal e values of the culture are 
the ones who s u r v i v e , in hi s tory , or who are acclaime d. But what if you 
are , a s Su san s ays , " c urved , odd, i nde finit e , irregular , f eminine ?" What 
if you are a f emale with Pr ome the an As piration? How i s it "To b e a woman 
and a py tha gorean?" Th e r e are diffe r e nt voices for women and men. Diffe r 
e nt Sound Forms in Time , diffe r e nt Articulations: 

How do I , c hoosing me ssage s f rom the code of others in order 
to parti c ipate in the universal theme of Language , pull SHE 
from all the myriad symbol s and sightings of HR. (MED17-18) 

Some how to se t i t right, r ectify pas t damages , r e surre ct , restore , go 
on . Shake off servi t ude , s t ep down off the pedes tal , break The Deadlock of 
wome n treate d a s s e rvant and s uperior , o ld patterns , bondage . Exhuming woman 
from the pas~, from a blurre d collective . And being energized by that en
counte r a s the f e atures b e come sharper : Rowlandson , Dickinson , Stein . 

Language i s the we apon . 

Emily Dickins on is a sharpshoote r in the for e st of 
of clarity and d e nial . The r e i s no question as to 
q uestion of di s locating h e r aim with "hierarchical 
p o sse ss ion ." (MRl16) 

words . Hers 
h e r targe t . 
discourse of 

is a s tory 
There i s no 
purpose and 

Re l e a s ing v e rbal as we ll a s hi s torical e v e nts from old , literal r e 
lations hips , Su s an is only secondarily concerne d with subj e ctive e xperience 
of ordinary life . Only if " this " and " that " are s e en pre cisely and sharply , 
in a world of c hange . Disentangling from the p e rsonal . Without betrayal , 
without cause . Then bringing the p e r s onal back in , strippe d of the usual 
ide ntities and configurations . " My strange act my text/my strange book" 
(HEL49 ) 

Alway s , the r e is the Body of language , the "five s ens es of syntax", 
(ART) e y e s e ar s nos e tongue fingers , Our r e sponsibility to its 

care : 

Our duty how we should h e bound 
to do 
Such phrase s and such phrase s 
All those hands f ee t figures of speech (HEL46) 

That language respond to d e eper l evels of meaning , Reality in its broadest 
sense , human and p s ycho l ogical , 

De ar Uncons c ious scatter syntax 
Sythe mowe r surrender h er eafter (ART) 

That level of text which has to do with instinct -- a more orless abrupt 
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psychic o ccurence -- r esponding to an 
tactic al arrangements . Allowing thus 
obj e ctifie d , the per sonal unive rsal. 
to know ourselves . 

inner neces s ity r e fl ec t ed in s yn
a clarity and above all, life 
Only through Language c an we hope 

For we are language Lost 

in language (DP9 ) 

Pas t is al s o the use of archaic language and spe lling, or making words 
look archaic . " Soe young mayd e in !1arch or April laught " (ART); "anthe n 
up liisp th e nend/ adamap blue wov t hefthe " (TH21). Shifting values. 
"Words set fre e from a c age ." Chance meeting of sounds, image s. A r e 
s tructuring of me aning b y chance meeting of words . Making n ew words. 
Sounds , images di s p e rsed around the canvas. Animate , shifting life, as 
life i s full . Shifting values of me aning by a r e arrangeme nt in space . 
Words s prawl across the p age , upside down, diagonally , swirling o Word s are 
figme nt, p igme nt on a c anvas. 

The backward- forward moveme nt of a s eque nce has the e ff ec t of mirroring: 
looking backward, pas t ; looking forward, future. It is that unde termine d 
point in the middle which constitute s He r e and Now . 

is notion most open apparition past Halo vi e w border r e dde n 

possess r e mote s o abstrac t life are los t spatio- t emporal hum 

Maoris empirical Kantian a littl e less on c onc atenation up 

tree fifty shower s ee ste p shot Imman en ce f orce to Moh e gan (ART) 

Mohe ganToForceImmane nce ShotSte pSeeShowerFiftyTree 

UpConcate nationLe ssonlittl eAKantianEmpiricalMaoris 

HumTe mporal-spatioLostAre Life AbstractSoRemotePosse ss 

Re ddenBorde rViewHaloPastApparitionOpe nMostNotionis (ART) 

Similarly, up and down. Which is r e al, u~ or down? 

blue glare (e sse nce ) cow b e d l e g e xtinct draw scribe 
e ve n blue (A) ash-tree fl eece comfort (B) draw s cribe 

Or : Traverse canon night s e ige Constant firing 

upside 
side up 

5UTJTJ ~uP~suoJ a5Tos ~q5 Tu UOUPQ o SJoAPJX (HEL18) 

(ART) 

At a c e rtain point the s tre am of thought flows up ward instead of downward; 
backward inste ad of forward . Eisen s t e in, Tarkovs k y , e s pecially , did this 
with a movie c ame ra. 
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There is a change in relationship: synchronous instead of causal . 
Parallels reflecting each other. But they never meet. And they are not 
the same. The Ouestion of Relation. Chance meeting of words. Thoughts 
and half-thought. Even Random. Challenging always reality, 

splitting nature's shadow 
splitting the world (ART) 

Words/Sounds are arranged/rearranged in space , to affect meaning/tone/ 
mood. A constant shifting of perspectives so that each word, like sculpture 
in the round, can be viewed from all sides. To give each one space that it 
may be viewed at various distances. To give or take away light from it 
(energy from other words ) (otherwords in relationship) 

in the gray dawn 
In the grey da,m (PS8 ) 

Or : Young pine in a stand of oak 
Young oak in a stand of pine (TH12) 

Or : Original of the Otherside 
Understory of anotherword (TH12 ) 

History. 
Women . 
Language. 

Into Silence/space words fall, create , destroy dramatic sequence. Meaning 
sent into exile . Sometimes no sequence is seen. Meaning brought home by 
Absence and Presence . 

a sentence 
suddenly 

or character 

steps out to seek for truth 
falls 

into a stream of ink 
trails off (PSI) 

equence 

fails 

Su san is Possibility . Something might or might not occur. There is 
no final interpretation . What she provides, above all, is Language Engen
dering. 

What I put into words is no longer my possession. Possibility 
has opened. The future ~lill forget , erase, or recollect and 
deconstruct every poem. There is a mystic separation between 
poetic vision and ordinary living. The conditions for poetry 
rest outside each life at a miraculous reach indifferent to 
worldly chronology. (ME013) 
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pythagorean Silence CPS) Montemora Foundation, NY 1982 

Defenestration of Prague (OP) Kulchur Foundation, NY 1983 

"Heliopathy " (HEL) (Temblor 4) 1986 

"Thorow" (TH) (Temblor 6) 1987 

Articulation of Sound Forms in Time (ART) Awede, Windsor, Vermont , 1987 

"The Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson" (MR) (Temblor 2) 1985 

My Emily Dickinson (MEO) (North Atlantic Books, Berkeley, CAl 1985 

"vJork in Progre ss" (WK) (Temblor 3) 1986 
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PAUL M ETCALF 

THE REAL SUSAN HOWE 

In a l e tt e r to me 
" It 

and min e 
quarry . I, 

strikes me as 
is New Quarry 

some month s ago , Susan Howe writes : 
odd that your addr ess is Quarry Road 
Road - b eca use that ' s what we both do : 

S h e th en goes on to claim that wh e r e v e r she digs , I have 
preceded h e r ; which , for all its commendable mod est y , is an 
e rror . S usan How e has quarri ed large ar e as of human geography 
that would b e altogether difficult for me . In fa c t , if she 
and I form a mutual admiration soc iety - which I think we do -
it is unfairly tilted toward s h e r . She see ms to understand 
the book s of min e that s h e has r e ad ; and I ' m not s ure I have a 
comparable grasp on all of h ers . 

The challenge to the r eader , 
Susan How e . The real Susan How e . 
cu l t by the mUltiplicity of roles 

it seems 
And the 

to me , is to locate 
task is made diffi -

s he plays . At once , I wince 
at that word " role ." " Role ," " persona ," " voic e ," " gui se ," 
" mask " all are cliche , or suggestive of some thing overly 
theatrical or me retriciou s , which is not what I intend . 
Nevertheless : 

Is she a poet of history? ( " Often I h ea r Romans mur muring I 
I t h ink of the m l ying d ead in th e ir grave s ." ) 

Is she a Yankee eccentric? 
An Irish free spirit? 
A Language Po e t? (" For we are languag e Lost I in 

language "). That is , ar e the po e ms non - referential? or simp l y 
oblique? 

Is she a vocabu l ary poet? ( Robert Duncan once wa r n e d a 
friend that that ' s what I am) . 

A feminist mi l itant? 
An alien immigrant? (" Across 

self I semb l ance / of Irish susans 
/ home "). 

th e Atlantic , I / inherit my 
/ disper se d / and narrowed t o 

Well , I think she i s at l e a s t several if not all of these . 
And it i s not role - playing : these ar e Susan Howe . To try to fi t 
her into one or two categories i s like trying to body - English a 
pin ~ all machine , psyching the bal l into a slot it has no int e nti on 
of entering . 

She is un e asy in any s ingl e s l ot . And I gather that the 
tenants of the various slots on which s he touches tend to b e 
uneasy with her . This is not surpris i ng . 

* * * 

I should point out that I hav e not r ead all of Susan Howe ' s 
books , and that this ess ay is bas e d only on readings of the 
fo l lowing : 
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Secre t Hi story of th e Dividing Li n e ( A Telephone Book) 
Cabbage Ga r dens (Fatho m Press) 
1.'he L i ber ti es ( loo n books ) 
P y t hago r ea~ Sil e nce ( The Monte mora Foundation ) 
Defenes t ration of Prague ( The Kulchur Foundation ) 
Artic u lation of Sound For ms in Ti me (Awede ) 
Men ti on shou l d be made , too , of George Bu tterick ' s ad 

mirable assessment , " The Mysterious Vj sion of Susan Howe " 
(North Dako t a Qu arter ly , Fall , 1987). 

* * * 

Cabbage Garde n s opens wi th a nu mber o f q u otations , in 
cluding t h is , f r o m Edward Lea r: " And he wore ove r a l l , as a 
scree n f ro m b a d weather , / A cloak of green cabba ge l eaves 
st i tc h ed a lJ t ogether ." 

S u san Howe ' s poe ms a r e indeed cabbage l ea v es , in which 
she adventures i nto changing weather . 

But this i s on l y one o f thei r shapes or f orms . Witness 
the Arch i tect u ral Poet , as Howe bui l ds a cathedral ( from The 
Liber ti es ): " di l apidation at erected origina l /irish granite 
so uth wa s added / effected a tte mpted wi nte ri n g / str u ck the 
bay ' s wa ll s mathe mati / ca l i nd i c at ing per f ect c h oir ", etc . 

An d t he r e a r e repea t ed e xam p l es of t h e La ng u a g e Poet , 
where la ng ua ge or vocabu la ry appea r to hav e t a ken o v er , beco me 
the subject o f the poe m: 

From p y th ago r ean S il e n ce : " ti mid saty r v esper wi n-
now / snow chastity berry - b l ood {secrecy ) / r ose ma r y pop -
lar / ho lm- oa k junipe r / ho ll y c a sket c ud " 

F r o m Secre t Hi s t ory of th e Divi d in g Line : sh dispe l iri s 
sh snow s war d wide ha / f orest 1 a boun dar y ma n -
ic a l a n d sh ", etc . 

* * * 

I n P y tha g or ea n S il e n ce , she de fi nes a d r ea m as a "m i mi c 
presenta tio n s ta ined with mo rtalit y ." 

I s th e hum an spi ri t , f o r Ho we , 
less e nt ity , wh ose mor ta l inca rnati on 

" Na t ur e ti es a b o dy to my s o ul 
sify ing / a ss umin g " 

lik e a dr e am ? 
i s a dark en i ng ? 

I s it a 

/ Co nce iving in v e nti ng 

t im e -

fal-

E l se wh e r e , s h e r e f ers , in a b ack h a nd wa y , t o t h e fulln ess 
of mo rt a l life: "( Pla to ha d a t hi n voic e ) " 

And fi n all y , t h e Puritan th e me is s ub ve rt e d: " nation al an -
the m of my l o v e Lu c if e r" 

* * * 

Th e r e ar e ma ny r e f e r en c e s , ru nn ing throug h t he poe ms , t o 
mil i tar y matt e rs : 
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The Iri sh str i v i ngs against Eng l a n d . 
The burning of the ancient t own o f SWORDS . 
Ba ttl es with t h e Indian s. 
" Ar thur' s tho u s a nd so l die r s sleeping" 
" Speeches a t t he Barriers " 
" Al legor i ca l Trist r am / h i s kn i ghts ar e at wa r" 
"( The enemy i s always riding by ) " 
Yet another Sus a n Howe . Mi lita r y P o et . 

* * * 

Bu tter i ck r efe r s to " Howe ' s 
herse lf, to shed he r se l f , from her 
stand with such a utho r ity ." 

re markable ab i l i ty to abse nt 
l ines that allows the m to 

And yet , in S ec r et History of the Dividing Line , one 
wonders if the poe ms o f the C i vi l War - the fratricida l Ci v il 
War - are the mse l ves alone , or if they are a metaphor f or 
some t hing personal . And this leads to yet another q u and r y : 
Would she incl i ne toward metaphor , would she allow so mething 
to s t and fur anything othe r than itself? Is she , in f act , an 
Objectivist Poet? 

* * * 

" sound sounde) of soun / amend unto / bow r ougho l der 
bo r rougolder borso l der bar / soldier burrow ho l der Him / 
bring into Awe / st r anglers stragg l e r s no / nightstea l er ", 
etc . Yet another Susan Howe : the Irish bard , the Joyce of 
Fin n egan ' s Wake . 

* * * 

Al ways , t here are mo r e questions t han answers : 
"absence / fo l d in one hand / wha t / a few / f r a gments / 

holds us to / wha t" 
" if on l y t his or that wo u ld happen " 
"(D o this / or that )" 
" Poss i bi l ity of discovering / anything / any t hing " 
" To see through all things clearly / is to see through 

a l l things dim l y " there are no simple so l utions . 
And f ina ll y : " Best p l ays are secret plays " 

* * * 

Ar ti c ul a ti on of So u nd Form s i n Ti me opens with a so mewha t 
convent i ona l h i sto r ica l root. She quotes the sto r y o f o ne Ho pe 
Athe rt on wh o, i n a batt l e against the Indians on the west side 
o f t he Connecticut Ri ve r, became separated from his c o mp a ny , 
wa nde r ed fo r seve ral da ys , and showed up in Hadley , e ast o f the 
r i v e r, hav i ng cr oss e d by so me unexplained means . 
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Th e tale i$ ripe with ambiguities. First of all, Hope 
is a woman's name, and yet this is a man. Gender ambiguity. 
Then , h ow' did he arriv e east of the river? ("'Deep water' he 
mu st ha ve crossed ov e r") He says he off e red to surrender to 
t he ene my , but the y would not receive him. His story is held 
suspect - truth and fiction ar e toss e d togeth e r like dice -
and it iss u g g est edt hat "h e was b e sid e him s e lf," i. e ., c r a z y • 

He say s that the Indians fled from him, thinking him the 
Engli shman's God. Is that what crazin e ss is? The origin of 
relig ion? 

With this grounding in history, but given at once a vari
ety o f paradoxes and lib e rti e s, the poems take off, like a 
" wanton meteor ensign streaming": 

"Cries o p en to the words inside them / Cri e s hurled thro u gh 
the Wo ods" 

"archaic hallucinatory laughter" 
"kneel to intell e ct in our work / Chaos ca s t cold intellect 

back " 
If on e wishes, 

terna l ramblings of 
etc . 

the whole poem ma y be taken as the in -
Hope At he rton: male/female , "beside himself," 

More than once a friend or critic has suggested to me 
that , in order to writ e some of th e things I have written , I 
must have experienc e d "dissociated states." I don 't follow this 
logi c. Did Shakespeare have to be crazy to write Lear . An 
ass assin, to write MacBeth? By the same token, however wild and 
aban doned some of the languag e in Articu l ation of Sound Forms in 
Ti me , Howe is never wholly out of touch . She rambles and ad
ven tur e s on a long, loos e tether , but it is there, one end tied 
to the ambiguous Hope Atherton, while the other she tosses pl ay
fu lly from hand to hand. 

Perhaps one of the difficulties she may offer her readers 
- and it is a difficulty I think I share with her - is pointed 
o ut by Butterick: II her techniq.ue was always of interest 
f or how one might accomplish a narrative without a narrator, 
or with a minimum of intrusive narrator asking for one's 
t rust ." 

Her technique is almost absence of technique. Inventive 
a nd innovative as she is, she is not artful. And this brings 
us back to the suggestion of Objectivism, -the mistrust of 
me taphor, the shedding of herself from her lines. Here, we do 
n ot have roles, voices, personae~ etc. Rather, the summation 
o f all of these - is Susan Howe. 

* * * 

At the end of ~art I of Articulation, in the midst of all 
the density and adventuri n g in th e poem, stands as lovely a 
l y ric as one would care to read: 

"Loving Friends and Kindred: - / When I look back / So short 
i n charity and good works / We are a small remnant / of signal 
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escapes wond e rful in th e ms elves / We march from our camp a l i ttle 
/ and come hom e / Lost th e b e aten track and so / River se c ti on 
dark all this time / We must not worr y / how few we are and fall 
from e ach oth e r / Mor e tha n l an guage can ex p r e ss / Hope for the 
a rti s t in Ame ri c a & etc / Thi s is my birthda y / These are t he old 
hom e tr ees " 

Yes . 
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M A URE EN OWE N 

SUSAN HOWE'S POETRY 

An idea in vogue has it that the artist must necessarily 
be in opposition to his/her language, that she/he has to 
force it, constrain it , and twist its syntax i n order to mold 
it to his/her own design. However , another definition of art 
is perhaps not only possible but more accurate - that the real 
artist is someone who has been able, through patient work or 
with immediate insight, to discover the profound natur e of the 
language she/he has chosen and its laws, and to fully exploit 
its forms of expression, from the most obvious to th e most 
hidden. 

for 
she 
the 

her the glove of 
watched it from 
sea I thought 

- Dani~le Sallenave 
from the introduction to the photographs 
of Andre' Kertffs z 
translated by Sheila Chevallier 
and Marianne Tinnell-Faure 

the beast floated by 
where? somewhere above 
my whole life was ringing 

damp slate wet grey slate wet granite 

an errie longing for the vanishjng figure 
stones of an empty street but the feeling 
the feeling that someone or something moving very fast 
has just turned the corner at the end of the block 

Listening to her read is like staring into a lake 
enchanted mesmerized drawn closer and closer until 
the tip of the nose touches water & then swiftly 
one senses danger danger a warning a voice 
saying No, no wrong wa y not the lake not the lake 
over here & yes she's over there now & the magnetic 
pull begins again 

Having the power to cause to rivet the power to be shadow 
power to appear perfectly the power to say som e thing 
unintelligible that everyone wants to figure out power to 
utter gibberish as in Articulation of Sound Forms in Time 
gibberish - the signal of madness the historic figure pushed 
too far lost in between the cracks of defined groups lost 
where there is no room for error no hesitating on the bridge 
no time for indecision Women lost like that in historic cracks 
gone mad gibbering talking a blue streak desperate 
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gibberish of madness forerunner of another explanation a 
language left to women women abandoned fallen through the 
angles of patriarchy's rhetoric Speaking in a New Voice 

She is not "the fulfillment of Olson's dream of the historica l 
process" that Joel Lewis points to in his inspiring article on 
Articulation of Sound Forms in Time in the March-April ' 88 
issue of the American Book Re view, but a different dream fro m 
a different origin in a new voice. Not a concrete tongue bu t 
a mystery . To get to the core one must dismantle the structure. 
But it is a dismantling of discovery of the undefinable, not an 
archeological find to be dusted off and catalogued. To arr ive 
in the midst of a Susan Howe poem is to be drawn into the rea lm 
of supernatural power. 

To be swept up and carried off in a cyclone calm whe.re mom en ts 
spent in a sacred time reclaim you . Where you are not the re ader 
of a text, or the receiver of a production, or the recipient of 
a theory. Where there is neither discourse nor criticism . Where 
there is only the air of the poe m. And you breathe it in. 

August 19 88 
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JOEL LEWIS 

GRAP PLING BIGMAH: THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE DIVIDI NG LINE 

Susan Howe's Secret History of th e Dividing Lin e (NY : 
Te l ep hone, 1978) is p rimarily an engagement with the formidable 
sh ade of Charles Olson -- p erha p s the most p atriarchal of re
cen t p oetic patriarchs. Howe and Olson: both New Englanders, 
bo th with Irish anteced e nts, b oth taking until their thirti e s 
to find poetry. Olson first gave u p a p romising car e er as a 
scholar and professor and, later, q uit the steppi n g-stone post 
of a late inning New Deal functionar y . Howe, from a disting
uis h e d New England literary famil y , initiall y p ursued an acting 
c a r eer and then spent a decade as a visual artist. The de
c ision to pursue poetry comes .to both as the result of an in
te llectual crisis: for Olson it was the p art y hacks who swarm 
b ack into the Democratic Party in the wa k e of Roos e velt ' s 
de ath, shattering the poet 's belief in the rightn e ss of a polit
ical career. Howe ' s poetry arose out of her involve me nt with 
the burgeoning feminist movement of th e late 60 ' s. As suggested 
by Rachel Blau DuPl e ssis , the effect of reading such seminal 
bo oks as Kate Millet ' s Sexual Politics galvanized a desir e to 
write -- "anger is an energy " (John Lydon) -- and an abandonment 
of painting. Here, however, is wh e r e the similarities stop. 
Olson ' s crisis involved his loss of p ower (& futur e power as a 
p ot e ntial Postmaster General) with the arrival of a new political 
regime, despite ~he recollection of his decision to leave po l itics 
as primarily a moral one. His first "real " poem, The K, casts 
those events in this light. Howe ' s arrival into feminism was a 
recognition of a state of women ' s fundamental powerlessness in a 
p atriarchal society . Her strategi c r e trenchment into poetry be 
c omes an undertaking to investigate the underpinnings of public 
and private discourse -- to root out the substructure that forms 
o ur language ; despite tha t our wor ds se em so isolat e d & lonely 
c onfined within the walls of th e di c tionary warehou s e. 

I learned things 
fighting off various wolves that hung around th e door. 

(S . H.D. L ., p .17) 

The title of Howe's book-length work derives from William 
Byrd ' s (1 674 -1744) History of the Dividing Line, a volume based 
upon Byrd ' s journals of explorations in the American wilderness. 
Byrd , the founder of Richmond, Virginia and one of the great 
Colonial writers , trekked into the American interior as part of 
his career as a surveyor . The word "mark", a common surveyor ' s 
term used in delineating the boundary of the land one is surveying , 
recurs throughout in the book through a series of permutations 
and expositions. In addition, as g l e aned from it s five page e?try 
in the O.E.D., the word "mark" can b e defined as a monetar y unlt 
( German) , an archaic term for a banner, an English term of weight, 
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the i 11 i t era t e 's s i g nat u r e (" X ") and the qua r r y 0 f a haw k __ 
among some seventeen definitions offered . For Howe, "mark " 
~arries the personal connotative meaning as it is the names of 
both her father and her son, the dedicatees of the volu~e. 
Her father, a scholar, published a study of Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, Touched Wi th Fire , in 193 9 . Howe incorporates text 
from this study of the "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table " 
one of the dominant figures of American literature during the 
lifetime of Emily Dickinson, a major figure in Howe's persona l 
literary canon. 

In adding the word "secret" to Byrd's narrative, Howe 
takes aim at all the "div iding lines" of hierarchical society 
-- gender, class, the inter-familial. "I know the war-whoop in 
each dusty narrative" (p.lS) -- throughout Howe 's work there is 
a continual, obsessive concern with history, but , as the above 
passage implies , it is not the immensity of Olson's recon
struction of Gowandaland 's Atlantic rip; it is more an Althuss 
erian inquiry into the structuring of ideology into all aspects 
of language. 

Until the fragmented style of the poetry in the last 
volume of Maximus p oems, Olson maintains faith in the ability of 
language to convey his poetry. He envisions a personalist 
"special view of history " as part of the btueprint of a new 
Pos t-Holocaust /A-Bomb, humanism -- a culture which , despite its 
visionary qua lity, still can find no place for women. In ex
tending Olson's " Special View of History", Howe's history goes 
beyond th e basically patriarchal world of law and tangible ob 
jects and sets sight on the psychic landscap e of our inner lives . 
Rather than the merchant's books or navigational charts that 
is the groundwater of Maximus, Howe is more often drawn to the 
journal, letter or captivity narrative : 

Dear Parents 

I am writing by candlelight. 
All right so far 

after a long seri e s of collisions 
had a good night's rest . 

Belief in the right of our cause . 

Tomorrow we move. 

( S.H .D.L., p.3) 

These modes of discourse were one of the few arenas 
where a woman's "special view of history" could be documented . 
The tone of the intimate declarative sentence of the journal 
entry dominates Secret History. Howe is a scholar- poet in the 
truest meaning of that concept -- in that every word is weighed 
for both sonic and intellectual measure. She employs archaic 
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language like no other contemporary writer. , She does not 
share Olson's faith in the poem as a transcr1pt of measured 
speech. To employ archaic language and phrasing is t~ deny 
the spoken word's primacy and to create a clearly d~f1ned 
position for poetry a part from other, more 10gopoe~lc , 
approaches to writing. Her fascination with the slngle 1SO
lat ed word (which is never really alone and always ~urrounded 
by ghosts and half-echoes) is similar to the Victor1an fas
cination with the ~xford English Dictionary, a decades-long 
effort of hundreds of profe ssors and amateur scholars. The 
OED had a great influence on both Pound and J~yc~ and,encour
aged the production of many other ancillar:, d1ct1on~r1es that 
made a vast sea of the English language. When I f1rst r~ad" 

the dictionary I tho u ght it was a long poem abo~t everyth1ng 
(comedian Steve Wright). The absence of a cont~nuous narra
tive in Howe's work focuses the reader's attent10n onto th~ 
surfaces of the text. The story is of the language unfold1ng. 

I threw away the reins 
because there were no reins 

when present I was absent. 

(S.H.D.L., p.12) 

Howe finds most valuable in Olson the concept of the 
page as a field of action and the spa tial use of historica~ 
material. What is often overlooked in Howe is the,manner 1n 
which she scores her poems . Her ability to make d1sparate 
forms of discourse cohere brings to mind fellow New E~g land er 
Charles Iv es ; at their most achieved, the How(e)text 1S a 
series of sutures that are as ca refull y fixed as the bones in a 
Japanese domino super - schematic. Other compos er s who come to 
mind as fellow-wander ers upon the same terrain are Harr~ pa~tch 
(who shares Howe's dual interest in Classicism and Amer 1can1sm) 
and Anton Webern , whose focus upon the single note harmonizes 
with the pressure Howe applies to the single word. 

Run forward 
slamming doors on tapestry 

laying traps to catch t he Trickst e r 

Run naked naming nothing 

One vast Pharoah 
or Pharoah ' s drea m. 

(S.H.D.L. , p .lO) 

At the beginning of Secret History, the r~ader comes 
upon this floating phrase : " quintessential clar1ty of 
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inarticulation " ( p . 8 ). I read this as the author ' s auto-criticis m 
in regards to her alleged sur fa ce " difficulty " which , when 
probe d, can be seen as a strategy to a void th e kind of Romanti 
cist sublect ivit y that has swa mpe d other poets seeking a means 
to artic~late an alternative to the dominant powe rs. Yet , Howe 
is no didact , nor a po lemi cist . She do e s, how e ver , have the 
courage -- in this i cy intellectual period of academicised Post 
Modernism -- to conc l ude her My Emily Dickinson with this un 
equivocal declaration : 

Poetry is t he g r eat st im ulation of life. 
Poetry leads past possession of s e lf to 
transf i gura tion beyond gender . Poetry i s 
redemption from pessimism . 

( M. E.D., p .1 38) 

Howe took fro m Ol son what was needed -- primaril y a way 
to organize a text and the permission to ma Ke an i nte llectual 
thing , and not another pedant's game , out of poetry -- and wen t 
forward from this early work to a ser i es of bril liantl y rea l
ized texts that have r estored a sense of urgency to the hard 
work that confron t s reader and writer . And in all these t exts , 
a connecting loom is found whose objective is the pleasure of 
an architecture ra th er than the cur r ent l y fa sh io nable appr en 
ticeship to demolit ion. 
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STEPHEN -PAUL MARTIN 

ENDLESS PROTEAN LINKAGES 

If language a nd perception are unavoidably interconnected, then 
a more "feminine " world-view will emerge only afte r women have created 
their own discursive methods, their own angles of articulation distinct 
from the ones they have been forced to use i n patriarchal societies . 
Helene Cixous puts it this way: "Women must write through their bodies, 
they must inven t the impregnable language that will wreck partitions, 
classes, and rhetorics, regulations a nd codes." 

Susan Howe seems to have precisely this in mind when she claims 
in My Emily Dickinson that "mos t contemporary feminist literary 
critics -- eager to discuss the shattering of all hierarchies of 
being -- don 't want the form they discuss this in to be shattering". 
Howe 's own writing is a powerful example of this "shattering" technique . 
In Defenestration of Prague , for instance, the forms of "coherence" 
that have governed We s tern (phallocratic) literature are nowhere to 
be found . Vlhat we find instead is a language designed to "wreck 
partitions , classes , and rhetorics, regulations and codes": 

obliviolls window of Quiet 
closing 

egeiptes aegistes aegiptes egeps Egipp 
egypt here there 

Scotus (that is darkness) 

forged history)slayius slamius stanius Monarch 

greengrail mist-grey who 
soundless parable possible Quiet to flame 

hay 

Writing like this goes directly against one of the central "codes and 
regulations" of the Euro-patriarchal tradition -- the process of verbal 
representation. If we try to look through Howe's ;'ords to the "more 
substantial" reality they supposedly refer to, we are going to be frustrated 
and confused. We are on safer ground if we look at the poem as a series of 
verbal suggestions that interact more on the basis of sound than "sense o " 

Of course, the separation of sound and sense is an integral part of 
masculine aesthetic theory. Sound is generally devalued, regarded as 
mere ornamentation, while sense is viewed as being part of a static 
transcendent system of meaning that words can be used to represent. But 
in Howe's poem the sense is in the words themselves, in the musical and 
visual patterns of energy they create, and in the virtual space that 
exists between text and reader. The poem is not a static object offered 
up for consumption; it is a network of possibilities to be realized by 
the reader. 
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~ line from Edmond Jabes' The Book of Questions is appropriate here : 
"There is an impassable space between writer and book which the readers 
are called on to fill." As we fill the "impassible space(s )" that form 
in the motion of words, we begin to see ourselves in the act of creating 
significance . ~.fuat perceptual biases and limitations do we bring to the 
words? What preconceptions do we superimpose on what we are looking at? 
These questions are generally obscured when we work with books that impose 
a fully constituted body of significance on our reading imaginations. But 
in poems like the one above, we collaborate in producing patterns of meaning 
whose exact nature has not been pre determined. 

This does not mean that Howe is asking us to participate in a "poetic 
Rorschach test." Rather, she is leading us to play with the musical and 
semantic properties of words and at the same time to see that the physical 
presence of her language has an identity of its own -- beyond anything we 
mi~ht choose, to make of it. Cixous' word "impregnable" is quite apt in 
thls connectlon . If the masculine process of interpretation asks us to 
"rape" the body of language, forcing it to act in resPonse to our desires 
and precon~eptions , Howe's poem calls for an "erotics·- of interpretation," 
a playful lntercourse of reader and language that leads to pleasure and the 
desire to readlplay further, moving through "e n dIe s s PROTEANL 
ink age sIt. Defenestration of Prague is a metamorphic ("Protean") 
field, changing with each ne,,, 't linkage"; it is also series of "inkages," 
verbal inscriptions that contain a sedimental record of various "ink ages," 
or periods of writing. 

Parts of Defenestration are explorations of that sediment, attempts 
to demystify the patriarchal patterns built into the central myths of Euro
western culture. In this sense, Howe goes beyond the process of word-play 
and works with a more polemical strategy. She tells us that "we are 
language Lost II in language" and that writing is essentially "a play of 
force and play II of forces". The usual notion is that we use words to 
express ourselves. But Howe suggests that language is using us, that we 
are only free to say what patriarchal forms of expression will permit. In 
mastering standard English and absorbing conventional literary strategies 
as part of the educational process, we are subtly transformed by "a play of 
force," a normalizing pattern that determines not so much what we think as 
how. Thus we need to recognize and distance ourselv~s from the "play of 
forces" at work in the master narratives that govern Euro-patriarchal 
thought and feeling. 

Consider Howe's presentation of Tristram and Iseult: 

Iseult seawards gazing 
(pale secret fair) 

allegorical Tristram 
his knights are at war 

Sleet whips the page 

We are not given the opportunity to lose ourselves in the glamor of "one of 
the world"s great love stori,es." We are instead asked to see the "play of 
forces" that underscores it. Iseult is the conventional female "seaward 
gazing," pining for her lost lover. She is "(pale secret fair)", a mere 
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feminine signifier who has all the qualities normally assigned to women 
in medieval legends or romances. Tristram is the masculine signifier , 
the "allegmrtcal" warrior. In the original romance (and in the countless 
versions of it that have come down to us through the centuries) we are 
encouraged to think of Tristram and Iseult as "real" flesh-and-blood hu
man beings. But Howe shows us what they actually are: patriarchal con
ventions , stick figures used to convey an ideological message under the 
guise of storytelling. When Howe tells us that "Sleet whips the page," 
she reminds us that the climate Tristram and Iseult inhabit is a fictive 
space whose purposes can and should be analyzed. 

Another fictive space that Howe demystifies is the realm of mystical 
abstraction : 

Abstractions mount enchanted pyramid 
numbers spangle brawl 

Thorn s ense dim scholar 

deep time and sudden stratagem 
Cabalistic artifice 

ransacked torn 
Hopeless cross purposes 

In teeth of stubborn 
stark stars run 

Down with the bird of heaven Down 

These lines work in two directions. They attack the "Hopeless cross pur
poses" that inhabit the "stratagem(s)" of mystical thinking. They also 
provide us with an alternative: the interplay of morphemes, phonemes , and 
graphemes -- verbal music on its most basic level . Just as Howe deconstructs 
the fictive network that words have been used to create, she uses words to 
develop a "play of (musical) forces" that does not rely on "a willing sus
pension of disbelief". It is physically present in its own right as a 
configuration of vibraphonic energies. 

Howe is clear that this deconstructivelmusical process constitutes a 
direct attack on patriarchal systems of authority: 

Horsemen with outstretched arms 
half supernatural horses 

soar above letters 
Mythological night before letters 

Where I ride no man shall mark 

The horsemen are of course part of the grandest of all patriarchal fictions 
~- the apocalypse. Howe ;firmly tells us that she will have nothing to do 
with it. The significance of her writing is something "no man shall mark" 
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or an ' ~proprlate . ~ts meaning is 'm 
of patriarchal Armaged'don soar O~'l pr~gnable, non-referential. The horses 
men have used to d" " Y above let, te~s," above the fictI'ons Isgulse the violence f h . 
the fictive surface to its essentials 0 t elr Ideologies. By stripping 
power and opens us to the possibilit ' Howe free~ us from its rhetorical 
not a disguised araument f ' Y of a ne~ kInd of writing that is 

Th ' J . or anythIng. 
IS change is sug t d ' . ges e more emphaticall 1 ' 

In a dramatic segment called "G d" yater In Defenestration 
St 11 0 s SpIes" The tw " ' , e a (Jonathan Swift"s 't . 0 maIn characters " 

daughter) -_ might be tak mIS ress) and Cordelia (King Lear's banished 
Th ' en as emblems of How ' , , 

e~ eXIst in the margins of a di ' ,e,s,own , wrltlng project. 
trYIng to find their way towa d scredlted CIVIlIzatIon and seem to be 
acknowledge that "Sav f r a new way of speaking and seeing They 

. e or ourselves th" • 
patrIarchal pattern is a lit 1 (' ~re IS no SIgn of life", that the 

era and lIterary) dead-end: 

S2'ELLA (Matter of f 1 
CO act y): They murdered each other. 

RDELIA: -- Of course, always 

Yet ~t times they also seem to be 
outsIde the phallocratic in touch with the possibility of lif 

patterns that people like Jonathan SWI'ft e Lear rep resent: 

Come to the surface again true love Tr 
You with ' ue. your cradlegrave cords "oth ' th t t ' • lY ~ng can 

e a tl~ng deep of summer hummed in honeyed 
-- a hush of homing h 
fl ' h' omeward rush of exile 
~g t -- ['~berty 

estrange 
trees hmmmm 

and King 

This dance of s y llables -- leadin ' 
as musical energies __ 's th ' g to a heIghtened awareness of words 

I e prImary m b h' 
reconstitute themselves outside th t eans y w Ich Howe and her readers 
By asking us to focus on the tan i~ls ranglehold of patriarchal meaning. 
morphemes, phonemes and graPheme~ thetPresence of language itself -- on the 
away from our tendencv to think' b

a 
words are made of -- Howe moves us 

d fab ' ~ In a stractions . . 
an rIC of a verbal space that h ' eaSIng us Into the motion 
representation. We are asked t as not been reduced to a mere zone of 
words instead of reading throu ~ ~~e and hear the shapes and sounds of the 
Our sense of discursive or nar~ativem to ~ha~ they supposedly refer to. 
endless Protean linkages that . e contlnu~ty shatters, replaced with the 

gIve language ItS living power. 
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BRUCE ANDREWS 

SUTURE -- & ABSENCE OF THE SOC~AL 

This body of work* insistently embodies an engaged (wonderfully engaging) 
alternative to the maps & scale models of power & subjecthood it poses, 
exposes , worries over. 

I deology works through the construction of subjects, by positioning , by 
address (or interpellation) -- helping an unjust social order hold itself 
t ogether. The spectator (or reader) 's sUbjectivity too often takes shape 
in a similar (compulsory) itinerary. (But not in the body of work at hand.) 

Law scans the grammar of liberty and surrender. -- daggers like 
p uppets scissored the sky. -- Rules are guards and fences -- In the machinery 
of injustice -- the subtle workings of the Body Politic on every citizen, 

Other to other we are all functions in a system of vlar. -- I am / / Part 
of their encroachment -- restoration of Order -- Pseudonym cast across empty 

Incomprehensible •.• / fabric of structure // Stretching and patching // 
Slope the unmastered houses / Ghostly architecture -- Extinct ordr set 
tableaux -- no longer boundless -- monadical and anti-intellectual -- all 
coherence gone? 

Typically texts stare at us, tutor us, set us in our place, positioned in 
classical monocular perspective by the binding , blinding lure of convention. 

Mortal particulars / whose shatter we are -- of jeopardy / blown 
through gaps in our community -- Pure knowledge freed from willing // fixed 
in fleeting -- The Spectre / in my room-- / Epitome-- / of Self. -- Forfeit 
feeds nativity -- Logical determination of position -- 1 is the subject of 
a proposition in logic. -- Outline was a point chosen - - and yet a dream 
wor ld / (immediacy) hold fast to this -- shuddering ••• / Self formed in line 
-- I / inherit myself / semblance / ..• dispersed -- Unity something there -
really nowhere - / mutilation -- and scatterbrain / patch - - them in me 
I / halted -- Bound / symmetry yielding -- her voice / a settled place / 
table spread -- the Poet an animal charmed in one spot, eyes fixed to the 
light -- Send out a smoothness o'er the skin: -- Free from tangle ••• check 
the chart! -- Seem •• . // Distant monarchs ••. / grid -- But trace to eye •. o 
refuge sect quest focus trap -- Lives to be seen pressing and alien // Fix 
fleeting communication // Carried away before a pursuer -- thraldom -- and 
pride of place // in some contraction of place. -- We will leave the stage 
as prisoners -- I bind unto myself today -- Who can tell me who I am? -- I 
carried your name / like a huge shield . --

Ideology succeeds as ventriloquism. The subject/reader gets a subjectively 
subjected (or subjectedly subjective) ego -- a structured character o Out of 
this imaginary relation, finds herself constructed as a unified whole by 
identifying with a centralizing imagery, a unifying reflection; as if in a 
mirror, doubling the amnesias & repressions of the text. 

HALLUCINATION OF THE MIRROR -
scoops out -- from vague / infinity 
-- Theory of proof / mention of the 

arrow itself an illusion -- Chasm dogma 
of / background / that haunts / or hunts 
predicables // Snare world pitted / 
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Presage ~~ We look into distance as a dream / what we are // and we are 
not Threading mazes -- Self ceded to sphere Clearly headless. --
(enchantment · captivity / a paradise-prison) Worlds pass mirror-worlds 
in shelter -- Dreams walk through me -- lines to an apparitional dagger. 
-- because there were no reins // when present I was absent. -- hidden from 
our vision / MAroC / border / bulwark. an object set up to indicate a 
boundary or position / hence a sign or token -- SECRET HISTORY OF THE DIVIDING 
LINE -- a LEAP // creates the pursuer --

As in film, as in film theory, the fixing (& reassuring) of spectators 
occurs through suturing: stitching, fills in, like a wound's lips surgically 
sewn. We are authorized to see only what a second, ghosted spectator can 
see -- 'the absent-one ' -- through a shot/reverse shot sequence & continuity 
editing. 1st shot: we see the field , the protagonist: we see what an 
'absent one' sees. 2nd, the reverse shot clarifies (& ideologizes): that 
'look of nobody' is wiped out by a depiction of someone who occupies that 
place (who possesses the field in shot 1). We see the second character as 
if from the (neutral) place & point of view of the protagonist. Optical 
point-of-view in film (in so-called 'dominant cinema ') p roduces a subject in 
place of that. absence. We 'stand in' for the absent 2nd character -- 'nobody's 
look' becomes somebody's; absence becomes presence as voyeurism works as a 
form of identification . When the 1st protagonist is shown again, the gap is 
sutured, the absence sewn up -- & the reader/viewer 'comes to be' a glancing , 
eavesdropping subject. The reverse shot : a mirror, identified with the 
audience , whose members identify (as individuals) with the producer (the 
writer, the camera). 

Apprehension as representation -- Point to point -- Posit gaze l evel 
diminish lamp -- cover drawing from The Practice of Perspective -- (as mirror 
// in mirror to be) -- kept watch / on the fixed promontory -- I looked at 
our p recise vanishing point on the horizon -- system measuring from breach 
to / •.. the place tendered -- Gaze endures infinite scars -- Range loom and 
lacing Clear / companion -- Force made desire wander / Jumping from one 
subject // to another / Beseiged and beseiged -- Nearer to know l ess before 
afterward schism in sum . -- fragment of a name / singing to figment -- Self 
and Anti-self / chemical wedding -- to deceive •.• / Players melt into one 
another -- and her false double -- Self around self // Layer after layer / 
mirror characters pursue each other -- without faces / empty space between 
two bodies -- evanishing of the actors into // one another end 1 e s s 
PROTEANL ink age s --_ There is a gulf fixed -- has holes instead of 
eyes -- hiatus / chiasma -- between thwarts -- Calling the glass / partners 
in this marriage -- traverse to partner. --act oblique act ••• grid • •• / 
dual double ••• meridian plana+ point. -- We closed a chasm little distant 
each other ann fro -- Perception crumbles under character --

In the official versions of 'high modernism ', the reader is addressed by the 
text's Olt/n forI'lalized self-suf:i:iciencjT, its outsidelessness: hermetically 
sealed , indifferent to the reader's presence in social discourse , but, 
figuring her to be missing, encourages her voyeurism. Ideolo,}y's menusa 'Jaze . 
Such texts create an absence by their inability to come fully to grips with 
language & discourse -- an absence of the social, a sap, which the reader is 
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to fill in (or suture), also without going through the circuit (& intrica
tion) of language. The reader has a stand-in -- the author: fixing her 
within the self~enclosures (& seeming personal possessions) of the text. 
And this formalist absence of the social can fix the reader as complicit 
& coherent stand-in. This is a containment, sealing the reader within 
the self-referring moment of the author's sovereignty (a reverse shot -
resurrecting the absence in the position of the writer, reappropriating 
it inside the frames of the text itself & naturalizing those social frames). 

Love / (my dear Imaginary) Maze-believer -- Tranquility of a garri-
son Authorial withdrawal // will as fourth wall -- Vision closes over 
vision / Standpoint melts into open -- Recreation of a poor ghost / cling
ing to half face -- epitomes // seconds forgeries engender -- empirical 
proof proving / Summary succession of spectators twisted // away -- The 
final ruins ahead / revealed two figures timidly engraved on one another. 
-- Shadows only shadows / met my gaze ••• Mediator -- possession / hide
and-seek border region -- Distance or outness -- Invisible to her people. 
Out in a gap in the shadows. -- enchantments eclipses -- Distance and 
eyes get lost -- An eyeless kind -- eyeing intimacies -- engaged couples 
/ buried in epochs of armor // exhibit themselves drawn and drawn to-
gether / mirrors thaw -- "I kiss the wall's hole" because there were no 
reins -- annihilation of her gaze on nothing -- 1 a boundary manic-
aloofe, aloofe, and come no neare --

The author, if its moves are conventionalized enough, is so discreet & 
ghostly -- a sovereign absent-one, authorizing what of the social figur
ation the reader can experience yet absenting or covering up the bodily, 
social place (& method) out of which meanings are processed. It natural
izes the figurative & the rhetorical, by speaking impersonally, hiding its 
'enunciatory work' with the help of a reader 'sewn' into the text. The 
absence (of production) is effaced, or filled in; the monadic reader (the 
basic suture) experiencing epiphanies of presence before a self-enclosed 
formalist space, by an identification with an absence (or a 'making imagin
ary') of the social . This helps guarantee a smoothed, anti-social address; 
it allows the process of construction of the subject -- a mUltiplicity of 
social intersections -- to be forgotten. Instead , the subject/reader takes 
shape & finds its place as consumer; it allows the author a sovereignty 
over discourse so that social norms become the subject ' s dream. 

The real p lot was invisible -- Entangled obedience // muffled discourse 
from distance -- in Laws that man is a puppet -- Ransom stammers fact -
Copies are read to pieces -- Lies domesticate the night. 

* 
Indented paragraphs a re made up entirely of phrases, separated by long 

dashes, from Susan Howe's published works : 

Articulation of Sound Forms in Time -- 'Boston Harbor' -- ' The Captivity 
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and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson ' -- ' Chanting at the Crystal Sea' 
- ~ D e fc:n e stration of prague -- ' Federalist la ' -- ' Heliopathy ' -_ The 
L~bert~es -- My Emily Dickinson -- ' on a • . • ' - - Pyt hagorean Silence __ 
S e cre t History of the Dividing Line -- ' Thorow ' -- 'Women and Their Effect 
in the Distance ' --
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PETER QUARTE RMAI N 

AND THE WITHOUT 
1 An interpretive essay on Susan Howe 

How do I exist in a language that doesn't want me to 
exist, or makes me exist as a fiction, as la femme? 

Nicole Brossard2 

There ' s a decep tively literary or bookish flavour about Susan Howe's 
work, especially at the beginning of many of her sequences and books, pre
faced as they often are with a quotation or quotations (eog o Hinge Picture, 
Articulation of Sound Forms in Time); or opening with lines which have the 
f e el of quotations, unmarked and unacknowledged, though the words may actu
ally be Howe's Ce.g. "Thorow"); or opening with a directly identified one. 
Often, as in the case of Cabbage Gardens or The Liberties, the poem responds 
to the challenge explicit or implicit in the quotation, debunking or decon
structing the assumptions underly ing and/or the circumstances giving rise 
to the words quoted. Cabbage Gardens is prefaced with Samuel Johnson de
riding the notion of poems about cabbages whilst playing with the notion 
that the cultivation of the cabbage marks the history of civilization. 
The Liber ties gives us Jonathan Swift writing the personal "little language" 
of the Journal to stella, his writings to her ("so adieu deelest MD MD MD 
FW FW Me Me / Fais I don't conceal a bitt. as hope sav'd") preserved, hers 
to him destroyed, prefacing a poem which in passionate rage retrieves Hester 
Johnson (Stella) from her "liquidation.,,3 Insofar as these works are bookish, 
they are revisionist. This is true, too, of those more explicitly radical 
works which seek to revise our notions of the world, and are prefaced by 
quotation, such as Articulation of Sound Forms in Time and "The Captivity 
and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson". I read the last-named work as a 
poem, for its direction is determined, much as the direction of Howe's 
astonishing My Emily Dickinson is determined, by her reading of language as 
an emblematic collection of signs, potential meanings, abbreviations, wonders, 
and terrors to which she is subject r ather than of which she is "master." 
As George Butterick has observed, Howe "is another argument for the late 
start , like Olson," for "she does not make her earliest appearance with 
relativel y predictable work, and then markedly develop from there." 4 I 
would add that her work is, too, all of one piece: it all makes one work, one 
life, one poem, but carrying with it a multiplicity of works, lives, poems . 

It is in these terms that I take as thoroughly representative of Howe's 
writing an untitled eight-poem sequence printed in Sulfur 22 (Spring 1988). 
The first poem begins with an identified quotation from a literary "classic" 
and the last ends with the words, significantly in upper case , "THE REVISER. " 
The sequence itself i s a further installment in Howe's radical reassessment 
of canonical not i ons o f history and of language, of patriarchal notions of 
women and of power and of truth. While her reassessment and indeed her 
poetics , rejecting t he possibility of definitive statement, invite elliptical 
commentary (if they invite commentary at all), there are indeed identifiable 
and even definable concerns and themes recurring throughout Howe's work. 
I think that the grea t energy of Howe's writing arises from a series of 
tensions, between the more-or- less explicit themes and subject matter of the 
work and the unstated verbal and schematic activity of the poem (between 
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the algorhythn\i c a nd the heuristic might be one way to put i t ) ; between 
Howe ' s · enchanted fasci nation with and despera te possession by history and 
with l anguage and her intense des.ire to be free o f t hem; between her de
s~re for the secure , the stabl e, and the defined, and her apprehension o f 
them as essential ly fa l se ; between her impassioned attraction to a nd sheer 
terro r of the wilderness. What I offer is only one wa y o f reading Howe. 
Here is the opening poem of the sequence in Sulfur: 

"on a [p< suddenly . .. on a > was shot thro with a dyed -+ < dyed -+ a soft]"· 
(became the vision)(the rea) after Though [thoughtThat 

Fa 

But what is envy [but what is envy] 

Is envy the bonfIre inkling? 

Shackles [ (shackles) ] as we were told the .. . [precincts] 

• Billy Budd: The Genetic Ten 

In the course of the f o l lowing p a ges, my remarks are l a r ge l y c onf i ned to 
the opening three lines . 

Bluntly uncompromi s i ng and problematic , the opening l ine emp hatically 
and unabashedly draws a ttention to itsel f a s TEXT, as wri t ten rath er t h an 
spoken l anguage , i ndifferent to the reader . HOW , after a l l , can one voice 
this unfamiliar a nd cluttered-looking notation : is it musical, with its p, its 
greater-than/less-than brackets? is it conventional American- English l iterary 
orthography, with its quota tio n marks , lower case beginning , square brackets, 
italics, elision marks , and asterisk? What are we to make of those arrows? 
Surely this is a code , though we cannot recognise which one : a computer 
text perhaps? Voiced or not , i t proceeds in bits and pieces , stops and 
starts, repea ts . Probl ematic, and emphatically text. So uncompromisingly 
is it removed from the forms and modes of " normal " discourse tha t there is 
a haze of uncerta inty , what Howe e l sewhere calls " a halo of wilderness " 
C"Illogic" ) , thrown about the line. We know - - or at any rat e trust-- that 
it ' s verse , the look of the page tells u s that , but how c an we possibly 
voice it , h ow does one bit l ead to the next? Are we to read " suddenly • • • 
on a" as STammatical sub j ect to the verb "was shot" ? Wha t sorts of re
lationsh~ps are these, in this asyntactic writing? That " suddenly • •• 
on a " has something of the air of quick instruction on how to voice the 
first two words, and that closing " soft " looks like an echo, especially if 
we read the italicised p as piano (another voicing instruction ) . "Shot 
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through wi.th a. dyed - - [pause? ]-- dyed--": like shot silk, then? 
with death? We do not know what we see, for we do not recognise 
we do know, of course. But there are no customary meanings here 
to be very few.) 

or to do 
it. (Yet 
--or seem 

The second line is similarly difficult , with its off-beat spaci ng, its 
variety of parentheses, its (apparently) fragmentary word/s, its use of 
upper case , and its equal l y problematic syntax. It ' s almost as though the 
notational system is continually being pushed (is falling? ) off balance, 
subverting convention , undermining itself: the paired parentheses look like 
the mathematical notation for multiplication (and why are the round brackets 
such late-comers on the parenthetical scene?); the square brackets pushing 
that word "though" tight against "That" do not seem to be used the way they 
were in line one; the large gap after " Though" comes as a welcome break for 
the eye after the headlong crowded impetus of the first line (the arrows 
forwarding, forwarding) , but is difficult to interpret (a new breath? a 
second thought?). Parentheses and spacing mark words off into groups while 
signalling a tentative uncertain quality to them, and suggesting that the 
movement of thought in this writing need not necessarily be progress. 
Semantic grounds shift : "became" means turned into? was fitting? Syntax 
continues to break down (what "became the vision"?) and indeed extends into 
the fragmenting and fracturing of words (" rea" ; "[though]That" ). The second 
line, like the first, gives us small islands of localised meaning, a haze 
of uncertain stumbling bursting into pockets of lucidity, clearings in the 
thicket, the movement toward coherence ("became the vision" ) shifting in
stantly to fragmentation and incompleteness ("the rea"), the lines dimi'nish
ing down to the initial and terminal fragment "Fa" of line three. Far? 
Father? Fate? The uncertain context makes all three (a nd a lot of others) 
possible, and the fragment suggests they might all be under erasure. It 
is worth recal ling, though, that Fa is, according to both the Oxford English 
Dictionary and the Century, a musical term (the fourth note of the octave) 
--so the lines sing a diminishing music? The same sources tell us that Fa 
is an obsolete word for few and for foe, as well as Scottish for fall. 
If the word is complete, it is no less uncertain. 

What is remarkable i~ not simply that the notation for the eye plays 
against and with that for the ear, but that moving toward fracture and frag
ment the syntax and the diction move also toward completion. The " rea" in 
line two invites us to read "Though" as similarly "incomplete," especially 
after the abbreviation " thro" in line one, yielding " thought" --an invita
tion reinforced by what comes next, the close- packed "[though]That" (a kind 
of apo koinou at the l evel of the letter). This itself gives rise to a 
rather complicated little movement in which, rhyming "thro" in line one with 
the "though" of line two, the ear, reminded of Robert Duncan's habit of 
spelling "thought" t hot, proposes a rhyme between the putative "Though[t] 
though" of line two wi :th the "shot thro" of line one. The ear hears what 
the eye does not see , and the movement Of the poe;m depends upon and is a 
response to the shifts and uncertainties in the language. 

So the lines a re packed with transformations, and we see how , amid 
and because of the uncerta inties, language generates text, the poem gen
erates itself. The sheer clo seness of the sets of parentheses incorporates 
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the ReaCll into the vision, making it visionary. And what follows? another 
fairly dense play, this time predominantly semantic/lexical --"after Though." 
The upper ca,se on "Though" makes it seem an afterthought, a substitution for 
"a;Eter," which iTflIllediately suggests (if we had not seen this already) that 
in these lines we are privy to the processes of writing, the processes of 
composition, the processes of thought --a word remarkable in these lines for 
its absence. As a conjunction or as an adverb expressing contrast (but here 
syntactically it seems to work as a noun?) though manifests thought -~and 
a;Eter a gap, a pause (for thought?), the terminal group in the line emerges: 
"though[ thatJ ": tna t, deictic, pointing , a gesture toward the concrete obj ect 
... -or, as the Century dictionary says of real, "always importing the existent. " 
30 the last two words bring together, then, enact, the vision and the real, 
the perceived and the thought. 

"Fa" is a crux, encapsulating as it does the fracture and fragmentation 
of language in the very act of moving toward completion. Howe's work, from 
the very title of her first book (Hinge Picture) on, treads borders, bound
aries, dividing lines, edges, invisible meeting points. Her language re
turns to such cusps again and again, for they mark extremities, turning 
points, limits, shifts, the nameless edge of mystery where transformations 
Occur and where edge becomes centre. Hope Atherton, in Articulation of 
Sound Forms i 'n Ti'me, moves from the centre to the margin, to the wilderness, 
and (like Mary Rowlandson) thus marginalises the centre. "Extremities . 
Paths lost found forgotten. Border margin beginning. Birth/Death. Inside/ 
Outside. She/He. Moving/Staying. F inding/Losing" ("Armantrout" 209). 
Kings, she tells us in My Emily Dickinson, ruled by "divinely ordained 
decree, the allegorical point where God, the State, and human life met" 
(81), and King Lear ' ''rashly gave his world away. Balance, confusion, 
naming, transformation --. Arrived at the point of initiation, stopped at 
the moment of conversion, instinct draws up short" (114). Mary Rowlandson, 
at sun-rise "on a day of calamity, at the inverted point of antitypical 
history, looks out at the absence of Authority and sees we are all alone" 
(CMR 115). A cusp, where two curves meet and stop. Or do they. At the 
point where one realm meets another there is a crossover. And the great 
crossover place is language, always "at the blind point between what is said 
and meant" (MyED 82), always at the blind point between the static authority 
of name and the fluidity of nameless object. Language, moving toward def
inition, moving toward name, moving toward Authority, toward the arbitrary, 
toward Power, to assert control: "it was the primordial Adam to whom God 
gave the power of naming ." But a world without names? "In the brave new 
world of Death there are no names" ("Armantrout" 211). Emily Dickinson and 
Emily Bronte entice Howe "away from comprehension to incommunicable mystery 
that may be essential harmony or most appalling anarchy" ("~Jomen" 63). 
Mystery is nameless, incommunicable , pathless, wild, but irresistible. 
"Artists bow to no order" ("Olson" 6). 

Hence the text is uncertain, indefinite; it resists description. How 
many words are there in line two? How many groups? How many languages? 
Is "rea" a word? if "rea" is conventionally incomplete, is "Though"? If 
"though" is complete, is "rea"? You will not find rea in the Oxford English 
Dictionary, nor in the Century. But you will in Lewis and Short's A Latin 
Dictionary. It is a juridical word: 
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I. Originally, a party to an action (res), either plaintiff 
or defendant; afterwards restricted to the party accused, 
defendant, prisoner, etc. II. In the stricter sense. A. A 
party obliged or under obligation to do or pay any thing, 
or answerable or responsible for any thing, a bondsman, a 
debtor; one who is bound by any thing, who is answerable 
for any thing, a debtor. B. One who is accused or arraigned, 
a defendant, prisoner, a criminal, culprit. 5 

And it is feminine, a woman. Rea is also, as readers of Williams' Paterson 
find out, a Spanish word for whore. What vision what perception of women 
is this? Howe's poem is packed with transformations indeed, and the trans
formations are wrought by the apparent discorder of the language, the very 
irrationality of the text, out of which possible figurations and configu
rations of meaning emerge. 

Unparaphraseable, these lines seem to register a process of perception 
and thought subject perpetually and continuously to re-casting, re-seeing, 
re-vision. They register a process of cogitating, meditating and exploring 
an old enigma, endemic perhaps to all human culture but especially acute 
in the history of New England, perpetually evoked and invoked by the complex 
of the known and the unknown, the seen and the unseen, the cultivated and 
the wild: the relations between the real and the visionary. Hesitant, seek
ing certitude and clarity, rejecting them as impossible, the vision immedi
ately corrected (?), re-seen, re-assigned, to the necessarily and perpetually 
incomplete real. Caught in the field as it is, caught in the field of 
language, thought can progress no Farther. Fa. The doubleness of the move
ment is a doubleness of desire. Clarity and definition of deixis, of pointing, 
of the, lead only to fracture in language. "The" revised, surrounded by a 
halo of wilderness. 

But there is more. The asterisk at the end of line one points to a text 
which proceeds through a series of more or less minor surprises, lurching, 
hiccupping, stopping and starting, stuttering and stammering along, casting 
jerkily around for words: "Billy Budd. The Genetic Text.,,6 Line one is a 
quotation, a found text. Not --as the footnote carefully keeps clear --Mel
ville's, but a coded text recording Melville picking his way in stops and ' 
starts through the writing of Billy Budd, a text recording Harrison Hayford 
and Merton M, Sealts picking their way through the tangled manuscripts of 
Billy Budd. Decoding it, not knowing at any given moment whether the words 
we read will two words later be crossed out, perhaps only to be restored a 
couple of pen-strokes later, we discern a text "crisscrossed with erasures 
and corrections" (as Susan Howe wrote of P. Inman's Platin [9J), a text so 
urgently stumbling almost blindly along through a mind-boggling series of 
tentative and at times almost desperate castings-about for words and phrases 
that we are caught up in the sheer suspense the processes of the telling 
generate, a narrative of inarticulation unspoken within the narrative. 

Howe's first line comes from the top of a left-hand page of the book 
(412) ~-it stretches from margin to margin-- and is just the sort of line 
that might catch the casual eye --or at least Susan Howe's-- casting through 
flipped pages, or drawing the sorts. Decoded, it says: 
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and with omissions (the result, perhaps, of haste) 

'h t' « is » remains] primeval in our formalised (formalized?] 
\\ a IS 'h' _ < rms- heart as 

humanity may in end have caught Billy to IS arms a 
_<as- even as Abraham may have caught young Isaac 

(400 ) 

and with repetitions. 

What this poem does, by making both Melville's and the Gen~tic text 
visible, is point to the incoherence, the uncertainty, the groplng of 
Melville's text --those features of his writing which are erased, made , 
invisible, liquidated, in the Reading Text-- and ass~rt t~em as a composl
tiona 1 principle, insisting that we attend to the wrlter In,the,act o~ 
composition, responsive to the detailed notation of uncert~ln~y s heslta
tion and accuracy's register. The first line of the ~oem ~ns~sts tha~ we 
read the Genetic Text the way Howe insists we read Emlly Dlcklnson. In 
the precinct of poetry," she says, "a word, the space around a word, each 
letter, every mark silence or sound, volatizes an inner law of form; moves 

on a rigorous line" ("Illogic" 7). 

Yet one great interest of the Genetic T;xt of Bi~lY,Bu~d is th~t, 
unlike Melville's manuscript and unlike Howe s poem, It lS lndeed Ilt~ere~. 
It is littered by the editors who interrupt their coding with,such edlt?,rlal 
comments as "left incohe:t'ent," "revision leaves the sentence lnc~herent 
(386, 367 and elsewhere). In the long run this means for the edltor~ that 
even the Genetic Text, as they say of their own Reading Text transcrlbed 
from it, only "approximates Melville's final intentio~" ~vi). F~r the, 
editors thus to conclude that the text of Billy Budd lS lndeterm~nate lS to 
assume that a text is only determinate if it conforms to grammatlcal, syn
tactic, and perhaps thematic and cultural conventio~s. ~t is also to 
assume that Melville had intentions for the text whlch elther were clear 
to Melville himself and deducible or which conformed to an implicit but 
nevertheless clear set of grammatical,etc. conventions. Or both. Howe's 
poem assumes the contrary: that Melville's "litter",of emen~ations, faulty 
grammar and syntax, mis-spellings and incoherence, lS not lltter at all 
--and neither, once it is b e fore us, is the editorial appara~us. In tran~
cribing Melville's manuscript the editors invented the Genetlc Text, and In 
preparing a Reading Text they turned their backs on what they had wrought. 
For the Re ading Text presents us with a composition whose,orde~ has been 
wrestled from an intractable text, from a Genetic Text whlch Slmply can not 
be confined within the coherence imposed by the conventional obedien~e o~ 
the Reading Text. The Genetic Text bristles with tentativenes~ and lS rlch 
with possibility; it is thematically strait-jacketed in a,Re~dlng Text 
which, like Captain Vere sacrificing Billy Budd to the prlnclple ~f l~w, 
legislates away the sheer mystery of the Genetic Text and of Melvllie s 
actual writing encoded within it by seeking to control and to possess. 

Thus Hayford and Sealts' edition of Billy Budd Sailor (An Inside 
Narrative) is, Howe's poem tells us, a trope. Within its covers we see 
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enacted two conflictE!: that between Melville and his "material" (the essenti
ally inchoate s -tory of Billy Budd); and that between the editors and Melville r s 
text. It is a trope for a history in which "little by little grandmothers 
and mothers are sinking in sand while grandfathers and fathers are electing 
and seceding-" ("Women" 69); a history of settlers exterminating the Indians 
and "redeeming" the souls of the Indians' captives by buying them; of the 
English repressing the Irish by force and by doctrine until, irreversibly 
divided, they begin to exterminate themselves in the name of certitude and 
righteousness-; of the hegemony of an intellectual and economic power which 
would, by revising and acculturating the texts it recognises as central, mar
ginalise and even abolish the actual texts as written because it seeks, by 
stabilising the world so that its processes are arrested or invisible, to 
manage it. As Howe remarks of Emily Dickinson in "The Illogic of Sumptuary 
Values," "in a system of restricted exchange, the subject-creator and her art 
in its potential gesture, were domesticated and occluded by an assumptive 
privileged Imperative." It is a trope telling us, says the poem, that 
"malice dominates the history of Power and Progress. History is the record 
of winners. Documents were written by the Masters. But fright is formed by 
what we see not by what they say" ("Poetics" 13). 

It thus enacts the essential human conflict, between the known and the 
unknown, the seen and the unseen, the cultivated and the wild. The two 
editors, wrestling the wildness of the manuscript into stable and definitive 
canonical shape evoke the complex of the relations between the real and the 
visionary. Howe thus invites us to read Billy Budd as Melville wrote it, 
spasmodically erasing itself, constantly deconstructing and reconstructing 
itself. Throwing a halo of wilderness around the line from the Genetic Text 
with which it begins, the poem throws a halo of wilderness around Billy Budd 
itself and points to a textual, literary, intellectual and cultural arrogance 
which in homogenizing a work renders it invisible. Howe sees that arrogance 
as patriarchal, and the conflict, between the world as is (wild) and the 
world as wanted (ordered), as devastating. While the text longs for reso
lution, it insistently demands that its disorder not be dissipated in mere 
definition. The blankness of the page surrounding each poem in the sequence 
--and indeed Howe's deeply ingrained necessity to compose in units of one 
page-- is essential to the poem's dis-contextualizing of utterance, forcing 
us to read Genetic Texts (surely each p oem itself is one) without translating 
the code, so the eye sees and attends everything on the page without hier
archising or invisibl i sing according to the demands of the canon. 

Such a thematic view of the opening of "on a [p ••• " as a radical re
reading of Billy Budd sees the poem as a further stage in Susan Howe's 
archaeological retrieval of lost or strait-jacketed American texts, in her 
retrieval of historical persons (women especially, but also writers) strait
jacketed or oblitera ted b y being textualized and then erased: Hester Johnson, 
Mary Rowlandson, Thoreau, the emblematically named Hope Atherton, Emily 
Dickinson. HI write to b reak out into perfect primeval Consent." she told 
the New poe tics Colloquium in 19 85. "I wish I could tenderly lift from the 
dark side of history , voices that are a nonymous, slighted --inarticulate" 
("Poetics" 15). They have been hidde n by a utilitarian, caponizing a nd 
classicizing impulse ; they have willy-nilly succumbed --like Cordelia in 
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The Liberties-- to an authoritative "rationalization" which, patriarchal, 
seeks to possess the text by removing or rationalizing all "accidentals," 
con~ining it to a single body of ~eaning, to a single role, to a single 
order of understanding. It does so by reshaping and "correcting'~ the text 
in the interests of tidiness, in order that it conform to notions or formal 
(" literary") decorum. It rejects outright the notion of world as text, world 
as language, world as trope, viewing the world instead as a series of fixed 
categories of meaning whose validity is determined by the rationality of the 
forms of discourse in which that meaning is couched. It confines Mary Row
landson in a "familiar American hierarchical discourse of purpose and poss
ession" (CMR 116) and rhetorically appropriates her march "away from Western 
rationalism deeper and deeper into limitlessness" (CMR 116) until she "ex
cavates and subverts her own rhetoric" (CMR 117) lest she be false to her 
sense of the world and to her self. Such a convention-ridden view of writing 
not only confines value to conformity but also finds incomprehensible and 
reprehensible the notion that Emily Dickinson's work is as great as it is 
because it is like Melville's Billy Budd and like angelic Billy Budd. It 
stammers and stutters and jerks along, more silent than it is loquacious, 
breaking and breathing in awkward places, violating customary syntax and 
vocabulary and diction, occasionally incomprehensible, often incoherent, 
perenially uncertain because it articulates a world where, as Howe says of 
Rowlandson, "all illusion of volition, all individual identity, may be trans
formed" (CMR 116). And perennially incomplete, unfinished. So Dickinson 
appe~ds to her poems alternative versions as "a sort of mini-poem" ("Illogic"); 
she obeys not the traditional rigidities of the quatrain, but the topography 
of the poem's composition, the page. Line-breaks and stanza-breaks, shifts 
of attention and energy resulting from reaching the edge or the end of the 
page, from turning the paper over and starting a new page, affect the course 

of the poem's breathing, and thus of the poem's making, and the course 
of our reading. "Specialists want to nail things down," Howe says in an 
essay on Charles Olson (himself notably inarticulate and incoherent). "Poets 
know to leave Reason alone" because "all power, including the power of Love, 
all nature, including the nature of Time, is utterly unstable.,,7 

"What does not change /' th '11 t h "( , lS e Wl 0 C ange Olson, 'The Kingfishers" ). 
For Howe this is not a matter of will (save in that Nature might be willfull), 
but of necessity to which one must submit. And the impulse to disorder in 
the world leaves its mark in the sheer isolation of Howe's poems on the page, 
surrounded by white: a visible trope of Howe's tough and difficult feminism. 
There are figurations in these figures who are figured against no ground, 
who move away from ground, who move without. Such a movement, to be free of 
the burden of ground, freed of the necessity to be same or to be made, freed 
of history, is terrible and exhilaration. But it is impossible and doomed. 
Howe knows that the primeval, that "lost prelapsarian state," "may have 
existed only in the mind" ("Armantrout" 209), if it existed at all; and 
that we can never escape "that language outside language we are all en
ta~gled in" ("Women" 61). Always one balances on the edge, on the turning 
pOlnt, on the move to without. Always one carries language, desire, history. 
One balances, as she said of Emily Dickinson, between and in "reverence 
~nd revolt" on the cusp of the present, carrying "intelligence of the past 
lnto future of our thought" (MyED 85). Caught between loss and desire, 
Howe's vision is difficult, uncompromising: 
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No hierarchy, no notion of polarity . Perception of an 
object means loosing and losing it. Quests end in failure, 
no victory and sham questor. One answer undoes another 
and fict~on is real. Trust absence, allegory, mystery 
the settlng not the rising sun is Beauty (MyED 23). 

When I began writing this ess-ay I wanted to say three things. 
First, that Howe is, more than any American writer I can think of ex
cept perhaps Melville or Henry Adams, burdened by history: the burden of 
retrieving from erasure and marginality those (women) who have been 
written out, without (as Howe puts it in her prose introduction to "Thorow") 
appropriating primal indeterminacy, is compounded by the drift of the 
primal toward the immediate, toward the abolition o f history (and hence 
of language) a l together. History, like language, is not and cannot be 
linear. Second , that her writing is essentially religious, devoted to a 
lively apprehension of the sacramental nature of our experience of the 
world, and of the sacramental nature of the world. And third, that like 
Emily Dickinson she is an utterly astringent formalist. I have said none 
of them. I hope, though , that they persist, however implicitly, informing 
the pattern of what I actually wrote . 

(July 1988) 
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NOTES 

1 

2 

3 

4 

In what follow~ I refer to the following titles by Howe, abbreviated 
as indicated. 
"Armantrout " 

ASFT 

CG 
CMR 

HP 
"Illogic" 

Liberties 

My ED 

"Olson" 

"'On a [p 

"Owen" 

Platin 

"Poetics" 

"Women" 

"Rae Armantrout: Extremities." The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E 
Boo k . Bruce Andrews and Charles Bernstein, ed. 
Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 1984: 208-210. 

Articulation of Sound Forms in Time. Windsor, 
Vt.: Awede, 1987. 

Cabba ge Gardens. n.p. Fathom Press, 1979. 
"The Captivity and Restoration of Mrs . Mary 

Rowlandson. " Temblor 2 (198-5): 113-121. 
Hinge Picture. 'New York: Telephone Books, 1974. 
"The Illogic of Sumptuary Values." Unpublished 

typ escrip t. 
The Liberties. Reprinted in The Defenestration 

of Prague . New York: Kulchur Foundation, 1980: 64-
127. 

My Emily Dickinson. Berkeley: North Atlantic 
Books, 1 9 85. 

"Wher e Should the Commander Be." Writing 19 
(November 1987): 3-20. 
'" '" On a p (suddenly • ., .' "." Sulfer 22 (Spring 
1988): 9 - 16. 

"Howe on Owen." L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E 13 (December 
1980): 2 8 -30. 

"P. I nman: Platin." L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E 12 (June 
1980): 8-10. 

Poeti :c Statements for the New Poetics Colloquium 
August 2~-25, 1985. Vancouver: Kootenay School of 
Writing, 1985: 12-15. 

"Wome n and Their Effect in the Distance." 
Ironwood 28 (Fall 1986): 58-91. 

Nicole Brossard at The New Poetics Colloquium, Vancouver, 23 August 
1985. 

The words "little language " are Swift IS, as are those in parentheses a 

They are quote d by Howe (Liberties, 66); Part One of The Liberties 
is titled "Fragments of a Liquidation." 

George F. Butterick. 
Dakota Quarterly 
"WhQwe: An Essay 
157-165 is, l ike 
in Howe's work . 

"The Mysterious Vision of Susan Howe." NQrth 
55 (Fall 1987): 313. Rachel Blau DuPlessis, 
on Work by Susan Howe," sulfur 20 (Fall 1987): 
Butteri ck's essay, essential for anyone interested 
S h e man ages that difficult task of elucidating 
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5 

6 

7 

Howe's poetic without in the least diminishing the deep rage and 
pain ~o intrinsic to it. 

Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short. A Latin Dictionary. Oxford; 
Clarendon Press, 1879. Entry for reus. 

Herman Melville. Billy Budd Sailor: An Inside Narrative. Reading 
Text and Genetic Text. H. Hayford and M. M. Seal ts, Jr., ed. 
Chicago: U of Chicago, 1962: 412 . 

"Olson" 17; MyED 116. Guy Davenport says of Olson that "his poetry was 
inarticulate. His lectures achieved depths of incoherence" in 
The Geography of the Imagination: Forty Essays (San Francisco: 
North Point, 1981), 81. 
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CHARLES BERNSTEIN 

"PASSED BY EXAMINATION": PARAGRAPHS FOR SUSAN HOWE 

The poetry of Susan Howe marks a singularly engaged play at the 
crevices of the audible & the hidden. This luminous--illuminated 
--poetry refuses the categories of lyric or historical, my tho
poetic or word-materializing, rather enlisting these approaches 
as navigational tools, multilateral compasses, on a journey into 
the unknown, denied and destroyed. 

Form, in Howe's work, is allegorical. The lineation radiates 
"exophorically" (outwardly) to mime (mine) the themes of the work. 
Structure of truth / Truth of structure [53J. This isn't simply 
abstract. Look at a page as border marking the intersection of 
sight and words. Look at words as site "of historical me~ory, as 
compost heap decomposing the past. Writing can engage the atten
tion in such a way as to obliterate awareness of this border, 
this site, or, as in Howe, can engender a hyperactive awareness 
of the page's opacity and impenetrability: stopped up short by 
an isolated syllable or by the space between syllables, then 
jolted by a line that becomes a crack into long sealed chambers 
deep below the surface. 

Speeches at the Barriers [D:19J 

Howe reverses the dynamic of the "difficult" text excluding the 
reader by shifting the burden of exclusion outward. For the 
words are shut out at your own risk. Inarticulate true meaning 
[A : 39J . --It is not the "marginal" anti-articulate text that 
is doing the excluding but the one who closes eyes, refusing to 
listen. 

What are we divided from, divided by? To divide is to partition, 
to create borders, to differentiate, to delineate. These are 
also poetic acts: the inscription of a line of verse. These are 
also language acts; for to write is to divide, to speak to en
code that division. 

A sort of border life [T:12J 

Take Mark--the name of Howe's father and son, a central figure 
in The Secret History of the Dividing Line. The mark (mar [S:lJ 
of an enclosure. The border between. That which mars the un
differentiated, soils the soil, establishes identity, fixes terr
itory, announces sovereignity. For what's been marked is claimed, 
possessed--the sign of a stake (state). At the same time, a mark 
is a token, that which stands for something else, the visible 
trace of a sign, metaphor for a word, sustitute for a signature 
and so standing for a name. --An artist makes her mark; but the 
confidence man finds her mark, or, as we now say, target of 
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opportunity. 

The poet's life is one of quiet desperation, although sometimes 
it gets noisy. Everywhere undermined by apathy, suspicion, 
competitiveness, outside the welcome friendship of those 
similarly situated, it seems poetry "itself" has to be defended. 
Many days I feel like one of those 50s street vendors demon
strating multi-purpose vegetable cutters; the flapping hands 
and jumping up and down may generate a small crowd because 
there remains interest if not in the product at least in the 
humiliation of trying to sell something few seem to want. 

I flip through this week's Nation (10/3/88) and notice a letter 
to the editor by their own small press critic. He suggests 
that the "clarity" that the New York Post "demands of its 
sports writers" is a model that poets who wish to be political 
should emulate. Is it just my pessimism that makes me feel 
that this reflects an ever deepening crisis in our culture--
a contempt, even in the alternate press's space for alternate 
presses, for intellectual and spiritual articUlations not 
completely assimilated into and determined by the dominant 
culture's discursive practices. Discursive practices marked 
by endless chronicles of winner and losers, organized violence, 
and performance measured by the clock. & why exactly are the 
four words "dominant culture's discursive practices" any worse 
to someone of this persuasion than such approved formulations 
as "major league batting practice"? Perhaps poetry, like the 
wilderness, has to be denied as part of an effort to conquer 
it. For to admit that there is wilderness, or p oetry, is to 
lose the battle to overcome it. 

Scribbling the ineffable [T:7J 

There is no better model of scholarship, or research, than the 
works of Susan Howe, partly because they open up to unanswered 
--not always even unanswerable--questions. Questions that 
never finish or dispose or encapsulate or surmount: they 
examine. 

quintessential clarity of inarticulation [S:8J 

History is a lie, but we are no better th~n dupes or fools 
if we ignore it. We have at our "disposal" an avalanche of 
facts but can~t tell what they mean or how they go together. 
In the machinery of injustice / my whole being is Vision 
[T:IIJ. 

Why do things except for money, or sport, or family? This is 
something that seems no longer obvious. & if you say civic, 
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it still doesn't explain that the community for which you ma y 
wish to speak has few voters or consumers, or perhaps is on l y 
a figment of your imagination, or a vision of a community th at 
may sometime come to be. It still doesn't explain that the 
community for which you speak may be a people that have vani shed, 
or been expelled, or vanquished. Our history, Howe shows, is 
one of ghosts, whose voices we can sometimes hear sighing in 
the interstices of her (de)markings. 

"The unexamined life is not worth living" would seem to have 
little currency. Howe's studies of American mythology agains t 
the grain provide a concrete method for examination. untraceable 
wandering / the meaning of knowing [~:33J. 

The Now that is Night 
Time comprehended in Thought [A:37J 

Is there some way out of the long, dark night of our captivity 
in history? For the conquerors of North America , an inhabite d 
wilderness was a desert--an empty space--to be fil l ed. & this 
is the method of "our" madness: we destroy without acknowledg i n g 
the actuality of that which we obliterate. They are denying the 
Dark/ after dark will ever gather. So dark they run again st 
trees [H:50J. 

Clear space of blackness 

between us [C:23J 

We disappear--benight, blacken--the other, calling it savage , 
inarticulate, mad , eccentric , odd, ineffable, dark , empty , so 
that our own history is one more concretely of evasions than 
charting. The expanse of unconcealment / so different from al l 
maps [T:17J. 

& our grammar repeats just these erasures & concealments, wiping 
out the wildness, wilderness , of language in the name of law, 
rationality, homogeneity, territory, or of a "populism" that 
recognizes only colonized forms of "popular" expression. 
sense hidden [S:35J. 

What then is this project for poetry?: 
of shape or sound [S:35J. 

Here is blank reason [H:50J 

Our law / vocables / 

The "savage" that we have conquered in the name of civilization 
is ourselves, We all wear mocassins [H:46J. The captivity 
narrative is the story of our own language held hostage , divided 
against itself; except when we sometimes return to it--in dreams , 
in the inarticulate sounds of "history", in poems such as these 
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that bloom in the dark, sick from the blinding light of the 
sun (""heliopathy" a kind of sunsickness). 

.• b d . n [A·.28J disputation in dom~n~on eyon sovere~g 

"The secret history of the dividing line" is that our "enclosure 
acts" which we have long concealed (longed to conceal) from 

1, ed to be overthrown thrv 'Tn out, "de f ene s tra ted" • ourse ves, ne , .. 
You are of me & I of you, I cannot tell/Where you leave off 
and I begin [T: 20J. Our language is always a "Western Border" 
if we push through, mark suns rising & setting.. [espyJ 
bounds to leop over [sic; A:9J. Poetry as a dlsplacement of 
the "sovereignity" of the crown or law allowing for some other 
order, call it dominion. 

Freedom's dominion of possible [A:36J 

salvages / or / savages [S:3J: 
we are disappeared, marked off, 

either we salvage the past 
banished to the dark. 

or 

Complicity battling redemption [T:17J: either we own up to-
take responsibility for--our histories or we remain guilty 

for them. 

we 
The Great Crossing 

marched with drums beating and colors flying [S:34J 

Howe weaves at the tears in the all-too-violent fabric that 
imparts national identity to Ameri~a. She sings of ~rigins 
& hears the blanks firing in the nlght of her explodlng 

syllables. 

------------ - -------

WORKS BY SUSAN HOWE CITED: 
A: Articulation of Sound Forms in Time (Windsor, Vermont: 1987, 

pagination added). 
D: Defenestration of Prague (New York: Kulchur, 1983). 
H: "Heliopathy", in Temblor (1986). 
S: Secret History of the Dividing Line (New York: Telephone, 

1978) • 
T: "Thorow" in Temblor 6 (1987). 
See also Ho~e's "captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary 
Rowlandson" in Temblor 2 (1985) and The Western Borders 

(~erkeley: Tuumba, 1977). 
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Peter Qua ter~ain usefully c o ntra s ts "exophor ic" (outward 
pointing, as used in the second paragraph above) with 
"ca taphor ic" (f o rward po in t ing) and "anaphor i c" (ba c kward 
poi n tin g ) in his 'I ' Who Cam e . Fir s t ' / Joy c e ; S t e in : : His tor y : W 0 r d " 
ms , 1988 . ' 
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BRUCE CA MPBELL 

"RING OF BODIES"/ "SPHER,E OF SOUND": AN ESSAY ON SUSAN HOWE'S 
ARTICULATION OF SOUND FORNS IN TIME (Awede, 1987) 1 

Susan Howe is a kind of post~structural ist visionary.2 This means 
that , while attuned to a transcendental possibi l ity , she is fu l ly aware 
of how mediated both l anguage and consc i ousness are . This awareness 
leads her to acknowledge and investigate history , but , recognizing, as 
she does, the " infinite miscalculation of history" (26), she can not 
accept history as truth. Yet , truth be told, neither c a n she ignore 
history. Given the " corruptible first figure " (23) -- which can be 
taken to refer to rhetoric, myth , history, or a number of other disci
plines -- no one discipline can be the founding discipline of truth: 
each possesses some truth, but always with a mixture of falsity. As she 
writes in "Thorow , " "So many true things// which are not truth itself" 
(11). And yet, too often, "language was spoken against an ideal of lost 
perfection" (MED, 82) . Against this measure, language must always be 
judged inadequate , for it is itself far from perfect and its access to 
perfection, though haunted , is undiscoverable . Such an insight may well 
call for an interminable writing, for a writing which continuously tests 
its own limits of truth and expression. 

Granted that "interminable" may seem an odd, rather than apt, de
scription of Susan Howe's work. And, granted that she does not use 
"interminable" to describe her work, as, say, Beverly Dahlen does, to 
describe her own A Reading . 3 Still, if "predecessor and definition/ [are] 
incoherent inacessible muddled inaudible" (28) , we must find some compass 
other than "predecessor and definition" to guide us and , if the first 
figure is corruptible, we must take numerous readings in order to combat 
error (although each reading will introduce the possibility of error, as 
it endeavors to close off the possibility of error in the past and to 
rectify the errors which are recognized.as such) . So, too, if "Being 
[is a] never-ending sequence of// Becoming" (24) , and if, as I assume 
here, becoming is our goal, we are, necessarily, locked i nto an inter
minable sequence , f o llowing the "mathematics of continua" (23). Further, 
it is a sequence without plot, for "untraceable wandering/ [isJ the meaning 
of knowing" (33). And , if "untraceable," must this knowledge be not only 
unrepeatable but unrecapturable? 

Yet why should it be untraceable? Because the cultural markers are 
suspect ; that is, while we may know the local, we do not know the larger 
system. To use the titles of Howe's two sections in Articulations, 
"Hope Atherton's Wander i ngs" and "Taking the Forest," we may say we are 
conscious of where we are in the forest, but we cannot , at the same time, 
have a bird ' s (or God ' s ) eye view of the forest . Some limitations inhere . 
But the s uspicio n attendent on cultural markers isn ' t solely a result of 
the l imitat i ons of ,our knowl edge : those cultural markers themselves may 
wel l b e b i ased o r b ent: " Sexual , racial, and geographical separation are 
at t he hea r t o f Definit~on " (MED , 21 ). Taking our directions from them, 
the n , may lea d us a stray . When the principle of cha nge is factored into 
this p r obl ematic, we may f ind ourselves trying to fit into patt erns whose 
age shows in our di s c omfort. (\vere people at one time r eal l y buil t l ike 
that? ) Reading the past to f i nd o u r own way would be like shopping f or 
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clothes. at a museun Of history .... .., the qizes aren't right and the fabric 
is old. But, itl.s· ·more than age. Sex shows here, too. Thus, according 
to the motto of the book, "s'cape esaid" (1); or, escape from the saying 
of male culture, from what he said. 

But, if "the meaning ot: knowing" is "untraceable," what's the point 
of knowing anything at all? First, even if unable to trace our route, 
we may still get somewhere. Second, knowing, while not the be-all of 
life, while not gatherable into a possessable whole, may still be useful. 
When the "thread" of this' logic (narrativized by the concept of a plot
line) breaks, we are not lost; we are forced to find our own way. A 
physical sense will help us through: "Thread gone/ Tongue collect song" 
(24). Thus, the breaking may, after all, lead to or reinforce a physi
cality verging on the immanent, an immanent which is imminent; that is, 
an imm(a) (i)nence which, at one and toe same time, is retreating and has 
not yet arrived. Thus, we are led to trace the "accoustic signature" 
(26) and, if "face to visible sense gathers moss" (35), we are led, 
instead, to trace the "face of the voice of speech" (25). It is not sight 
but sound which is privileged here, for sound is actual but sight is 
abstract. "Unknown harbinger of sensuous phenomena, Sound has come to us 
unknown" (MED, 55). 

Thus, perception must be returned to the body: "Body perception 
thought of perceiving (half thought" (17). The thought of perceiving is 
but a half thought and what is perception without thought? In one of his 
more startling statements, Jacques Derrida has said, "I don't believe that 
there is any perception." Why? Because "perception is precisely a con
cept, a concept o.f an intuition or of a given originating from the thing 
itself, present itself in its meaning, independently from language, from 
the system of reference!' (D/S,S,P, 272). And what does Howe think? 
"Perception of an object means loosing and losing it" (MED, 23).. But, 
then, this "loosing and losing" is not unique to perception: "Do words 
flee their meaning? Define definition" (MED, 16). Just consider the 
following puns: "Poetical sea site state/ abstract alien point" (33). 
Note, the leading character of sound in the "sea site state" trio, 
reminiscent though it may be of "Fee fie fo." In poetry the see may as 
well be a sea (recalling Zukofsky's "It's Haid To See But Think of a Sea"), 
the sight a site (or cite), for it is all a state of mind and the (logical) 
point is like a finger pointing, like the point in a poetry abstracted 
from its sources (here, acoustic and historical and presentational). If 
"words are annexed to reality by sensation" (MED, 49), meaning must, in 
part, be a study of sensation and the sensation possess a reality, whether 
confirmed or not by theory or science, or what have you. Thus meaning 
doesn't come first: "Sense came after suggestion" (MED, 24). And, "our 
ears enclose us" (FlO, 16).4 We need to hear, for, through the aural, \ve 
shall find "the thresh/ of beginning// Sphere of sound// Body of 
articulation chattering!' (31). 

The !'body" is a juncture of self and sound, sign and wind, the in
effable and the permanent,S How so? ~vell, the "self [wasJ ceded to sphere" 
(27} and the. sphere, recall, is a circle of sound. So, to cede the self 
to a sphere ;lS ' to make sound the determining feature of the self. Thus, 
what the sound says I am I am. ;Further, the "sign of sound/ [isJ a 
s±bilant wtnd" (39). What kind of sign is the wind? Hissing through 
leaves, it comes, a kind of traceable afflatus, which, through etymology, 
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traces: back to breath and, thence, to qp~rit. (To say it traces "back" 
to breath is a convenience, a& is the "thence," ;for it may be that the 
spirit rea.lly comes first and this, "thence," by returning to that first 
move, but closes the sphereql 

Still, what does it mean to say that wind is "a sign"? There is a 
predictive element here '"'- where there is a sibilant wind, there is sound. 
But so, too, this sign is, both material (as a sound) and immaterial (as 
object that can be neither seen nor grasped). From sign to signature, 
there is a kind of placeless scription involved -- a writing on the wind. 
If placeless, how is it writing? By conforming to a semiotics, the sign 
takes its place of a network of signs and, as it evaporates or is dissi
pated, losing its place "out there," it is transformed into a meaning held 
in the mind. This is where intention and pro tent ion play their parts in 
meaning and hold in check the sign. 6 Sound comes first and grounds the 
project, even going so far as to reserve a claim on health (given the 
pun of "sound forms" as forms sounded out and as forms that are sound), 
for "sound was always part of the perfect meaning" (MED, 55). Thus, for 
all the difficulties, for all the puns and paradoxes, for all the reversals 
and transformations, for all the evaporations of signs a~d floundering 
intentions and encrusted protentions, the goal is not to delight in com
plexity but to gain (and maintain) health. 

On a diagonal, shall we say, to this "sign" is the physicality of 
"this body of articulation," for "meaning has a carnal layering" (MED, 
85). It crosses the point where the sign of wind evaporates into (a) 
meaning. Instead of transforming itself into something immaterial, the 
body of articulation is corporeal, material: "Ring of our bodies// Names 
are bridges to coast/ Permanence" (35). If we read the first phrase with 
the "sphere of sound" and the "body of articulation" in mind, we can hardly 
be surprised by the "Names" that follow: our bodies are locked in the 
sound of articulation, snapping body and sound together in a ring. Thus, 
traced out, the diagonal is not a straight line but part of a sphere and 
what we've been tracing are interlocked rings. 

But there is a permanence in this physical state: the names (our 
names as well) connect us with permanence, though the connection is a 
little tenuous. Let's note, for instance, ' the ambiguity of "bridges to 
coast Permanence." Do the bridges reach to the coast of Permanence? Or 
do the bridges coast Permanence (like "coasting the boulevard")? The 
fact and function of permanence are clear and crucial, checking, as they 
do, any tendency to impermanence and (complete) relativity. There is 
something through all this language and our names bring us right up to 
it. This permanence is within or outside the writing -- but not, in 
either case, domesticated or contained by the writing. This inside/outside 
distinction (as well as the permanent/impermanent) depends upon a line, 
or edge. After all, if there is a coast to Permanence, there is an edge 
to it. And this isn!t the only place where an edge is marked. 

There are, ;for example, the "far flung North American littorals" (41). 
Here, of course, the edge is geographical, but, if we recall the "rigorous 
Americani.~ml l?ortents o:f; lonely destructivism" (16) and, due to the shared 
concern witn things ~eiic~n, bring the one to bear on the other, we could 
postulate an interiorization of the (American) "littoral" which might well 
account for the loneliness. Thus, every man is a continent and, feeling 
himself cut off from all else, free to pursue his own inclinations and 
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reckon not the cost of wrecking his will upon the world, he may come to 
subscribe to and practice the destruction of all that interferes with 
him. Such behavior is predicated on a basic alienation, reinforced by 
and reinforcing the l'littoral," the law of one's own letter. But, what 
if, instead of alienation, there is love? ~fuat if, instead of separation, 
there was union? 

"Love leads to edge! Progress of self into illusion" (23). How does 
love, too, come to lead to (the) edge? Because it discloses the "kinship 
of infinite s~paration" (25). That is, it entices us to the edge, but, 
instead of allowing us to dissolve into one another (like Milton 's angels 
copulating in heaven), love discloses our separation. "Union with another 
soul is only another illusion" (MED, 77). Still, there must be some 
question about the connection of the first line to the second. If the 
connection is strong, the edge is equal to the realization of an illusion. 
Thus, one possibility: love does not found a union in our lives. If union 
is one definition of "progress of self," we shall be disabused when love, 
too, brings us to the edge and enforces upon us an admission of our 
separation. But, S0, too, the edge would seem folded back into the sphere 
(given the act of ceding self to sphere) and, thus, progress is equally 
regress and going forward going back. It is in this way that history can 
speak to us, however -~ not as a truth we can only try to discern or mimic, 
but as an expression which (as expression -- in time) is as present today 
as it ever was. 

To posit more is to hanker for "fictitious deeps" (31), but fictitious 
or not, something resounds in language: "Cries open to the words inside 
them/ Cries hurled through the woods" (31). (Or, Karl Marx: "And as the 
proverb has it: what is shouted into the forest, the forest echos back" 
[55J.) The cry emphasizes sound -- sound prior to language but not 
necessarily prior to meaning, for there is in Howe more in our universe 
"than language can express" (20). ~ve seem to verge here on presence, on a 
sound that conveys its meaning without having to go through the relays of 
decipherment. And yet this immediacy is fleeting, for, unavoidably, the 
cry "opens to the words inside [itJ." "Words open to the names inside them, 
course through thought in precarious play of double-enchantment, distance" 
(MED, 82). Thus, if this is a present, wordless meaning we face, it is a 
meaning only because it is, itself, the first in a chain of signifiers. 

The words come (were already inside the cry), taking us away from 
immediacy. But, only because the words come can immediacy mean something. 
Only because there is a past is there immediacy; only because the words 
were already inside the ~ry can the cry mean something. This chain of 
substitutions constitutes the presence of the cry, as it constitutes the 
meaning of the cry by substituting the word(s) for the cry. Still, this 
does not end the process. The words do not equal the cries. Something is 
left over, unaccounted for. If the word equaled the cry, if it could stand 
in its place with no resi,due of the cry, the process of substitution would 
stop. But, then, there w0uld have been no difference between word and cry 
in the first place, (The word would never have been able to fit "inside" 
the cry,l So, too, if there is an inequality of signification inside, there 
is also an inequality of signification outside. That is, if the word 
doesn't equal the cry , the cry doesn't equal the woods. And the poet is the 
"intermediary-" of this inequality, "hunting form beyond form, truth beyond 
theme through woods of words tangled tremendous" (MED, 80-1). Further, a 
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suggestion of violence is attendant on, at the least, this latter inequality, 
for the "cries [areJ hurled through the woods." 

Through the word's coming to stand in place of the cry, the (probably 
'Ifictitious"} center substitutes for the (immediate) surface. So, too, 
through the substitutions there is a strategic reversal -- from words inside 
to woods outside, as if going deeper inside led to the outside. And couldn't 
it do this only if there were an edge inside? (So you really could falloff 
the world - .- not geographically , but psychologically.) Thus, these terms 
("center," "surface," but also "inside," "outside"), as terms of function, 
are not absolute. They are relative and subject to change. The outside folds 
back on the inside and that fold creates an edge. 7 

This edge is not unique. It runs through everyone and separates the 
rational from the irrational, the inside from the outside, the self from the 
world -- although, the edge keeps getting moved and, further, is permeable. 
Through it all, there remains the "Universal separation/ -- Distant coherent 
rational system// Vault lines divergence/ Atom keystone" (23). It is no 
accident that what is distant is coherent, nor that what is near upholds the 
arch of sight ("keystone"). Hay we paraphrase Thomas Campbell and say "Tis 
distance lends reason to the view? " But what are the implications of this 
view? They may seem to return us to our claim that the cultural markers are 
suspect -- we probably don't need to remind ourselves that "rational" need 
not be a positive attribute. 

On the one hand, there is a rational system -- over there. Or: "World 
as rigorously related system" (45). But, on the other hand, "system [isJ 
impossible in Time" (37). (And "Time [isJ comprehended in Thought" [37J o) 
So, we have a concept (system, and, too, world as system) which transcends 
time or, if you like, which is too large to fit into time. This "distant 
coherent rational system" may be present (in part) but it cannot belong to 
anyone for it can not be grasped (or conveyed) in time. This needn't 
destroy the concept; it does, however, situate it elsewhere -- in a perennial 
"elsewhere." To see this doesn't, of itself, free us from the concept. 
We may be all the more effectively haunted by it since we hear it but cannot 
reach it. 

More important 
system does to us. 
irrational. By the 

than this, however, is the question of what the rational 
By the light of timeless rationalism, we are deemed 
light of the system, we are what doesn't fit -- unsystematic 

and chaotic. We are seen as what passes, as extrinsic, idiosyncratic, 
accidental, mortal. We are disenfranchised by the Idea o In such a context, 
writing not only has a point, it has an edge. We can use writing to unsettle 
the issue, to open the question of importance, to wrest life from the rational. 

Concurrent with this attempt is the shifting and overlapping of terms 
from various disciplines. None shall determine the frame for the poem. 
Thus, physics gives us "atom," architecture "keystone," and psychology the 
"unconscious" in "Dear Unconsious scatter syntax" (46). This shifting is one 
means Howe uses to prevent her discourse from solidifying, just as there is 
a force (the "Unconscious," here) which unsettles disciplines and rational 
systems, a force which resists and breaks through the systems that bind. 

For the same reason, Howe emphasizes the present -- as a point in time 
it can not be systematized (at least, not in time; if systematized, it must 
be removed from time, which is to say destroyed).8 Therefore: "Is must 
open apparition past Halo view border re~den/ possess remote so abstract 
life are lost spatio-temporal hum" (18). There is, there must be, an 
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opennes$ or Qpen;i,ng ;i,n the preqent. This openness may account for a certain 
undecidab;tlit){ in these l;i:,nes'. perhaps; the Js opens the apparition past 
its Halo ~urq?l ;in order to reqch ~ view which makes the b9rde~ redden~ 
This' '~X'edden""maY' X'Ub ag'a;lnst the physicality we mentioned earlier. There 
may also lSe a hint of '!'ma,ke ready" in this "redden." But, if so, make ready 
for wha.t? To l,!>o sse s's ' the r e11l0te view of life, the abstract and systematic 
view, withIn which the spa.tio~temporal hum, the sound of articulation itself, 
is los,t. So the system is a. speechless body, mute (d) in its codes of 
rationality. 

The is speaks but it is not rational. Perhaps it is not even under
stood. The "so abstract life" is rational, but it does not speak. Speech, 
then, is not the sphere of the rational (or ordered). Paradoxes, contra
dictions , uncertainties, are not to be eradicated. As it is, the is 
gravitates too quickly to the abstract, too easily becoming a part of the 
system and, thus, too easily co-opted. To counteract this, we need to 
maintain our focus on the is, to resist getting carried past that is, past 
the halo and its border, to the "so abstract life" which beckons to us all 
from off in the distance. Instead of showi ng how weak the present is, our 
complaint shows how strong the abstract is at stopping the present, of 
leaching it of its presence and preparing it to fit into the (generic) past. 

But, for all the difficultie s Howe moves us into a consideration of, 
there remains a basic blandishment -- the "essential simplicity of Thought" 
(32). Thus, to grasp the essence of thought is to grasp its simplicity, 
but doesn't this also mean that to grasp its simplicity we must know what 
essentially concerns us? There is much in thought to confuse us, but only - , 
if we have no idea what we're looking for. Let us not be blase about the 
implications of this looking, however. The essential simplicity is not a 
synonym for the truth or "true meaning." In Howe we are subject to dis
placements -- spiritual, grammatical, textual, etc. We are assailed by 
the unsayable. But, for all our interest in it, for all our attunings to 
it, we must finally settle, not for the unsayable, but for the human. 

Why, then, listen for the unsayable at all? To counteract the strati
fication, rigidification, or solidification of the human. This marks the 
lineaments, not the limits, of the text; its habitation, not its extent . 
Thus, the "inarticulate true meaning/ lives beyond Thought" (40). How 
would we have known this if we had remained within the realm of Thought? 
We wouldn't. We would have assumed that true meaning must, by definition 
(even), be found in thought. We would, therefore, have mistaken our 
(limited and partial) meaning for the true meaning, and we would have shrunk 
everything to our size. Instead, when we find our "home in a human know
ledge" (35), it will be a human knowledge that knows there is more, that 
knows how much we lose if we lose this knowledge. In this way the presence 
of the past returns: we see how little has changed for us in America, for, 
writing (and thinking) is but homesteading on the frontier. We make our 
home in a world of more. 
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NOTES 

1 . The book is not pag;tna,ted, I count the motto ("from sem'leed said 
nor repossess rest/ scape esa;id't) as page 1; the title page of section 
one (" Hope Atherton's Wander tngs '.I) occurs on page 3; the title page of 
section two C"'Taking the Forest"} occurs on page 21. Hhe re no initial s 
are cited in text, it is Articulation of Sound Forms in Time which I am 
citing. 

2. For instance, in her most recent work, Thorow, we find "my whole being 
is Vision" (T, 11), 

3. I do not mea.n ".interminable" as derogation, for I take this intermin
ability as the sign of a serious artist. Note, for instance what Robert 
Duncan says in his "Afterward" to Beverly Dahlen's Egyptian Poems: "In 
the Summer Issue of Feminist Studies selections from A Reading -- an 
interminable work begun in June 1978 appear. The very choice of the 
epithet ' ;lnterminable' has for me the daring and recognition of what is 
involved in an open form that only the serious artist (will ing to follow 
the series through to its consequences in full recognition of its perils 
as well as its lures) will take as the initial proposition" (n.p.). 

4. Shall we cite what Derrida has said of ears? In The Ear of the Other, 
we find: "The ear is uncanny. Uncanny is what it is; double is what it 
can become" (33); "your ear which is also the ear of the other" (35). So, 
we are vulnerable through our ears . 

5. As Howe puts it in her recent Thorow: "Scribbling the ineffable" (7). 

6. Jacques Derrida in "Differance," had written: "The use of language or 
the employment of any code which implies a play of forms -- with no deter
mined or invariable substratum -- also presupposes a retention and pro
tention of differences, a spacing and temporalizing, a play of traces. 
This play must be a sort of inscription prior to writing, a protowriting 
without a present origin, without an arciJe"(SP, p.146). 

7. This structure where the outside becomes inside resembles that which 
Jacques Derrida has labeled "invagination": "Invagination is the inward 
refolding of la gaine [sheathe, girdle], the inverted reapplication of the 
outer edge to the inside of a form where the outside t-hen opens a pocket" 
(p. 97). Stephen Melville: "This figure of 'double invagination' can serve 
to descr.ibe the relation between the two apparent sides of our broken 
dialectic -- sides that qre only 'inner' and 'outer' on, as it were, a 
local ba,sis, for a certain duration and purpose, strategically" (p. 61). 

8. Note, too, from Tho~ow; "D011la.in of transcendental subjectivity/ 
EtY11l01qgy the this // present .in the past now" (3). 

9, Note that these lines are reversed on the facing page; "HumTe11lporal
spatIoLostAreLifeAbstractSoRemotePossess/ ReddenBorderViewHaloPastAppar
itionOpenMostNotionis" (l9]. Thus, we can move back and forth from the 
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pre~ent to ~ &pund , but transcendence does not f r ee us f rom b eing deter~ 
mined Cor tra:pped ) by t hese po l es . 
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LINDA REINFELD 

ON HENRY DAVID (SUSAN HOWE) "THOROt;V" 

What comes, o f itse lf, of a name got wrong , a word caught in the 
throat? Thorough, Thoreau. Hawthorne : "I was interrupted b y a visit 
from Mr. Thorow . . • "; Howe : "My e ye f e ll on the word • •• ,,1 Howe 
speculates on Hawthorne's mistake, turn s on the refusal of a term: 
"He must have been making fun of him, or h e just thought if that's the 
way you p ronounce it •.. " One just doesn ' t know. "So many thre ad" 
s o early in the wor k: how to b e gin? The snow reprints old footsteps, 
~valden e sque, "in clear vlhite t ype, alto relie vo ." 2 

Go on the Scout t hey say 
The y will go n e ar Swe gachey 

I have snow shoe s and Indian shoe s 

Idea of my p r e s e nt 
not my sil e nce 

The p o em comes to u s , beautifully t ypeset, at the beginning of 
Temblor 6 (1987); a major poem, s e rious , l y rical , i ts 21 sections spre a d 
out over 19 page s,3 "Thorow" may s e r ve a s a strong indication (th ough 
not, of course, the only one) that "Language poetry " has now come of age . 
Ye t the work is inde ed as fresh as it s e ems: Hm.,e composed "Thorow" 
whil e she lived a s write r i n r es idence at Lake George during the bleak 
winter~spring of 1987 . My own first imp r e ssions of the poem: words 
n e arly flooded by white, a f loat on the p a ge; wilderness a nd forest s lopes, 
reminisce nt of Pythagore an Sil ence and Articulation of Sound Forms in 
Time ; ep ic breadth; a g r eat stag e s e t for loss. The p rotagonist? 
"Thoreau got me through Lake Ge orge," say s Howe . "He 's a comforte r. 
His diaries are full of e cce n t ricities and writing improvisat ions; at 
the same time they are a form of liste ning to you." 

Howe's Thoreau, the listener, is we ll worth listening to . Conside r 
this journal entry of March 1, 1860: "I have thoughts, as I walk , of 
some subject that is running in my h e ad, but all their pertinence seems 
gone before I can g e t home to s et them down. The most valuable thoughts 
which I ente rtain are any t h i ng but what I thought." Howe in fact has 
e ntertained Thoreau , thought in his p lace , "placed him in time where h e ' d 
like to be. " Thoreau, Thorow: a name thrown ope n. She is his craft, 
his the ft , as he is hers, a sound of scouting out, of getting back. I 
think i t is Thorow who writes Howe h e r e , t h e self as scout , the Ind ian 
he wishe d to be who nearly ("prese nt i n the past novl") s peaks her name . 
How , or Howe , then: a greeting. 

That p un folded into the text is a bold stroke: wome n have not 
often been welcome on this ground. Look ing back, o ne can r e ad in the 
Name of the Father an awe almost forgotte n: Howe (Mark) is to Thoreau 
(Henry) as Law (His) is to History (He rs). Thus, f r om Wal den, the old 
warning, my Thoreau; 

Books must be read as d e liberate ly and reservedly as the y were 
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written. It is not enough even to be able to speak the language 
of the nation by which they are written, for there is a memorable 
interval between the spoken and the written language, the language 
h e ard and the language r ead . The one is commonly transitory, a 
sound, a tongue, a dialect merely, almost brutish, and we learn 
it, li'ke the brute s, of our mothers. The other is the mattlrity 
and experience of that; if that is our mother tongue, this is our 
father tongue, a r e serve d and sele ct expression, too significant 
to be heard by the ear, which we must be born again in order to 
speak . (III, 3) 

How deliberately and reservedly written are these words? It is possibl e 
to argue, with Stanley Cavell , that Thoreau implies there is no being 
"born again" without both mother and father: the elaborate puns and 
aural figures of Walde n testify to his care for the sounding of thought 04 

Yet because it remains impossible to ignore the pervasive evidence of 
the scorn (or at least the ambivalence) Thoreau directed towards women 
and "womanish" characteristics , Howe 's intervention in the tradition of 
Thoreau scholarship at this point is a fortunate one. In bringing back 
from the Book the mother tongue, Howe rescues even Thoreau's language 
from the tyranny of the "too significant"; she returns to us a sense of 
the processes of our speech, the spells and spellings of our native 
ground. Thus the replacement of " eau" by "row" or "0',," (pronounced "oh") 
in "Thorow" refigures not only a word but a cry, an indication of p ain 
and surprise: the word appears to have not a French but an American origin . 
The cipher " a" as ever holds the p lace . Howe 's subjects are at once 
domestic and wild: "The Source of Snow I the nearness of Poetry" (12) 0 

" Source" and " nearness " t ake us to the heart of Howe 's work. Much 
of the archaic language of "Thorow" , is drawn from old journals and accounts 
documenting the history of the Lake George region. It is worth noticing 
how intensely she responds to the location -- the specific history, the 
local truth, what D.H. Lawrence called "the Spirit of Place." Such con
cern with village detail indicates no scaling dm"n of poetic ambition . 
With "Thorow" Howe writes herself into the "Laurentian" tradition of 
Classic American Literature, for according to Lawrence5 

A curious thing about the Spirit of Place is the fact that no 
place exerts its full influence upon the newcomer until the old 
inhabitant is dead or absorbed. So America. While the Red 
Indian existed in fairly large numbers, the new colonialists 
were in a gr eat measure immune from the daimon, or demon, of 
America. The moment the last nuclei of Red life break up in 
America, then the white men will have to reckon with the full 
force of the demon of the continent. 

Susan Howe always reckons with the full force of the demon 
"Thorow. 1I 

as does 

What is the p lot o~ this poem? No 
put it, the 0r:ly plot "a landscape out 
line "what time does in a landscape." 
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plot -- or rather, as Howe has 
of bits of words," the story 
The poem is set in three numbered 

parts; first, (the archaeology of the poem and the deep past , says Howe), 
a new world s ,taked out and divided by history: "Fence blown down in a 
winter stormll darkened by outstripped possession" (4). From here on in, 
no word, no line, no scripture can be without guilt: language is itself 
not true. To inhabit the wilderness is to participate in its eventual 
ruin, and "anybody v,ho writes a poem is complicit in a violation of the 
sacred." Thoreau himself is introduced as would-be Indian scout and then 
immediately thrown back out of his own element and into a snowy war-torn 
land, a land still echoing with the battles of the French and Indian War. 
"Distant monarchs of Europel European grid on the Forest" (5) threaten. 
Throughout 'Part 1 of "Thorow" the terror mounts: from "Agreseror II 
Bearer law my fathers II Revealing traces I Regulating traces" (6) to 
the childlike anguish imagined in the penultimate stanza of Part 1: 

To be sent i'n slays 

if we are not careful 

To a sli'ghtly place 

no shelter 

Let us gether and bury 

limbs and leves 

Is a great Loast 

Cant say for us now 

Stillest the storm world 
Thought (9) 

From the aftermath of the storm Howe -- like her predecessor -- steps 
out to survey what lies all frozen before her: " seem world anew I Only 
step" (10). 

Part 2 consists of seven stanzas, care fully measured , mostly coup
lets; it begins with the clear voice of prophecy, speech fully present: 
"Walked on Mount Vision II New life afte r the Fall I So many true things 
.. . 11 In the machinery of injustice I my whole being is Vision" (11). 
Place matters, and the Spirit of Place has always its effect: "Nature 
isolates the Adirondaks~' (11). It is here that the true poet (and the 
poet alone) may take on the poet's p art absolutely without reservation, 
may rise to invoke the honored ghost: "I stre tch out my arms I to the 
author II Oh the bare ground" (13), and in this place we may read on 
through to the end o;f ti,me. "Armagedden at Fort t'lilliam Henry I Sunset 
at Independence j?oint" is immediately followed by "Author the real author 
I acting the part of a scout" (13). 

Yet, if injustice must precede vision, if suffering must be s ,een as 
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the condition ot transcendence, then madness must in some form sure ly 
follow. part 2 ends with an image of total disintegration; 

Nature in us as a Nature 
the actual one the ideal Self 

tent tree sere leaf spectre 
Unconscious demarkations range 

I pi'ck my compass to pieces 

dark here in the driftings 
in the spaces of drifting 

Complici ty battling redemption (17) 

Personal and impersonal, natural and supernatural, conscious and uncon
scious, actual and ideal -- all such customary oppositions are here 
superimposed, fragmented, collapsed. The binar y structures we count on 
fail; mind breaks under the weight. For Howe, madness must at last be
come an issue. "Complicity battling redemption," she explains, "that's 
what the history of America is." There is nothing tame about Howe ' s 
imagination: 

I have imagined a center 

Wilder than this region 
The figment of a book 

Scarce broken letters 
Cold leaden sky 

Laurentian system of Canada 

Tuesday the instant May (16) 

The affect of such statement is unmistakable, but the poetics may 
present some difficulties. What must mix, what may not? ~vhat is the 
sense of a language system that ("Laurentian") conflates the literary 
output of D.H. Lawrence and the St. Lawrence River, writing and water? 
Where elements, even races, must mingle, how may the agony of a continent 
be contained? Who can make the essential distinctions? How does well 
to choose as guides those who respect both poetry and facts. 

Thoreau, 1860 , writing in his journal: 

Before it rained hardest I could see in the midst of the dark 
and smoother water a lighter colored and rougher surface, gen
erally in oblong patches, which moved steadily down the stream, 
and thi'S, ;r thi,nk, was the new water from above welling up and 
making its, way downward amid the old. The waters or currents of 
a river are thus not homogenous, but the surface is seen to be of 
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two shades, the smoother and darker water which already fills its 
bed [?] and the fresh influx of lighter-colored and rougher, prob
ably more rapi'd currents whi'ch spot it here and there; i.e., some 
water seems to occupy i 't as a lake to some ext ent, other is pass
ing through i ' t as a stream, -- the lacustrine and the fluviatile 
water. These lighter reaches without reflections (?) are, as it 
were, water wrong side up. But do I ever see these except when 
it rai'ns? And are they not the rain-water which has not yet 
mingled with the water of the river? (XIII, 430) (emphasis added) 

Thoreau, like Howe, investigates the minutest detaiis accessible to per
ception. It is interesting to compare Thoreau's watery notes with Witt
genstein' s notes on a similar theme, the evocative lines from the end of 
On Certainty: 

I cannot seri'ously suppose that I am at this moment dreaming. 
Someone who, dreaming, says "I am dreaming", even if he speaks 
audibly in doi'ng so, is no more right than if he said in his 
dream "it is raining ", while it was in fact raining. Even if 
his dream were actually connected with the sound of the rain. 

Poetry too is an art that questions connections, attends to dreams. 
What can one seriously suppose? ~Vhich way is right-side-up? The 
articulation of difference is the preservation of hope which, like 
the rain-fed river itself, or like the recurring dream of rain, is after 
all the very water of life. 

Pa.rt 3 of "Thorow" takes shape wi thin a fluid, uncertain, perhaps 
even dreamlike, world: the landscape has thawed, the rivers run. Though 
the poem now entirely abandons both the "Laurentian system" and the 
attempt at measure (there are no couplets here, and the words, "Scarce 
broken letters" (16) are printed every which way on the page ), Howe 
navigates these waters with great strength and delicacy of technique. 
The poet is initially beset by doubling and reflection, "water wrong 
side up." After the opening phrase of introduction, which reads 
"Cannot be II every I where I I entreat II snapt" (18), the first two 
sections of Part 4 reverse and mirror each other exactly. Individual 
words and phrases exist side by side without logic or logical relation. 
Nothing goes neatly together: 

The frames should be exactly 

fitted to the paper, the margins 

of which will not per [mit] of 

a very deep Rabbi t (19) 

I am particularly intrigued by this particular quatrain, not only be
cause it so whimsically expresses my own frustration at being unable 
to provide a cri,tical trame for this discourse, but also because , set 
as it is alongS'ide "Cove / waterbug I mud .•• " (19), it reminds me 
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of ItVi ttgenstein ', s drawing of the duck~rabbi t and his wish to "distinguish 
between the ~' continuous seeing ' of an aspect and the 'dawning ' of an as~ 
pect.,,7 This is the territory to which we are led by the waking of 
linguistic figures. At what point exactly does Thoreau become the In~ 
dian whose arts he had learned to imitate? How does Howe become Thorow? 
The context for such experience may be impossible to define . 

Definition will not serve in the spiritual quest. Perhaps the ca~ 
pacity for reflection is well lost in Howe's "dawning," in the mystical 
setting adrift of spirit , where " you are of me & I of you, I cannot tell 
II Where you leave off and I begin" (20): the visible poem, the readable 
"Thorow," is almost at an end . As the poet 's individual self is hollowed 
out, poetic identity is achieved. I cite the final stanza in full: 

antnen uplispth 

adamap blue wov 

folled floted 

thou sculling me 
Thi'efth 

keen 

enend 

thefthe 

Themis 

The first three lines are composed of duck~rabbit words: possibly 
"anthem" I "and then"; "uplift" I "lisps"; "an end" I "emend" -- and 
so on. There is no resolution to the conflict they embody, no cure for 
the spli t within the language. Each word is in itself beautiful and 
works rather like a double-stop or musical interval, but the tones so 
produced do not come together under a heading prov ided by a principle of 
order, a "Themis," a law. Rather "Themis" hecomes the outlaw "Thiefth" 
(truly an alternative spelling) , for it is theft that is, for Thoreau 
(and Thorow), the essence of composition . Sculling or scalping? 

Howe 's sub-text here is possibly the Hannah Dustan passage from 
Thoreau's A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, included in the 
rainy March "Thursday" chapter ~~ which is mainly concerned with the 
subject of "Art,,,B Dustan, 150 years before Thoreau's writing , was 
said to have killed and scalped ten Indians who took her captive and 
threatened her with torture (they had already dashed out the brains of 
her new baby and frightened away her husband and children): Thoreau 
imagines that she appears on the river , in her scalp-laden canoe , 
"thinking of the dead •.. Every withered leaf which the winter has 
left seems to know their story, and in its rustling to repeat it and 
betray them. I, Hannah Dustan, in her acts of revenge, has successfully 
imitated the Indians; in that sense, Thoreau would have us see, we are 
what we overcome, and we become what we imitate. Rather than imitate 
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Sayre in his fine exposition of Thoreau's account of Dustan , I cite him 
at some length: 

She bas neard "'tne $i'gns of' [Nature's] winds in the woods, wl1ich 
conv:ey ever a slight reproof to the hearer. I' Such a nature is 
not '!wild," but very refined and subtle and certainly very moral. 
It is a '''howling r",ilderness" only to the frightened and guilty 
murderer, wno i 'n taking up the Indian tomahavlk, has paradoxically 
become an Indian nater and imitator. And this is what relates 
Hannah and ner companions to, of all people, Goethe and the artist. 
All are imitators and, in their different ways, killers -~ a 
category in wl'licn Thoreau also includes himself. "The talent of 
composi'ti'on is very dangerous," he says in his remarks on Goethe, 
",~~ the striking out the heart of life at a blow, as the Indian 
takes off a scalp. I feel as if my life had grown more outward 
wnen I' can express it." (Sayre, 53) 

Howe's art, in "Thorow," may well be read as an act of complicity and 
violence -- or as the liberation of woman's voice in a literature dominated 
by men. Or as both: "complicity battling redemption." I greatly admire 
Howe's accomplishment, her "talent of composition," but hesitate to take 
it for my own. I do not know whose scalps are in her boat. 
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NOTES 

. 1. Recently (April 1988 ), by telephone, Susan Howe and I talked 
brl'e:Ely together about Lake George, I ndians, Thoreau, and " Thorow"· 
I have included some of Howe ' s comments on that occasion in this e~sa 
H h y . 
~wever , ere as elsewhere , the readings are my O\vn , and in no way de-

rlved from our conversation. 
2 . Walden IX, 9 . Subsequent references included in the text. I 

follow' S~anley Cave l l's practice in The Senses of vlalden (San Franci sco: 
North POlnt Press, 1981) in noting passages from Walden by chapter and 
paragraph number. Materia l from Thoreau ' s jour nal is drawn f r om the 14 
volume edition edited by Bradford Torrey and Francis H. Allen (New Yor k · 
Houghto n- IvIifflin , 1949) and cited by volume number and page . . 

3. Temblor 6 (1987) : 3-21 . I have cited the opening lines of the 
p oem. Subsequent references to " Thorow" are cited by page number on l y 
and inc luded in the text . 

4 . Fr om D.H . Lawrence, "Fennimore Cooper's tVhite Novels " in S t udies 
in Classic American Literature (1923,· republished N ' pp . 33-ew York, 1964) , 
34. 

5. See Cavell , p . 16 especially . 
nsco, e an G. H. 6 . Ludwig Wittgenstein , On Certainty , ed . G.E . M. A rob d 

von Wright , trans. Denis Paul and G.E . M. Anscombe (New York : Harper and 
ROw, 1972) , p. 90e . 

. 7. Phi losophical Investigations , trans. G.E.H. Anscombe (London : 
Basll Blackwell , 1958), p . 1 94 . 

8 . For an excel l ent analysis of Thoreau ' s treatment of the Hannah 
Du~tan story, and for a summary of the recent criticism relating to that 
ep~sode, see Robert F. Sayre, Thoreau and the Ame rican Indians (Princeton : 
Prlnceton UP, 1977), pp . 47-55. Howe is familiar with both these secondary 
sources. 
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DENNIS BARONE 

RE-VISION / IN TIME; Our Susan Howe 

By 1848 there was in the United States of America nearly universal 
s uffrage -- for white men. At the Sene ca Falls Convention women issued a 
new Declaration of Independence beginning "We hold these truths to be self
evident : that all men and women are created equal ••• " (Flexner 75). 
I n 1987 Rachel Blau DuPlessis published her revision of poetic history , 
Tab ula Rosa. Here the tabula rasa of John Locke becomes a tabula rosa -
not a clean slate but a stained slate, stained with women ' s menstrual blood. 
Susan Howe often writes in a manner similar to that of the Seneca Falls 
Convention or of Rachel Blau DuPlessis. Susan Howe often takes language 
artifacts of the p ast and through her art in the present reveals the fiction 
in those facts. As Tina Darragh put it: "experimentation with patterns of 
words handed down to her equals freedom. She stands up against the weight 
of our language's history and, as an intellectual , fights back -- an act of 

liberation .• . " (71) . 
What does it mean for a woman to read a man? What does it mean for a 

woman to read a woman? What does it mean for a woman to write as woman and 
not as a man? Put it this way: "If language creates culture , and most known 
cultures are male dominated, does language itself , then , teach and support 
male- domination? Is male bias embedded in the very words and sentences we 
speak? Is language necessarily phallogocentric? " (Kitch 65). According to 
Luce Irigaray the answer to these questions is an emphatic yes. In a 
"pha l locratic" society , as she cal l s it, " neither woman ' s sex , their imaginary 
nor their language can exist" (106 ). A woman- centered civi l ization "would 
not have the same language , the same alphabet" (101 ). 

Is s i lence then a woman ' s only tool? Can a woman writer revise the 
historical account or object to omissions in that account if she speaks this 
phal l ogocentric language? Can a woman find a way to speak as woman from 

within this phalligarchy? 
According to Jacques Lacan the child leaves the pre- Oedipal world of 

the imaginary -- a world of metaphor, rhythm , pure sound , dream imagery - 
for the world of the symbolic -- a world of the Law of the Father. Yet , 
the imaginary remai ns a reservoir of memory and a potential source of female 
expression . In Federalist 10 , Susan Howe takes the Law of the Father (her 
father was a Professor of Law) and turns it into the poetic language of the 
imaginary . "The Federal i st No . 10" presents the poet with a structure 
through which she can disrupt the discourse of the symbolic with the release 
of her female language of the imaginary.l 

Susan Howe's writings are often readings. Readings of Mary Rowlandson's 
captivity narrative , of Hope Atherton's ' l e tters and papers. So , I return 
to the question of reading . Reader response c riticism was until recently, 
as Patrocino P . Schweickart has observed, ",hite-elite-male-centered: "The 
different accounts o~ the reading experience that have been put forth over
look issues of race , c l ass , a nd sex , and give no hint of the conflicts , 
sufferings , and passions that attend these realities. The relative tran
quility of the tone of ~hese theories testifies to the privileged position 
of the theorists " (35 ). Schweickart has concluded that "the gender in
scribed in the text as wel l as the gender of the r e a der -- is crucial" (48). 
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According to Schweickart, "~eminist readings of male texts are motiva
ted by the need to disrupt the process of immasculation" (48). To identify 
with the author or protagonist of a male's novel, the woman reader must be 
party to her own weakening. Or the woman reader can resist the male terms. 
She can, as Schweickart has written, "submit to the power of the text, or 
she can take control of the reading experience" (49). Susan Howe chooses 
the second alternative. 

According to Schweickart, "feminist readings of female texts are mo
tivated by the need Ito connect,' to recuperate, or to formulate • •• " 
(48). So it is with Susan Howe who asks, "Does a woman's mind move in time 
with a man's?" and who in My Emily Dickinson, in this reading of another 
woman's writing, provides one answer (17). 

In a letter to me Susan Howe wrote, "How do women fit into the telling? 
~Vhat do they know? How do they feel about erasure and forgetting and power
lessness? vJhat is their story? " (August 11, 1986). And in another letter 
she noted, "I have just read Esther Bur~'s journal -- J. Edwards daughter 
as you know" . . . "It goes to show me again how different the experience 
was for women and for men. Somehow women were more in contact with the 
Difficulties -- natural ones -- Childbirth Food Death -- they had no time 
for philosophical debate or not much time -- and therefore the wilderness 
may have pressed closer in on their psyches" (January 16, 1987). Susan Howe 
resists the male terms and she makes connections. She asks questions and 
she finds her own way of answering them . 

There is a rhetorical brilliance in the shift from the language of the 
Articles of Confederation which begins " To All to whom these Presents shall 
come, we the undersigned Delegates of the States affixed to our names send 
greeting" to the language of the Constitution which begins " vIe the people" 
(Ferguson, "Ideology " 161). The latter's strategy of control is to include 
all in consensus free from challenge, a consensus within which, paradoxically , 
few had a part (" ' We Hold These Truths'" 28). Who the framers were counts 
for as much as what they framed ("Ideology" 1 63 ). (It is Judge Brack who 
renders Hedda Gabler powerless in Ibsen's play, and the Judge does so through 
language.) And so, although the legal system claims to be "point-of-viewless " 
and "universal" it does not incorporate women's experience as fully as it 
does men's (MacKinnon 639). Think of "We the people , " but also think of the 
Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments and Resolutions: " .• • all men and 

" women . 

Catherine MacKinnon has said that in cases of rape interpretation always 
locates the meaning of the act in the man's point of view. "Under conditions 
of sex inequality, with perspective bound up with situation, whether a con
tested interaction is rape comes down to whose meaning wins" (652). The 
question of whose meaning wins is equally pertinent to the interpretation of 
" The Federalist No. 10." Indeed, the essay may have a very different meaning 
for women than it has for men. 

In "~he Federalist No. 10, " the most famous essay written to encourage 
the adoptlon of the Constitution, James Madison discussed the need of govern
ment to protect itself from divisive internal factions and from the unchecked 
rule of the majority. Madison began, "Among the numerous advantages promised 
by a ~ell-constructed Union, none deserves to be more accurately developed 
than ltS tendency to break and control the violence of faction" (56). 

MCldison's solution for controlling "the violence of faction," including "when 
a majority is included in a faction," and "to secure the public good and pri
vate rights" (60) : maintain a large and strong central government. 
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Ferauson has pointed out that the issue of consensus and control was 
not easily ~or si;ply resolved in Madison's writings. While "The Federalist 
No. 10" may have offered a clear and well-reasoned solution, other essays 
from Madison's pen, especially No. 37, reveal a much darker side of his 
thought. In this essay Madison stated that agreement is nearly an impossi
bility due to "'the obscurity arising from the complexity of objects,' 'the 
imperfection of the human faculties,' and the failure of language itself 
('the medium through which the conceptions of men are conveyed to each 
other adds a fresh embarrassment ')" ("Ideology" 159). 

But are these failures and embarrassments for men and women or just for 
men? In a review-essay of Howe's pythagorean Silence, John Taggart has noted 
that "we live properly in the true world in which we are given a home with 
its promise of shelter and family by the selfless speaking of language in 
the poem. In the interests of self-protection and 'property' along with pri
vate rapture, however, we attempt to use and so necessarily misspeak the 
language" (17). I believe that although Howe's work may reveal such mis
spoken language and its effects, there is also another sort of "misspeak " 
(msspeak) in her poems. Hence, Madison used humans in one phrase and men 
in another for the embarrassment of men may be the pride and pleasure of 
women. "One must listen to her differently in order to hear an 'other 
meaning' which is constantly in the process of weaving itself, at the 
same time ceaselessly embracing words and yet casting them off to avoid be
coming fixed, immobilized (Irigaray 103). 

The protection of sleep 
The protection of sheep 

Patron of stealthy action 
The Stealthy3 

To return to Lacan, this is not the language of the symbolic, of the Law of 
the Father, but it is the language of the imaginary . "Contradictory words 
seem a little crazy to the logic of reason, and inaudible for him who listens 
with ready-made grids, a code prepared in advance" (Irigaray 103, italics mine). 

But it's not easy to resist the male term, to tap the reservoir of the 
female. As Susan Howe wrote in a letter, "I do know through my own background 
what it is to be a New Englander and to have the pressure of a certain way of 
thinking on your psyche " (July 12, 1986). (Josiah Quincy , one of Howe's many 
illustrious ancestors, felt betrayed by Madison.) She listens with ready-
made grids, a code prepared in advance? No. But this is the difficulty of the 
present. No longer the cold, cold of winter but "the town which is a different 
sort of wilderness the modern kind" (Howe, Letter, June, 17, 1987). Against 
or to connect? Both are difficult. "The rejection, the exclusion of a female 
imaginary undoubtedly places woman in a position where she can experience her
self only fragmentarily as waste or as excess in the little structured margins 
of a dominant ideo l ogy. "(Irigaray 104). 

Real and personal property 

Paper money and tender acts 

Ficti on of administrative law 
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Fathers dare not name me 

Fuse a sUbjective history, history as personal memory to the history 
of a larger society. Close links between history and fictional narrative. 
Will a new kind of narrative lead to a new kind of history? A new kind of 
narrative will lead to a new kind of history. Abandon linear development 
for overlapping layers of discourse rather than a single one that progresses 
logically. The narrative is embedded in a non-narrative discourse so as to 
suggest links and history. 

Chasm dogma scoops out 

The invention of law 
the codification of money 

Democracy and property 
Rules are guards and fences 

In the court of black earth 
to be infinite 

The first two pages of the poem are those most directly sprung from the 
Madison text . Clearly, Howe works here with a language of contradiction; not 
~f control. This is the resistance to male terms, the revealing of the gaps 
ln the patriarchal ideology through which the woman may take voice of her own. 
What is protected here is not the public good, but sleep for sheep. He who 
protects is a "Patron of stealthy action" and what he protects is "The Stealthy" 
-- his own self-interest. This counters Madison , but this corresponds to 
recent work on Federal America by scholars such as Joyce Appleby. Appleby and 
others have written on the changing nature of virtue -- from an innate social 
disposition to a commercial self-interest. 

Even more recently Ruth Bloch has written on virtue not in terms of 
classical republicanism versus modern commercialism, but, rather, in terms of 
gender. Virtue, she has said, became in the Federal era a word with two diff
erent meanings: one personal and female, the other political and male. "Not 
that women were ever regarded as incapable of virtue. Women were thought to 
be as rational as men in exercising the private, Christian virtues temper-
ance, prudence , faith, charity. It was specifically public virtue active, 
self-sacrificial service· to the state on behalf of the common good that was 
an essentially male attribute" (42). 

Her society from herself separated other cause or so 
Discovered remain she where swamp redemption prospect son 

The republican mother "would serve the new nation by making good citizens of 
[her] sons despite formal exclusion from political life" (Bloch 46). 

First the resistance; then the return and the connection . Whereas the 
first page draws from " The Federalist No. 10" and is drawn in couplets or 
single lines of nearly equal length, the second page begins to move in diff
erent directions. V-shaped, arrow phaped~ the point is 
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Thoughts samet hem 
e sect 

THROUGHTHER coopted 
ha throng 

mmer all now 

t 
, meDth' 1 ~ E l.C 

a ' 
~ron 

"aliment": "Liberty is to faction what air is to fire, an aliment without 
which it instantly expires" (Madison 57 ) . The consensus contains more than 
frees. The words of political and legal authority will not let the words 
of individuality free. "I set my heart in this world." But, moving out 
and away from "Throw ancor and lay" is 

Other intelletual works 
here 

I have called them work 

turned nearly ninety-degrees and pointing to another way. 
And so page three has gaps in a more formalized line and page . Through 

these gaps, it it She? History replaced by herstory, herstory . Is "Evese" 
hair cut short or thatch cut at the eaves of buildings? Or does the 1.vord 
send us back even further: Eve see? Eve saw and the rest of history has 
been an attempt to deny her vision by condemning her for ever having looked. 

A lamp cite 

berying [burying] 

So the misspeak is to say wrong, but is to say wrong also to look where the 
woman is not supposed to look (mi ss / peek )? And from the next page: 

sitt and so 

site A 

World is 

blis eye eyes 

Evese clad led and so belollqing 

Not coopted, belonging. From against to connect. 
But as Genesis tells us, the eyes of both were opened. Close the woman ' s 

eyes. The lan<Juage of blis S and sight ("site") succumbs again to, is blown 
away by the wind of commandments: l'command1.vndementys. " These contracts of 

consent to do something for nothing. These districts unaer rule. 

also as 
so as 
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!'as" -~ a worn down form of also. Genesis tells us that the eyes of both 
were opened: close the woman's eyes. 

Her wi'th society ;from herself separated other cause or so 

Mankind leave did circle rung for kneeled grace vassal calm 

But trace to eye the tree roof refuge sect quest focus trap 

Or , as Susan Howe has written similarly in another recent poem, "Thorow, " 
"Complicity battling redemption" (17). Madison said that "a religious sect 
may degenerate into a political faction in a part of the Confederacy ; but 
the variety of sects dispersed over the entire face of it must secure the 
national councils against any danger from that source" (65). And it is to 
religious sect/faction that the poem next moves. But here, too, the refuge in 
a particular sect 's quest for Utopia is doomed because gender is ignored. 
Though the Moravians lived in semi-communistic communities ; hence, they 
"solved" the problem of class (Madison condemned such " solutions" as "improper," 
"wicked" projects [65J). they did not "solve" the issue of gender. Indeed, 
women and men in the Moravian community were separated even more than in the 
typical community of the middle colonies . Men and women, boys and girls 
lived in separate dormitories. Problems of gender, Irigaray has suggested, 
are more complicated than those of class: "women are not, strictly speaking, 
a class and their dispersion in several classes makes their political struggle 
complex and their demands sometimes contradictory" (105). At the Ephrata 
religious community, "brothers" and "sisters" lived separately and practiced 
celibacy. Numbers could be increased only by conversions from other Pennsyl
vania German reli.gious sects. So for these sects, as Howe has put it, "cover
ed was faction but root discernable plainly hermit" and I take "hermit" here 
not to be recluse, but her/mit; that is, an inablity of the pietistic sects 
to fully address issues of gender in their utopian aspirations. Instead, 
they -- as at Ephrata for example, quite literally covered them up. 

From Federal Philadelphia to Eden to Pennsylvania German pietistic sects, 
the poem next moves further out toward the western frontier, the western 
borders. "Sculls map," that is, Nicholas Scull, the Indian interpreter and 
Surveyor General of the Province of Pennsylvania . 

"Do you r emember me mother?" 
"I do but have forgotten where we met." 

An abbreviated captivity narrative. 
And so the poem tells us of another group not included in that rhetori

cally large WE of "We the people .• " The mother forgets the son because 
there may be more in common between mother and Indian captors than between 
mother and son. Consensus, faction, control : women and Indians. During the 
French and Indian War, Scotch-Irish settlers destroyed the blue-ridge settle
ment of Moravian Indian converts . Ever westward these Christian Indians went. 
For they could not live in the Vicinity of whites without being harmed or 
murdered by them (Sweet 164). And when they left GnadenhUtten (Tents of Grace) 
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or rriedenshutten (Tents of Peace), their settlements became torts for 
white Englishmen to guard against the French and their Indian allies. 
Franklin noted in h~s Autobiography that after the destruction of Gnaden~ 
hutten, the Moravians turned Bethlehem, Pennsy lvania into an armed fort
ress. 

The pri'ncipal buildings were defended by a stockade'. They 
had purchased a quantity of arms from New York, and had 
even placed small paving stones between the windows of their 
hi'gh stone houses, for their women to throw down upon the 
heads of any Indians that should attempt to force into them 
(157) . 

" f •. re uge sect quest focus trap." Ho refuge in sect. Quest is trap. 
Connection becomes consensus faction control. 

More contradiction and irony follows. "Our book [the BibleJ so dear 
to us / Copies are read to pieces." More words, force, property. "But who 
knows a thing ." Who the framers were counts for as much as what vIas framed. 

Incorrigible positivist i llusion 

[ • • • J 

bay legend buoy legend 
Least and least constellation 

where Gods walked leaving no trace 
invisible halos of mass 

Pine tree money of Massachusetts COlony 

Plunder every sort of plunder 
Signal and then signal 

Wouldbe waving and waving 
luminous cosmogonies half-forgotten 

Connected farms haphazardly strung together 

Tracts of emptiness dungeon our universe 
Our masters re-interpreted as monsters 

There is no theme of translatio studii here, but , rather, its opposite. 
"I ask my way to lost Zion / Rapid walks absolute certainty." Lost Zion is 
the past~ but in the f~st.wa~k the way is lost; yet, there is no way for there 
was no Z1..on. "I feel 1t 1S 1ncumbent on me, a responsibility to understand 
and try to find some truth to all the lies" (Howe, Letter, August 11, 1986). 
Out of the past "Wind roars old ballads / over ditches and fences." The 
land long ago scarred by blind and silent (in consensus?) men. "Over hushed 
crusaders! stratospheric dust haze." The Zinzendorfs, the Beissels the 
Muhlenbergs: their "Hat of flames to paint / splinters of anagogy." 'OnlY 
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splinters of hea'ven. The interpretation of the text is incomplete. Is it 
because "the influence of factious leaders may kindle a flame within their 
particular States" (Madison 65), a flame extinguished by the nation and 
by the state that they offer only splinters of heaven or is it a heaven 
splintered due to the unread text, the "underseen sun in Sun," the source? 

At the bible and sun 
i 'n li ttle Wild Street 

holy antithesis of ice and east 

My room faces west 
It has never been cleaner 

a little bridge into winter 

"into winter," into more ice; not into the past, the lost Zion -- because in 
the scheme of things there is no Zion: "holy antithesis of ice and east." 
Cast out somewhere east of Eden and to the west no New Canaan, but only ice. 

Keep and comfort come 
unhook my father 

his n e st is in thick o~ my 
work 

Not in winter but into Winter 
~]eory's thetic thread 

loose in the world 

Love wraps us and winds us 
alone in first loving 

ceaselessly consumed 
ceaselessly consuming 

Spirit of flesh in my heart 

I live as i~ centuries are nothing 
Imagination the imagination 

Leave the Law of the Father and rejoin the first mother. "Unhook my 
father II his nest is in thick of my I work." How connect and not control? 
" . live as if centuries are nothing I Imagination the imagination. ,. 
What is historical distance? Can historical distance disappear into no dis-
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tance and with no distance, no difference? Some may enter. 

Di'ckinson's last lette r simply said; "Called back." What 
i 's historical di'stance? (Howe, "Early American Captivity 
Narratives" 1). 

In America, Count Zinzendorf failed to unite all German denominations 
and so he turned to missionary work among Indians. During the second of 
three journeys Zinzendorf visited the Mohican town of Shekomeko between the 
Housatonic and the Hudson, where a Moravian missionary had been at work 
since 1740. Here Zinzendorf formed the Christian Indians into a congre
gation (Sweet 108). 

Site of old Shekomeko 
Sledges set out to hew pine 

Far back as human memory 
a stoic assembly chanting 

By degrees we first 
penetrated these parts 

Right fact and split sect 

earlier ghost-lieutenant 
Skin with a hero ' s name 

fie say your name 
Our ears enclose us 

how intellect bends over mirrors 

Recreation of a poor ghost 
clinging to half fac e 

On the path he met wonder 

Immaculate identical newborn 
A stone warns the traveler 

What is harder than a stone 
One wondertal e smothers another 

Isolation, of selfsame children 

The Frost the Sun the Wind 
a true wondertale 

"The Frost the Sun the t'1ind" these, the first tales, are the true 
wondertales. The poet evokes an awakening "out of deep sleep" despite the 
fact that she may be "Old to others yes" and that she may speak only a con-
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fused rambling " R;igmaro le, 'I that the " scal es of her ring" are not as pro
fitable as the "scales of herring." Awake to herse lf "old nucleus Thought 
I storm-tossed innermost " and connect with all as she can connect. "Walking 
a nd calling wild animals I together II all that will ever happen I before 
a nd before ." This is not t he rule of Madison , but t he realm of the poet, 
a ruleless and unruled realm. For "the poet i s an i ntermediary hunting form 
beyond form , truth beyond theme through woods of words tangled and tremendous. 
Who owns the woods?" (Howe , My Emily Dickinson 79-80). 

I use "our " in my title not to indicate p o ssess ion ("Property and p ro
priety are undoubtedly rather foreign to all that is f e mal e " [Irigaray 104J), 
but to include and to join all i n nearness . A c onnection of and between more 
than one and one: multiply, and everyone. 

Do men always think control and women , conne ction? Can women read men 
without becoming men? Can men r ead men or women and not think of control? 
Can all be connected? Can we -- all of u s -- speak about diffe rence in a 
~o~text of essential shared humanity? Schweickart has suggested that "surely , 
dIfference ' may be interpreted to refer to what is distinctive in women ' s 

lives and works, inc luding what makes them essent ially human; unless , of 
~ourse, we r emain captivated by the notion that the standard model for humanity 
Is male" (6 0 ). 

So easi l y Revealing traces becomes Regulating traces (Howe, "Thorow" 6). 
Like Madison's "The Federalist No. 37," this p o em ends on a dark note. 

Confederate army every story 

of the voyage Narrative s 

Lamentation earthly marching 

rag commodities heady sum 

NOTES 

1 

2 

3 

I am somewhat uncomfortable with the way these theories divide male and 
female along traditional lines of reason and prose = male; emotion and 
poetry = female. 

For two recent works that run counter to this generalization see Janice A. 
Radway , Reading the Romance: Women, Patriarchy, and Popular Literature 
(Chapel Hill; Univ. of North Carol~na Press, 1984) and Cathy N. Davidson, 
Revolution and the Word: The Rise of the Novel in JUnerica (New York : Oxford 
Univ . Press, 1986) . 

Uncited quotations in the text are from Federalist 10. I wanted to avoid the 
intrusion of apparatus. I've gone through most of the poem her and for the 
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most part I've gone through it in order. 
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INFORMATION / END PAGES 

Talisman: A Journal of contemporary Poetry and Poetics will devote an issue 
to Susan Howe in 1990. 
Contact Ed Foster 

Box 1117 
Hoboken, NJ 07030 

for more information. 

Readers of Susan Howe, please note also David Bromige's biographical essay 
in Magill's Critical Survey of Poetry, Pasadena, 1987. 

A special note of thanks to Paradigm Press for typesetting the selection of 
SH's work which appears in this issue. The full text of EIKON is available 
from Paradigm Press 

211 Jewett Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 02908 

Apologies to Joan Retallack. She should have an essay in this issue but 
doesn't due to a miscommunication which is solely my fault. 

The following publications are still available: 

The Silliman Issue, $7 

The Bromige Issue, $7 

OR PURCHASE BOTH FOR JUST $10. 

Address all correspondence and checks to : 

Tom Beckett 
596 Marilyn Street 
Kent, Ohio 44240 

I'm teaching the most cheerful 
and the most difficult of moralities. 
And this is all the truer since the 
difficulties in it aren't o v ercome 
with effort. --Georges Bataille (Bruce Boone trans.) 
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"THE PLAN IS THE BODY" 

Beginning at what would seem to be the beginning: in 1979 
Earel Neikirk and I decided to start a magazine we would call 
The Difficulties. Actually, it begins before that -- earlier 
the same y ear. Ken Irby came to town, through the good offices 
of Bob Bertholf, to read from the newly published Catalpa. 
I'd sent Irby a copy of my first book, the Mandala book, to 
which he had been kind enough to respond. Irby ignited the 
tinder I was then with a single remark: "Don't think of your
self as just a local poet ." He gave me permission to think 
a little audaciously. At the same time I was eagerly reading 
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E magazine which had begun publishing in 1 978. 
It filled a gap right away. I'd worked fitfully-- passionately 
and hopelessly --on a book about Gertrude Stein and Marcel 
Duchamp before abandoning it as too intuitive and too wrapped 
up with the dead. I wanted engagement with living writers who 
thought beyond, say, the personal dynamics of writers like 
Charles Bukowski. L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E was a great source of ex
tensions into an exciting and heterodox world of mUltipl e 
approaches to writing and cultural politics. 

Neikirk left the magazine after the first issue appeared in 
1980. While working on issue 2, which subsequently appeared 
in 1981, I became determined to change the focus of the maga
zine. Issues 3 and 4 would format around the discussion of 
individual writers. I chose Charles Bernstein and Ron Silliman 
because I felt that they embodied two distinct poles of an in
credibly rich literary movement. I still feel that their work 
constitutes one of the most extraordinary dialogues of our 
time. The Bernstein Issue appeared in 1982 . The Silliman 
Issue appeared in 1985. 

The three year gap between the Bernstein and Silliman numbers 
was the result of many factors. The first three issues had 
been produced in conjunction with a printing collective -
Shelly's Press --which sadly no longer exists. Printing costs 
were cheap. It was a labor-intensive operation though. The 
press was held together with spit and gum and beer. Collating 
was done by hand. As was the perfect binding. I bound the 
Bernstein Issue myself. The Silliman was the first to be 
commercially printed. What a treat. What an expense! The 
Bernstein cost around $1000. The Si lliman cost almost $3000 . 
To put things in another perspective : it cost about $6.00 per 
copy to produce the Silliman number. Wit h bookseller 's dis
counts, postage, etc., money was lost on every copy sold, 
traded or given away. Grocery money. 
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I come home for lunch, not being able to afford eating out 
and not wanting to brown bag it. Occasionally I'll g e t the 
odd lunch hour telephone call. "Is this Viscerally Press 
The Difficulties? I'd like to speak with Tom Beckett" ' 
--This .is Tom.Beckett . Th ey' re always funny conversa~ions. 
There lS no Vlscerally Press International Headquarters . 
~here ha~e been no grants. There is no support staff . There 
lS our Ilttl e house and active family and the magazine that 
has been in the midst of it all. I'm not an academic. Nor am 
I a stooge. And I'm not independently wealthy. I've done 
what I've,don e with the magazine, and with some struggle, 
because I ve wanted to do it. PERIOD. 

After the Silliman Issue I was planning to shift focus/formats 
once more with the new volume. I wanted to deal with ideas 
and ~ssues, not persons. Sexuality, in particular . David 
B~omlge c hanged my mind when he persuaded me to do an issue on 
hls ~ork . . It was a good move. Everything learned in the four 
~revl~us lSSues came to bear. The Bromige number shines and 
lS a JO Y still. It forced me too to envisage the project in 
longer and larger terms. I resolved to do 3 more issues all 
focussing on female writers. 

What you hold in your hand was to be the first of these la st 
three i ss ues. I nstead it looks to be the last. It's a pity. 
Ther~ ' s such a wealth of great talent out there. I'm thinking 
partlcularly of Lyn Hejinian, Leslie Scalapino, Diane Ward, 
Rachel Blau DuPlessis and Beverly Dahlen . 

I'm in debt and can't afford to do a magazine right now. My 
physical e~ergies are depleted also . Ther e have been some 
medical problems -- back surgery, etc. "The Plan Is The Body" 
as Creeley wrote. So, it's time to take a breather, r~group, 
maybe even resume my own writing. Beginning again at what 
would seem to be an end • 

--Tom Beckett 
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